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BNS BOULDER

Welcome
It seems that each of the last five times I
sat down to write this introduction there
has been a lot to talk about. A merger,
four moves, a global pandemic, a sudden
ban (and reversal) on fluorocarbon waxes.
Thankfully, 2021 finally feels like the year
everything is settling. While the pandemic
is definitely not over, and there is still a lot
of turmoil in the ski waxing world, we seem
to be making dramatic progress towards
returning to a sense of normalcy.
First, wow, what an exciting World Cup
season we had in 2020-2021, despite the
pandemic. The US women crushed it with
Jessie Diggins winning the Tour de Ski and
the World Cup Overall and Distance Globes.
Rosie Brennan pulled off a weekend of wins
and narrowly missed the WC overall podium,
with many new faces breaking through
with strong results along the way. On the
men’s side, a new crop of US skiers showed
promise throughout the season.
As for the future, I see people planning
travel and races, Nordic centers preparing
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Boulder went through a lot of upheaval
in the summer of 2020 when we moved
most of BNS Midwest back to the mother
ship. Closing down a shop and moving
our stone grinding operation in the middle
of the pandemic definitely kept us busy
and stressed, but turned out to be a good
move as we were able to create a strong
stone grinding crew from experienced ski
technicians.
We moved out of our old facility that we
had been using as a warehouse in July and
are moving into a new building, purposebuilt for stone grinding and warehousing.
This will dramatically improve efficiency and

allow us to increase the quality of our stone
grinding output. The Boulder retail space
will undergo a remodel to update the look
while providing more service and storage
space with better flow.
We have a strong crew of returning BNS
staff, although we are sad to lose Hennie
Kashiwa, who will be pursuing his dream to
become a pilot. As always, the Boulder crew
will be here 7-days per week year-round for
you to drop-in or call us. We hope to revive
our weekly wax clinics and other events this
year, so stay tuned for fun events in-store
and on snow. Details at bouldernordic.com
and on social media.

BNS BOULDER
720.227.9400
877.BNS.SKIS
@bouldernordic
@bouldernordic
@bouldernordic
@bouldernordicsport

BY NAT HAN SCHU LT Z

to operate more normally and fluorocarbonfree ski waxing becoming the new normal.
Even as I write this in mid-August as the
Delta variant is erupting, compared to the
chaos and trauma of 2020, these simple
things we used to take for granted feel
grounding. Regardless of what happens this
winter, I am excited to celebrate Boulder
Nordic Sport’s 15th year focusing on the
basics of BNS that I love: making fast skis
and helping people enjoy our technically
challenging sport.
At BNS, 2021 has been a great rebound
after a tough 2020. The challenges of shutting
down BNS Midwest and moving stone
grinding back to Boulder during the height
of the pandemic created a lot of stress, but
has ultimately led to positive change. We
have been able to build a solid stone grinding
crew from experienced ski technicians and
the new website we built last year has
improved service to everyone across the
country while simplifying logistics.
The sudden and unexpected fluorocarbon

ban of 2020 created huge headaches
and uncertainty last season, leaving us to
scramble to learn about hundreds of new
wax products. To add insult to this, snow
was very late to arrive, so early-season
testing was almost non-existent. We were
forced to figure out how to make winning
skis in a world without any of the tools we
had relied on for years. Now that we have a
year of working with these new fluoro-free
products, we still have a lot to discover, but
the experience we have gained allows us to
start feeling confident again as we rebuild
our bank of knowledge. We look forward
to learning more, testing more, and sharing
what we know.
We hope you enjoy this 14th edition of
the BNS Magazine. Who knows what we
have ahead in the winter of 2021-2022, but I
hope that sliding across snow brings you joy
and health, whatever else may come.
Nathan Schultz
Founder, Boulder Nordic Sport

BNS EAST
BNS East was launched in 2009 with the
mission to support Eastern skiers and teams
the same way we were in the rest of the
country. It has its own unique, gritty style,
like Roger Knight and Marc Drabik, who run
the East location. BNS East launched BNS
Bike Service in the summer of 2017 and
now also offers year-round bike service in
addition to the ski equipment and service
you’ve come to expect.
While the space is not fancy (a garage from
1921), expect to find the best hand-picked skis
from our leading brands as well as the largest
wax selection anywhere in North America.
Come by and talk wax or skis anytime; we will
share our knowledge with you and even take
you for a tour through the legendary wax area.
At BNS East, we want to help make your
skiing experience better. Expect on-snow
clinics, wax clinics, race waxing service,

and classroom-type instructional clinics. We
also get out to as many races as we can to
provide on-site service.
ROGER KNIGHT is a proud Mainer trying
to live up to the great history of Nordic skiing
in his home state. Roger grew up racing
at Mt. Blue High School and then later as a
University of New Hampshire Wildcat. When
the time came to pick a career, Roger passed
and just made Nordic his career. He considers
himself lucky to have met most of his ski
heroes and waxed for a few people who
have hit the podium a time or two over the
years. An ideal day for Roger is a nice classic
ski, some race service, and a great espresso.
You will find him standing at his computer,
chatting with coaches, or waxing skis at the
shop. If you want to get into anything ski with
Roger, give him a call or drop him an email
anytime: roger@bouldernordic.com.

MARC DRABIK grew up on bikes and
skis in Amesbury, MA. He has worked in the
outdoor industry for over 25 years and still
enjoys a day of lift service tele skiing. Marc
came to Nordic skiing later but is a technician
in the purest sense of the word and caught
on quickly. You will find him listening intently
to everyone talk about all things skiing. Marc
is our head mechanic, runs the sales floor
at BNS East, and is the point of contact for
most new customers. Marc is “the curious
cat” of BNS East; he digs into anything and
everything new to check it out immediately.

BNS EAST

207.541.7438
@BNSeast
@BNSeast

BOULDERNORDIC.COM
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PERFORMANCE FACTORS
The key to nailing ski service is understanding
the many different elements that all have to
come together to produce fast, fun skis.

1 | SKI QUALITY & FLEX

2 | FLEET SETUP & MANAGEMENT

THE FOUNDATION FOR SUCCESS

A STEP TOWARD SUCCESS

Making fast skis starts long before the snow flies by picking the
right pair. Two things matter here: the first is getting an excellent pair
of skis and the second is making sure they have the right flex.

QUALITY

Photo | Xavier Fane

BNS
SERVICE
SYSTEM

Over the years, BNS staff have worked with tens of thousands of skiers
across the world. We discovered that many people are confused,
frustrated, and even misguided in their attempts to master ski service.
The BNS Ski Service System evolved to make the technical side of
our sport manageable and fun. We do this by breaking ski service
into a comprehensive framework, explaining each of the steps, their
importance, and how to manage them efficiently and confidently.
With the new fluorocarbon wax bans that have gone into effect,
ski waxing has been thrown into chaos. Hundreds of new fluoro-free
wax products have hit the market trying to replace the performance
and consistency of long-chain fluoro waxes, but the reality is that they
can’t and they won’t. This makes our focus on the other aspects that
contribute to ski performance even more important than before.

SIMPLICITY

Avoid complications when possible, and you’ll keep ski service
manageable and fun.

EFFICIENCY

You will never have enough time or budget to do everything, so invest
your resources in what will yield the greatest returns. Don’t waste time
and energy on things that won’t make a significant difference.
Visit the BNS Youtube Channel for howto videos. Go to bouldernordic.com
for detailed guides on ski selection,
stone grinding, waxing, and more.
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QUALITY

Whether it is skis, grinds, wax, or tools; high-quality materials are
always our emphasis. We understand that you invested in your skiing—
we are committed to providing you with the very best products and
services to help make your investment pay off.

The absolute quality of the ski is the most significant factor in ski
performance. A high-quality ski performs well in a broad range of
conditions and will often be the “go-to” ski—even for an elite racer
with a large ski quiver. On the other hand, a low-quality ski consistently
performs poorly even with the perfect stone grind and wax application.
The main challenge of finding a ski of high absolute quality is that
the same production line will roll out both incredible skis and underperformers that are visually identical. These challenges are why BNS
travels to Europe to hand-select skis every summer.* We thoroughly
examine thousands of skis every year for the right characteristics and
only bring home the very best.

SPECIFIC FLEX CHARACTERISTICS

Every ski, even those of the same model and length, is unique in
its shape and flex profile. These characteristics must be matched
appropriately with the skier and the conditions in which the ski is
intended. Doing so contributes significantly to the ski’s performance.
With years of experience and our in-house flex-testing machine’s help,
the BNS staff is trained to select skis that will be right for you and
where you ski.

HOW WE FIGURE IT OUT

We invest a great deal of time and energy in figuring out skis. We
start by putting as many skis on snow as possible and correlating
their performance to observable flex characteristics when testing by
hand or on a machine. We work with athletes, test skis on snow, and
race ourselves, which gives us the expansive experience from which
we can identify essential features like speed, acceleration, stability,
and ease of kick.
As the leading retailer in the US, we work closely with the
manufacturers to learn what they are trying to accomplish in their
development and production. We examine their theories and put the
skis to the test on snow to get better at selecting skis and matching
the flex pattern to the ski’s purpose. We use this knowledge to pick
the best quality skis for specific customers and our general inventory.
*Due to COVID-19 travel restrictions, hand-selected skis for
2021-2022 will be picked domestically and held to the same
exacting standards as always.

Fleet setup is when we examine each pair of a customer’s skis to
determine what conditions they will be best in and select stone grind
structures to target the appropriate range of snow conditions. The
result is whether you have one pair of skis or 10, you know that every
ski is high quality and set up to cover a specific range of conditions.
You will be able to understand better which skis are best suited
to which conditions and can quickly pick the right skis on any given
day with confidence.

3 | WAXING
CLOSING IN ON SUCCESS

Once you have chosen your race skis, the most important thing is to
make sure that you have wax that is right for the conditions. Don’t be
tempted to gamble on wax that you’re unfamiliar with, or that could
be bad if conditions change. Be conservative here. As long as you
have chosen your skis well and your wax is competitive, you’ll never
be out of the race.
Waxing is one area where we see people worry excessively,
wasting time and energy when they should be focusing on relaxing so
they can race well. Keep it simple; learn to wax efficiently, and waxing
will not be a daunting part of race day. See bouldernordic.com for tips
and a complete guide to waxing.

4 | HAND STRUCTURE & TOPCOATS
REACHING FOR AN ADVANTAGE

Hopefully, when race day rolls around, you will have chosen a highquality pair of skis with appropriate flex characteristics and grind.
Combined with a conservative but competitive wax preparation, you
should already have a good pair of skis for the day. Optimization is
when you can make that good pair of skis truly great.
Optimizing layers are the adjustments you make to your skis very
close to race time—rub-on and liquid waxes and hand-structure.
Because these elements are applied to the skis just minutes before the
start, it is possible to choose products that can yield incredible results
in a relatively narrow range of conditions. Adding the right topcoat and
hand structure to your well-prepared skis gives you a clear edge over
your competition.

BOULDERNORDIC.COM
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BNS GRIND SYSTEM

HOW TO GET IT DONE

You have two options to get your skis to us for grinding:
1. Drop them off at BNS stores in Boulder, CO or Portland, ME
2. Ship them to us in Boulder, CO
NOTE: The BNS location in Minneapolis is permanently
closed and cannot receive skis.

SHIPPING SKIS

Download a stone grinding work order form from
bouldernordic.com. There you will find our grind menu,
info, tips, and shipping address and instructions. Fill out
the form, prepare your skis, and ship them to the Boulder,
CO store. Only ship skis to the Boulder location.

SHIP SKIS TO BOULDER NORDIC SPORT

629 South Broadway, Suite K, Boulder, CO 80305
+1 720.227.9400, shipping@bouldernordic.com

CALL US IF YOU NEED HELP
8

We can guide you to the right grind choice and answer
other questions you might have. Find more information
on our grinds and grind process at bouldernordic.com.

MORE ABOUT STONE GRINDING

Stone grinding flattens the ski base, removes burnt and damaged base
material, and creates a vital structure pattern. The bottom line is grinding
makes your skis faster and easier to wax when done well. Factors you
need to consider when grinding your skis are grind quality and how to
choose structure patterns to optimize your skis’ performance.

GRIND QUALITY

The quality of a stone grind directly corresponds to performance.
Producing high-quality grinds that yield the fastest skis requires
advanced machinery and highly-skilled operators. Technicians must
have a keen eye for grind quality as they manage many variables that
influence the machine’s production. Experience, patience, and ability
are all required to make high-quality grinds consistently.
BNS uses cross-country-specific machines that leave bases clean
and hair-free, reducing post-grind base prep and giving you fast skis
almost immediately. Our digitally-controlled equipment provides
us with highly precise, repeatable grinds and avoids the burning,
smearing, and overly-aggressive structure we see in many skis that
come from other grinding operations.

CHOOSING THE RIGHT STRUCTURE

Snow crystal type and moisture content vary widely, and ski performance
corresponds directly to how well a stone grind pattern (structure)
manages these factors. Some structures have comprehensive ranges
and handle various conditions well, while others are superb in a very
limited set of conditions and suffer in most others. The grinds you
choose should depend on how many pairs of skis you have in your
“fleet” and the conditions you expect to encounter most often.
Since ski quality is a dominant factor in performance, for most
people, the best setup is one to three pairs of high-quality skis with
broad-range grinds that put the best skis in the mix more often. However,
many high-level competitors have four to six pairs, or more, to handle
all snow conditions.

FLEET MANAGEMENT

Choosing which grind to put on your skis should not be difficult. We
base our grinding suggestions on your skis’ characteristics—stiffness,
camber shape, and flex pattern. If you’re not able to bring in your fleet
for an in-person evaluation, it is helpful to have a good idea of what
sort of conditions your skis perform best in. See our section on fleet
management for more information.

DAY-OF DECISIONS

When it comes to choosing the right ski, you may have to choose
between skis and grinds. Keep in mind:
•The fastest grind is the one that performs best over the ENTIRE trail
system you are using. Conditions often vary widely, so finding the
grind that works in all conditions you will encounter is essential. For
example, a grind might excel in a glazed area where many people
have skied, but 90% of your skiing may be on newer, dryer snow out
in the woods. A better choice would be a grind that is ok in the glaze
but is fast in the newer, dryer snow.
•Test skis/grinds against each other in the days leading up to races
if possible. Zero out two pairs by waxing them the same way and
testing them against each other to determine which is working best.
Glide testing and field testing (skiing with one ski from different
pairs) are great ways to determine what is working best.
• Use your knowledge of each grind’s strengths and weaknesses when
making your choice. For example, if two grinds are testing the same,
but conditions are warming, choose the warmer grind, or if snowfall
is threatening, pick a new-snow grind.

GRINDING MENUS

have in your fleet. 95% of skiers have one, two, or three pairs of skis,
and we recommend different mixes of our core grinds based on how
many skis you have. To find the right combination of grinds for your
fleet, choose skate/classic and then pick the grinds highlighted for the
number of skis you have.
Every region has unique snow conditions. Skiers in the dry
Mountain West will want to adjust toward the colder end of the menu,
while skiers in the Northwest and California should consider moving
to the spectrum’s warmer end. We are always happy to consult with
individuals and teams to make recommendations that keep your life
simple but ensure you get the best we have to offer.

Our goal is to have a straightforward grind naming system to make
our various grind offerings as easy as possible to understand.

The system has three components:
1. Each name starts with “S” or “C” to designate skate/classic.
2. Two numbers follow, separated by a decimal point: the first
digit corresponds to moisture and temperature range on a
scale of 0 (cold/dry) to 5 (warm/wet).
3. The second digit corresponds to snow type ranging from
0 (new/sharp) to 5 (transformed/rounded).
These names bring clarity to each grind’s characteristics and also
allow you to easily compare grinds relative to each other just by
looking at their names.
We recommend our core grinds on the menus below as the starting
point for everyone. These broad-range structures provide a solid foundation
to handle every condition, whether you have one pair of skis or 20.
We base our Simple Grind Menu on how many pairs of skis you

GREEN STONE

Made with a smaller grit than is typical, the green stone is capable
of creating fine structures with greater precision than we’ve ever
seen. The result is better performance from our grind options for very
dry, cold conditions. It is a hassle to change the stone to make these
grinds, but well worth the improved performance.

SIMPLE MENU (TOP)

Our core grinds have shifted
toward the finer (colder) end
of the scale; everyone from
ski manufacturers to national
teams seems to be migrating
toward this approach, so we are
confident that these grinds are
the best choices. Utilizing a finer
structure makes for a broaderrange solution as these can
be easily modified with handstructure for wetter conditions.
Of course, the simple grind
menu isn’t for everyone, as
conditions vary from region to
region. For wet conditions, S4.3
is an excellent choice. For a
racer in cold, dry climates, like
the Rockies, S0.3, S1.3, and S2.2
would be ideal for three pairs of
skis. On the other hand, Eastand West-Coast skiers might
go warmer with S1.3, S2.2, and
S3.2 or S4.3.

1 pair 2 pairs 3 pairs

5

C2.2

C5.0

C4.2

4

S2.2
S1.3

S5.4

5

C5.4

C5.2

S4.3

4

C3.3
3

C2.2

C2.4

1

C0.2
1

2

3

4

S1.0
S0.1

C0.4
5

0

S2.4

S2.2

2

C1.2

1

0

S3.2

3

2

X
X X
X X X

S3.2

Wax Klister Chart (page 41)

C1.2

EXPANDED MENU (BOTTOM)

The realit y is that snow
conditions vary wildly, and we
sometimes need structures to
complement our broad-range
core grinds. The core grinds are
highlighted in the middle of these
expanded menus, but you’ll also
find the rest of the structures
that have proven themselves
worthy of our primary repertoire.
Find out more details about our
grinds at bouldernordic.com.

X X
X
X
X X

C4.2

1 pair 2 pairs 3 pairs

SKATE

We have re-established our stone grinding operation in our Boulder
headquarters. With BNS Founder Nathan Schultz leading the
dedicated stone grinding team, we are running the best quality grinds
and a consistent grind schedule throughout the season. Skis can be
dropped off at our Boulder and Portland, Maine retail locations, or
shipped directly to Boulder.
We run weekly grind batches mid-October through the end of the
season. During the off-season, March 15-October 15, we run batches
approximately once per month. As always, it is best to get your grind
skis in well before you need them. Summer and early fall are the best
times to grind your skis.
We continue to be very happy with our Tazzari grinding machines.
Our upgraded RP-23 is responsible for final structure while our older
RP-13 machine helps with the flattening and polishing processes.
Questions often arise as to why it takes so long to grind a pair
of skis. The reality is that creating World Cup-quality structures
requires many steps, and it is crucial to get each one right. Cutting
corners during any part of the grinding process can produce sub-par
performance on the snow.
A great deal of preparation must happen before a ski receives its
final structure. Initially, we incrementally grind away very thin layers of
base to remove burnt and damaged material while flattening the base,
which is critical for accepting the structure pattern and maximizing onsnow performance. The work is done with precision to ensure we take
off only the amount of base material necessary. Rushing this process
can result in excessive removal of material and smeared, burnt, or
sealed P-Tex, dramatically reducing performance.
After flattening, we polish skis to a very fine finish, creating a
blank base. We then cut the stone for each structure and run every ski
through “final” structuring. Some final grinds take two to three passes
with different structures to achieve the results we need. Each new
structure pattern requires re-cutting the stone and testing it on a ski.
One question we get frequently is, “why aren’t my freshly-ground
skis completely flat?” We balance flattening the skis with saving base
material. Older skis tend to be more warped. If we grind the base
perfectly flat, we remove too much base material, leaving the base very
thin or even unusable. We grind skis to the level of flatness that leaves
enough base material to optimize your skis’ speed and longevity.

CLASSIC

STONE GRINDING UPDATE 2021–2022

1

S1.2

S1.3

S1.5

S0.2

S0.3

S0.5

2

3

4

5

BOULDERNORDIC.COM
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2021 Behind the Scenes
BY JA SON C O R K

Jason Cork has been a coach
and wax technician for the U.S.
Ski Team since 2012. He started
his coaching career in 2003, and
has worked with junior teams in
Colorado (2003-08), at Michigan
Technological University
(2008-10), and with CXC’s Elite
Team (2010-12). He spends his
summers in Stratton, Vermont.
Twitter: @corkxc
Instagram: @jcorkski
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When Roger asked if I’d be willing to write “a
piece on Jessie’s historic season, told through
a coach’s eye,” I was a bit hesitant. For the
most part, a great season is pretty similar to
a normal season, and even a horrific season:
there are a lot of boring parts, which you
immediately forget, and the balance is so
high-paced, stressful, and painful that you
tend to block it from your memory. But there
are always a few highlights. I guess that’s
what keeps us coming back.
D R E S D E N Heading from Davos to
Dresden for the sprint races, we had two
vans of athletes, three coaches, and four
techs. The wax truck can hold five people,
so to free up some space in the vans, Matt,
Kate, and I decided to put one of us in the
cab. I don’t like driving in Germany (it seems
to always rain when I’m behind the wheel on
the autobahn), so my bid to ride in the big rig
was accepted.
One aspect of the pandemic which
wasn’t widely addressed is that roadside
restaurants in Europe, which reliably provide
a wide variety of well-prepared food, were
all closed. For several hours, we’d been
anticipating a raststätte that had both
McDonald’s and schnitzel, and were sorely
disappointed when we arrived.
When you’re driving vehicles of a certain
size in Europe, you need a special license.
I don’t have this driving permission, so this
freed me up to sit in the back seat and do
some sight-seeing. Another rule is that trucks
can’t drive more than 90 km/h, so I had a
solid 10 hours to watch the countryside pass
by at 89.9. One other fortuitous law is that if
you aren’t driving, you’re allowed to drink in
a vehicle. So, things worked out OK for me
in the end: I was able to eat delicious gas
station pretzels and drink beer while looking
at German fields.
VAL DI FIEMME For many years, we’ve
considered sending waxers from the races in
Toblach to Val di Fiemme to get a head start
on kick waxing. This year, we finally were
able to pull the trigger and get it done. As
soon as the men’s skis were ready for their
race, Per-Erik, Chris, and I hopped in a van

and sped the two hours over the mountain.
We were briefly delayed while awaiting our
negative COVID tests at the stadium, but
even Per-Erik, who normally feared the nasal
swabs, agreed that the nurses were gentler
than usual. Once we got the all-clear and
received our accreditations, we were able to
get on snow and test binder.
The wait, while necessary, wasn’t entirely
warranted: the trails were unlit, it was dark,
and we didn’t see any other skiers. We’d
wisely brought headlamps, and despite
getting disoriented in the field below the Brink
Hill, we started dialing in what was slow, what
was slippery, and what was good enough to
race on. Although on television the distance
course used at Val di Fiemme may appear to
be fairly flat, the climbs are steep and hard
and racers are often seen double-pole kicking.
At that stage of the Tour, the skiers are also
getting tired, and we’ve been burned by slick
skis too many times to skimp.
The 10km mass start in Val di Fiemme
has been a major hurdle in the Tour de Ski
for Jessie over the years. We’ve botched the
skis, but she’s also found herself too fatigued
to hold her stride together as the pace
accelerates over the hills. This year wasn’t an
exception: After the race, she said her legs
had gone numb with pain during the last five
kilometers, but that the kick was so dialed
that she could trust that they were going to
hook up with the snow regardless. So, our
excursion in the dark was justified.
One of the traditions the wax techs have
after a podium is to take a celebratory drink
while cleaning up race skis and the test fleets,
but we had to briefly postpone our toast after
Alpe Cermis, as the European techs went to
get yet another COVID test before flying
home. Per-Erik eventually returned to the
truck with a bloody nose, manhandled by an
Italian, but still in good enough spirits to pour
the aquavit for us.
FALUN After the Tour de Ski, we went
to Seiser Alm to recover, and then to Lahti
for as short a visit as possible. In theory, I
love Finland. In practice, it’s almost always
dreary, the course marshals seem angry,

Photo | Jessie Diggins racing to her Overall World Cup Title. NordicFocus

and nothing on the hotel buffet is appetizing.
We left a bit disappointed: Jessie was less
than a second from the podium in the
skiathlon, but her skate skis were slow, and
I’d over-compensated on a kick bump for her
scramble leg in the relay, so she got chewed
up on all the downhills.
We’ve had some good success in Falun
in the past, and I needed to make up for
some less-than-stellar ski prep in Lahti. This
season, Salomon hired Roddy Darragon
(silver medalist in the 2006 Olympic sprint)
to help test, and I spent an hour Thursday
afternoon holding his hand while we glided
out skate skis. We were surprised at the
winner—skis with a one-off test grind that
had never been particularly amazing. Roddy
and I spent some more quality time together
Friday, and the same pair won. We sent
Jessie out with one of each of the top two
pairs, and she confirmed that the one we’d
ID’d were faster on the flats and uphills. It’s
occasionally tempting to overthink things
when picking skis, but in this case, I decided
that the same pair winning two days in a row
was a good sign. I got back to the truck 10
minutes earlier than planned, leisurely waxed
them, and jogged them to the start.

There were a lot of highlights in the 2021
season, but I think that Jessie taking the win
in Falun over Therese Johaug—with all the
other best Norwegians, Swedes, Finns and
Russians in attendance—will be among the
top performances of her career. The skis
were good, which was gratifying, but she
paced it perfectly, nailing all the climbs
and holding her power and technique to
the finish line. Growing up, I had a VHS
tape of the 1993 pursuit from Falun and
remember being shocked at the steepness
of the Mörderbakken. Although the courses
have been redesigned since, one remaining
immutable fact is that what goes up, does
come down. And if you’re exceptionally good
at skiing winding, working downhills—as
Jessie is—you’ll come down extremely fast.
And that’s what she did.
OBER ST DOR F WOR LD
CHAMPIONSHIPS In the women’s relay,
the Swedish team—who had won at the
previous World Championship—struggled
in the classic legs, ultimately finishing sixth;
two minutes off Norway. After the race,
Petter Myhlback, their head of service,
said, “We made a mistake in the waxing
team today. We’ve stood in the way of their

dreams. Sometimes we realize them, and
contribute to them, and sometimes it’s the
other way around.”
I thought Jessie should medal in the
10km, and she missed the bronze by 5.1
seconds. I thought she could medal in the
skiathlon; I’ve never been more sick and
angrier about screwing up skis as I did that
afternoon. We’d hoped to finally get the
women the championship relay podium
they’ve been chasing since 2013, and we
weren’t able to deliver skis competitive
enough to make it a reality.
It was warm and soft, course access
was severely limited, we got outsmarted and
outgunned. We stood in the way of a lot of
dreams in Oberstdorf.
E N G A D I N We knew that Oslo and
Beijing were cancelled quite early, but when
Nove Mesto had the plug pulled on them
right before the World Championships,
that left only two World Cup races after
Oberstdorf. Mathematically, Jessie had
clinched the Overall title, but now we were
doing arithmetic on what it would take to
pick the Distance Globe up, too. It came
down to the last day, the 30km pursuit: if
Ebba Andersson won, and Jessie was at least
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2021-2022
Photo | Jessie Diggins sporting her FIS
Cross-Country World Cup Overall and
Distance Globes. Salmon/NordicFocus

third, Jessie would take the title. If Ebba got
second, Jessie only needed to be seventh.
There was some motivation to not screw up.
And so, we left the hotel at 4:20am, and
I got on snow at 4:40am to try to knock the
fleet down to a few pairs. I soon realized that
was not going to be a productive endeavor: it
had snowed. A lot. Much more than forecast,
over 10 centimeters, and it was still coming
down. The groomers eventually got going at
6:15am, promptly grooming the test track
that we, France, and Russia had skied in,
throwing everything off. There were some
grumpy people in the truck.
The final races of the season were
point-to-point 30 and 50kms, and neither
race started near the wax truck. We had a
complicated schedule: picking a couple of
pairs of skis for each athlete without their
input, powdering them, taking them to the
start, helping the athletes decide what to
race on, adding topping and structure, and
then speeding back to the wax truck.
Tim, Karel, and I were responsible for
getting the women’s skis dialed while the rest
of the techs continued testing in Silvaplana.
When we got to the start, in front of a hotel in
St. Moritz, the keys to the van were tossed on
the tray by the windshield wipers, as always.
This time, though, they disappeared through
a slot, falling deep into the frame of the
vehicle. Matt came to the rescue, eventually
finding a bike shop, obtaining a spoke, and
fishing the keys out. I was blissfully unaware
of this whole fiasco. Getting locked out of
a van at this stage of the season, on this
particular day with so many moving parts,
would have been frustrating. It’s likely that
I would have started crying, but it’s equally
credible that I would have channeled super-
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human strength, turned the van upsidedown, and shaken it until the keys fell out. I
was super stressed.
Tim headed out on course with a spare
ski and sprinted back to report that Jessie
had covered the 21-second gap to the lead
group by herself and sat fifth, with sixth far
behind, after a little over a kilometer. We
carefully took the keys off the dashboard and
drove back to the truck.
That was, essentially, the last and only
info we were able to get about how things
were going. Matt and Grover, leapfrogging
each other on course doing feeds, were
quickly outside the range of our radios. At
the truck, we couldn’t get the race on the
television, and there wasn’t Wi-Fi at the
venue. Cellular data in Switzerland for nonSwiss phones is apparently throttled to a
crawl. Simultaneously, we were getting the
men’s skis ready to take to the start.
We’d anticipated that the race would be
quite fast, but hadn’t considered that the
new snow, intermixed with the existing dirty
snow, would slow things down. As we drove
to the men’s start in Maloja, the scarcity of
information was excruciating. It was easy to
think that a lack of updates portended bad
news. Finally, as we pulled into the parking
lot, Eli was able to get a signal on his phone
and report that Ebba had gotten second,
with Heidi Weng inadvertently playing
spoiler by taking the win. I later learned that
Jessie’s skis had started good but slowed on
the trails after Pontresina. She did her best
to stay in the draft and to stay competitive,
even coming to a stop at the top of the last
downhill to keep Stupak from sling-shotting
her, but lost the sprint for third. Regardless,
it was enough, and the Distance Globe was

hers. I’m a big fan of Heidi.
M U N I CH I started obsessing about
cross-country skiing in 1990, when I was 13.
At that point, Bill Koch had won the World
Cup less than a decade before, so it had
seemed obvious that we’d win another, soon.
Jessie was second in 2018, just 40 points
behind Heidi. For a while, I was afraid that
was as close as the U.S. was going to get.
I’m sure that some people say that Norway
skipping so many races put an asterisk next
to her title, but that doesn’t concern me.
When you watch the end of a
championship event on television, you
usually see celebratory coaches, players,
and fans . The pandemic stole those
moments from many sports, but we had an
additional reason for not partying: a 400km
drive for 7:00am departures out of Munich
the next day. We all went to the finish line for
a photo, collected race skis, then hammered
back to the truck to pack up and get the
truck ready to go into storage. One thing I’ve
learned over my years is that, win or lose,
you always end up cleaning skis.
Chris was willing to handle the drive
north out of Switzerland, which was greatly
appreciated as the weather deteriorated.
I navigated, first to our rain-checked
McDonald’s south of Bregenz, and then to
the airport hotel in Hallbergmoos. The staff
split a bottle of too-sweet sparkling wine in
the lobby, had one last beer I’d bought at
the gas station with Oleg and Karel (who
needed to start driving the wax truck to
Estonia the next morning), and headed to
bed. The last day of the season was a fitting
end to a hectic year; on the brink of disaster,
with uncertainty throughout, but ultimately,
everything worked out. ◀

SKI OVERVIEW
FINDING THE RIGHT SKIS FOR YOU:
THE IMPORTANCE OF SKI FITTING

Skis have been our focus at BNS since day one,
and we invest a huge amount of time, energy, and
money in understanding the skis we carry. We place
a significant emphasis on selecting and fitting skis
to our customers because we recognize that ski fit
and quality provide the foundation of your skiing
experience. Whether you are looking to shuffle
around the park or are vying for the National Team,
we find the skis to match your ability and goals for
optimal performance.
A BNS ski fit means going way beyond looking
at a size chart and simply choosing any ski that
matches up. Every pair of skis has a unique flex
and camber profile that will suit a particular weight
range, temperature range, and track condition. Too
often, we see skiers who have had a disappointing
experience directly attributed to having purchased
equipment that was wrong for them. At BNS, you get
the value of our knowledge and expertise to help you
choose what model is right for you and then fit you
with the right ski from our well-stocked inventory.

BNS QUALITY

Every pair of high-end race skis that we have in
inventory has been hand-selected to meet our quality
criteria. We travel to factories in Europe every year to
meet with the engineers who design these skis and
the World Cup technicians who support them.* We
also work with elite athletes and test skis extensively
on our own to better understand how they work
in the real world. We combine this knowledge and
experience to bring together an inventory of skis that
is unsurpassed in quality—anywhere.
While high-end race skis are historically our
specialty, we are passionate about getting anyone
and everyone set up on the right equipment.
Whether you are looking for your first pair of skate
skis, aiming to tour in the backcountry, or just want
to glide around the Nordic center, our staff will

set you up with gear that will keep you smiling for
years to come. We invite you to take advantage of
our experience and knowledge. Drop by one of the
shops, call, or go to bouldernordic.com for detailed
product information and expert guidance to help
you find your perfect pair of skis.

Photo | Louis
Garnier/Rossignol

HAND-SELECTED SKIS:
THE CREAM OF THE CROP

Every spring, in the absence of pandemic-related
travel restrictions, our staff travels to Europe to
pick out our inventory of high-end skis.* Each pair
is individually examined by our most experienced
staff members long before they ever show up in
our stores. We evaluate skis to determine their
absolute quality and for which conditions they are
best suited. Our staff has spent years correlating
how skis perform on snow with data from flex
testing machines and inspections by hand. We use
that experience to sort through the many nuances
of cross-country skis in a way that provides
unparalleled access to the perfect ski for you.
As part of our commitment to “bring World Cup
service to everyone,” we provide a pre-ordering
service every spring. Customers who place ski
orders before June 1 will have skis selected
specifically for them during our ski selection
trip—just like a World Cup athlete. The best part is
that there is no additional charge for this service.
The skis arrive in the US with our customers’
names already on them and are delivered by the
beginning of November, usually earlier. To take
advantage of this unique service, call 877-BNSSKIS or visit any one of our locations to place your
order. The process is simple, straightforward, and
the best way to get your next favorite pair of skis.
*Hand-selected skis will be picked domestically
for 2021-2022 due to travel restrictions stemming
from the COVID-19 pandemic but still held to the
same exacting BNS standards.
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ELITE
A FISCHER SPEEDMAX SKATE

HAND-SELECTED BESTSELLER ON THE WORLD CUP STAFF PICK

Want to know which brand is at the top of the game? Just look at
World Cup podiums. Fischer continues to set the bar with small
technology tweaks such as the 3D gliding sidewall. Most notable is
the stability and supple feel on the snow. Also, Fischer has lightened
the ski slightly by removing reinforcement for binding screws,
meaning that only Turnamic bindings can be used. Sorry, SNS. $800
B MADSHUS REDLINE 3.0 SKATE ON THE WORLD CUP
New ideas and technologies abound. Most notable is the Redline
3.0’s ability to work for a much broader skier weight range than any
other ski, making them easier to fit. The 3.0 still maintains, however,
excellent stability and a buttery feel on the snow. New for 2021-2022
are sub-models: F2 for harder, faster conditions and the F3 for softer
conditions—featuring a groove only in the back half of the ski to
improve V2 performance. $800
C ROSSIGNOL X-IUM SKATE PREMIUM ON THE WORLD CUP
A refined top-level ski for anyone seeking the best of the best. An
additional length option for 2020 helps to provide a custom fit. We
recommend these for skiers who prefer a springy yet stable ski and
there is a reason that Rossi fans are so loyal. A wide range of flexes
are available among different lengths making the Premium a go-to
for skiers struggling to get a good fit from other brands. $700
D SALOMON S/LAB SKATE ON THE WORLD CUP
Possibly the lightest ski you have ever felt, the S/Lab performs
remarkably well, and swing weight feels virtually non-existent.
Salomon’s unique carbon cap construction keeps the ski stable,
active, and precise. Demand for the S/Lab has continued to grow
over the last several seasons for BNS customers and World Cup
athletes alike. Pre-drilled for Prolink or SNS bindings. $700

HIGH-PERFORMANCE
E FISCHER RCS SKATE BESTSELLER STAFF PICK
One of the all-time greats. The RCS may not be the flagship
model for Fischer anymore, but it continues to offer the excellent
performance that landed it on so many past World Cup and Olympic
podiums. Updated with Cold Base Bonding technology found on the
Speedmax. This is a great all-around ski for the performance-minded
enthusiast and occasional racer. $525
F NEW MADSHUS ENDURACE SKATE
The Endurace Skate impressed us enough with some pre-production
skis that we have decided to add it to our lineup this year. A race-inspired
geometry make the ski stable and easy to control while the innovative
new core material keeps both overall weight and swing weight to a
minimum. A great balance of price and performance. $345
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G ROSSIGNOL X-IUM SKATING
The X-ium offers race-level performance at a more affordable price
and has been a staple in our lineup for years. Rossi’s reputation for
stable yet active skis is on full display with the X-ium. Because of
their flex ranges, Rossi make an excellent option for those seeking
a shorter ski that still has a stiff flex. $450
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H SALOMON S/MAX CARBON SKATE BESTSELLER BINDING INCLUDED
The S/Max makes the most of Salomon’s carbon technology seen
on the S/Lab and delivers it in a more affordable package. The
S/Max earned itself a place at BNS last season by providing an
excellent balance of performance and cost and was well-received
by a broad range of skiers. Prolink Shift-In binding included. $530

SPORT
I FISCHER SCS SKATE
A model that has withstood the test of time, the SCS does a great
job of balancing performance and cost, making it an excellent
choice for recreational skiers who might even occasionally race.
Also a great choice for juniors who need good skis but might
quickly outgrow them. $290
J

NEW

ROSSIGNOL DELTA COMP SKATING

BESTSELLER BINDING INCLUDED STAFF PICK

One of our favorite budget performance skate skis, the Delta
Comp features a Nomex® Honeycomb core, the same K7000 base
material found on Rossi’s top-end skis, and a fiberglass laminate
for a softer, more free flex. An excellent ski for the budget-minded
junior, occasional masters racer, and fitness enthusiast.
Race Skate binding included. $455

BUDGET
K NEW FISCHER AEROLITE SKATE 70 STAFF PICK
An all-new budget ski from Fischer, this ski impressed us during
testing. Utilizing volcanic basalt fibers for a light yet inexpensive
core material, the Aerolite 70 offers a stable ride while being lighter
than others in its category. $240
L SALOMON RS8 BINDING INCLUDED
A perennial favorite of BNS during on-snow demos. The RS8 is
consistently a top-performing entry-level skate ski. The Densolite
core delivers a lively ski with smooth flex characteristics and is
reasonably lightweight for the category. Salomon Prolink Race
Skate binding included. $329
M

NEW

ROSSIGNOL DELTA SPORT SKATING

BINDING INCLUDED STAFF PICK

A fantastic option for a entry-level ski or even for a high school
racer on a tight budget; we’re excited to have the Delta Sport in
the mix. The low-density air channel core, along with Active Cap
technology for torsional rigidity and supple flex, make this an easy
choice for the budget-minded skier. The included Race Skate
binding helps with cost saving and decision making, too. $300
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CLASSIC WAXABLE

CLASSIC SKI SELECTION

ELITE
A FISCHER SPEEDMAX CLASSIC ON THE WORLD CUP STAFF PICK
Using the Cold Base Bonding technology developed to produce World
Cup-stock skis for their top athletes, Fischer has created a classic ski
with incredibly smooth and supple flex. Responsive with excellent
glide, the Speedmax continues Fischer’s tradition of simply outstanding
waxable classic skis. Available in the “classic” 812 mold or 902 for warmer
and klister conditions. $800

Do you need me to
stand on the skis?
Nope.
Tradition has long held that to fit classic skis
correctly, the customer needs to stand on them
to check the flex of the ski and mark the wax
pocket. While a well-executed paper test can still
give useful information, many variables are at play,
and it can be tricky or even impossible to achieve
accurate, repeatable results.
Paper testing is a very “analog” way to test
skis, and as a response, many overly-complicated
digital flex testers have popped up. While those
address the concern about making tests “accurate
and repeatable,” knowing the exact pressure along
every inch of the ski butts up against our firm
belief in KISS: Keep It Simple, Stupid. Too much
information can lead to paralysis by analysis; a little
blip on a computer screen can be jarringly visible
enough to mask what is actually an excellent ski
and needlessly send it to the reject bin.
We believe in finding a middle ground in
testing classic skis and have developed a simple
system using calibrated equipment that gives us
accurate results, without muddying the waters
and introducing indecision into the ski selection
process. Most importantly, it allows our customers
to walk out the door with more than just great skis;
they leave with confidence in their equipment and
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knowledge of how to make it perform at its best.
Our flex testing machines were custom-built
for the specific testing protocols we’ve been using
since the early 2000s. The ski rests on an aluminum
bar flattened at a machine shop. A digital force
gauge calibrated to a tenth of a kilogram applies
pressure at a specific point on the ski, and a
digital depth gauge measures the camber height
in hundredths of a millimeter. Stainless steel feeler
gauges are used to measure the pocket and mark
kick zones.
Marking kick zones is a two-step process, using
different percentages of the skier’s weight applied
at different points of the ski. Feeler gauges show
the shape of the wax pocket and approximate the
thickness of the kick wax application. This system
allows us to mark klister and hard wax pockets for
various conditions. Of course, nothing beats putting
skis on snow, and we always suggest waxing new
skis beyond the kick zone and to observe where the
wax wears away; it doesn’t get any more precise.
The country’s best ski inventory combined
with our years of experience, decision making, and
unbiased data from our flex tester, here at BNS,
you are guaranteed to get a great pair of skis that
fits you and your needs perfectly.

Photo | Jesse
Vaananen/Salomon

B MADSHUS REDLINE 3.0 ON THE WORLD CUP
Building on the success of the Redline 2.0, the 3.0 offers significant updates
to design philosophy, including the omission of a large section of groove in
the base. Last season’s testing showed improved performance while still
offering the easy kick that we’ve loved about Madshus for years. $800
C ROSSIGNOL PREMIUM CLASSIC ON THE WORLD CUP
Rossignol continues to improve their classic offering, even compared
to just a few years ago. Kick is fluid and supple, while ski handling
remains effortless. The Turnamic platform makes it easy to adjust binding
position on the ski without a tool, optimizing kick and glide. $700
D SALOMON S/LAB ON THE WORLD CUP
While the tail of the S/Lab Classic utilizes Salomon’s carbon cap
construction, the forward half of the ski retains a more traditional
construction to provide a more even flex. The result is an incredibly
light ski that accelerates with each kick. We recommend pairing with
a Prolink binding. $700

HIGH-PERFORMANCE
E FISCHER RCS CLASSIC STAFF PICK
We still hold this former flagship in very high regard and not just
because it’s behind so many Olympic medals. Fischer has updated the
RCS with the World Cup-developed Cold Base Bonding, resulting in an
even more fluid and supple flex with improved wax retention. $525
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CLASSIC SKIN
Photo | Marco Felgenhauer/Fischer Sports

The ease of using a skin ski has made them wildly popular across
a broad spectrum of uses, and skin skis have quickly become
the waxless classic ski of choice. These skis use a nylon and/or
mohair (goat hair) patch in the middle of the ski for grip. Skin skis
perform best in wet and warm conditions where traditional waxing
can be difficult or impossible. We recommend moveable bindings
for skin skis as well as regular cleaning and waxing to keep the
skins gliding well over time.
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ELITE
A FISCHER TWIN SKIN SPEEDMAX
Everything we love about the Speedmax 902 but with the
convenience of Twin Skin technology. Excellent waxless ski for
racing or simply a top-quality classic ski without the hassle of kick
waxing. Why opt for a race ski if you don’t race? Because skiing on
really good skis is really fun! Note that Fischer builds their skin skis
with a robust camber to provide excellent glide, however novice
and intermediate classic skiers may find this ski hard to kick. $850
B MADSHUS REDLINE 3.0 INTELLIGRIP
The Redline series has been a staff favorite for years, and the
Intelligrip (Madshus-ese for skin ski) has plenty of fans at BNS.
Geared towards experienced skiers, the Redline 3.0 provides an
incredibly accessible kick in all conditions. Pair with the Rottefella
Move Switch for a versatile, high-performance setup. $800

HIGH-PERFORMANCE
C NEW MADSHUS RACE PRO SKIN BESTSELLER STAFF PICK
The Race Pro from Madshus is a race-ready product that offers the
convenience and easy kick of all skin skis while providing superior
glide thanks to the tapered skin and smaller kick zone. An excellent
marathon ski in tricky or variable conditions. Great as a highperformance recreational ski, too. Whereas top-tier skin skis can be
challenging to kick for some, we recommend the Race Pro as the
go-to high-performance ski for all. $650
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SPORT
F NEW MADSHUS NORDIC PRO SKIN BESTSELLER STAFF PICK
One of our top-sellers in 2020-2021, the Nordic Pro has been
our go-to for first-time skiers and the advanced intermediate on
a budget. Offering extra stability and solid kick, this is a great
ski for anyone who wants extra confidence, especially when
descending and turning. As with all skin skis, pair with the
Move Switch to optimize performance in all conditions. $325

BUDGET

D NEW MADSHUS RACE SPEED SKIN
A lightweight recreational, training, and racing ski that focuses
on grip (without much sacrifice to glide), the Race Speed is an
excellent all-around ski. Like most Madshus classic skis, these are
super easy to kick for skiers of all abilities. Pair with Rottefella Move
Switch for maximum versatility. $475

G FISCHER TWIN SKIN PRO BESTSELLER STAFF PICK
Hands down, the best budget in-track ski in its category.
While its weight is noticeable, the Twin Skin Pro offers the
performance we’ve come to expect from Fischer’s lineup of
classic skis. The Efficient Forward construction gears these
skis towards those who want an easy, secure kick. Binding
pictured but not included. $280

E FISCHER TWIN SKIN RACE
Fischer has one of the best one-two punches in affordable skin
skis. The Race provides performance and the Pro is economical
and easy to kick. Fischer has two strips of mohair which are offset
front and back so there is less resistance towards the ends of the
kick zone, like feathering your kick wax. Turnamic. $430

H NEW FISCHER TWIN SKIN POWER EF BESTSELLER STAFF PICK
Possibly the ultimate starter ski, the Twin Skin Power is a great
ski at an incredible price. Extra width makes this ski adept both
in-track or for light touring. Efficient Forward (EF) construction
makes for an easy kick. It is a great option for occasional park/
golf course skiers. Binding pictured but not included. $220
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MOVEABLE BINDINGS
MOVEABLE BINDING SYSTEMS
For 2021-2022, Rottefella brings some new
innovation to the MOVE binding system,
while Salomon increases its commitment to
their proprietary Shift system with many new
Salomon skis now coming with the Shift-In
binding included with the ski. Both systems
allow precise binding position change while a
skier is in the bindings and can even allow for
on-the-fly adjustments. Binding position has
a surprising effect on ski performance in both
classical and skating styles, so if you have not
experienced either of these systems on snow,
we recommend investigating them as an
option. Especially for skin skis, this feature can
profoundly improve your skiing experience.

ROTTEFELLA MOVE SYSTEM

Everyone loves the grip and ease-of-use
of the new skin skis, but they can be slow,
especially when the snow is cold and dry.
On waxable skis, we have to balance waxing
for kick versus waxing for glide. Having a
moveable binding allows you to quickly and
easily adjust your skin or waxable classic
skis to snow conditions and makes it easy to
change for a long climb or downhill, colder/
warmer sections of the trail, or just because
you want more kick or glide.
With waxable classic skis, you can apply
more kick wax than you would normally in
order to provide better grip, but still maintain
glide by adjusting the binding position.

Simply move the binding forward for more
grip and back for more glide. Finding the
sweet spot is easy because it only takes a
few seconds to reach down and make the
adjustment.
For skate skis, a small adjustment of
the binding position has a surprising effect
on ski feel. Shifting the binding forward
makes it more stable and easier to control,
while shifting the binding backward releases
the tip of the ski and generally makes it
feel slipperier. Having a moveable binding
allows you to tune the ski feel to the snow
conditions and adjust it as needed for
optimal performance.

SALOMON SHIFT AND
S H I F T- I N S Y S T E M

The Salomon Shift system has been
around for several years but 2021-2022
is the season that Salomon goes all-in on
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Rottefella built the MOVE binding system on the NIS platform to provide
the ability to change binding position dynamically and on-the-fly. The old
NIS system provided a large range of binding adjustment, but to change the
binding position, one had to stop skiing, remove the ski, adjust the binding, put
the ski back on and go. The MOVE System adds a “MOVE Switch” at the front
of a longer binding plate, allowing a skier to adjust the binding position while
attached to the skis. The adjustment can be made while stopped or even while
gliding down a hill.
The MOVE System can be made to work with any binding-plate platform,
including Turnamic® IFP plates, old-style NIS plates, and the new Salomon/
Atomic mounting plate (RMP). Rottefella has two new NIS plates (2.0 and
3.0) that are longer than the previous NIS plate (now called 1.0) and has
attachment points for the MOVE Switch. The new 3.0 plates come on all new
Madshus, Kastle and Peltonen classic skis. The MOVE System does require an
NNN binding be used, so SNS users will need to switch to a Prolink or NNNcompatible boot to use the system.
Rottefella has changed the MOVE System to come in 3 parts: Move Units,
Move Bindings, and Move Adapters. You combine the parts based on the plate
on the ski and which MOVE Unit is most appropriate for your needs.
The myriad combinations available can make this seem complicated,
but what you need to know is that we can make this work on any platform
and it will make a noticeable difference on snow. There are several pieces
that need to work together: the plate (typically comes installed on your
ski), the MOVE Switch Unit, and the binding. New for 2021, Rottefella
has simplified this by offering the different pieces à la carte to create the
exact combination you need. Call us to cut through the confusion and help
configure your setup perfectly.

MOVE BINDINGS

MOVE BINDING IFP
For IFP Mounting Plates
(Fischer & Rossignol skis).
Skate & Classic. $89.99
MOVE BINDING NIS/RMP
For NIS and Rottefella
Mounting Plates (Madshus,
Salomon, Atomic Skis).
Skate & Classic. $89.99

MOVE ADAPTERS

MOVE ADAPTER IFP
For use with IFP Plates
(Fischer/Rossignol skis). $5
MOVE ADAPTER RMP
For use with Rottefella
Mounting Plates (Salomon/
Atomic skis). $5
MOVE ADAPTER NIS 1.0
For use with older NIS 1.0
Mounting Plates (older
Madshus, Rossignol, and
Fischer skis). $5

MOVE UNITS
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BINDINGS
CLASSIC
H SALOMON PROLINK RACE CLASSIC
The Prolink Race Classic binding provides a low ski/binding connection
that puts power right next to the ski for maximum transmission and feel.
The cream of the crop for Salomon Classic bindings. Compatible with
Prolink®, NNN® and Turnamic® boots. Screw-in binding. 230g/pair.

Photo | Brav Norway AS/Swix

SKATE
A SALOMON PROLINK RACE SKATE
The Prolink Race Skate binding provides a ski/binding connection
that puts the boot sole right next to the ski for maximum power
transmission and feel. This is the cream of the crop for Salomon
Skate bindings. Compatible with Prolink®, NNN®, and Turnamic®
boots. Screw-in binding. 230g/pair.
B SALOMON PROLINK ACCESS SKATE
The Prolink Access Skate binding delivers secure performance at a
budget price for the recreational performance skier. Compatible with
Prolink®, NNN®, and Turnamic® boots. Screw-in binding. 258g/pair.
C FISCHER WORLD CUP SKATE IFP
Turnamic® skate binding allows for precise positioning, quickly and
without tools. Safe Lock feature prevents accidental opening of
the binding during race action. When you want the top-performing
binding for IFP/Turnamic® plates, this is the ticket. Manual entry
and exit. Compatible with IFP-plated skis. Compatible with Prolink®,
NNN®, and Turnamic® boots. 215g/pair.
D FISCHER RACE PRO SKATE IFP
The Fischer Race Pro is the same as the World Cup, without the
locking mechanism. A more affordable, top-of-the-line binding
for those who are unlikely to need the extra security of the World
Cup Lock. Manual entry and exit. Compatible with IFP-plated skis.
Compatible with Prolink®, NNN®, and Turnamic® boots. 215g/pair.
E FISCHER RACE SKATE IFP
Turnamic® skate binding allows for tool-free adjustment. Stabilizer
lets the boot sit tightly on binding for maximum control and power
transfer. Designed for the recreational racer or skier. Step-in entry.
Compatible with IFP-plated skis. Compatible with Prolink®, NNN®
and Turnamic® boots. 228g/pair.

A

B

C

D
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I

J FISCHER WORLD CUP CLASSIC
Turnamic® classic binding allows for precise binding positioning, quickly
and without tools. Safe Lock feature prevents accidental opening of the
binding during race action. When you want the top performing binding
on the market, this is the ticket. Manual entry and exit. Compatible with
IFP-plated skis. Compatible with Prolink®, NNN® and Turnamic® boots.
215g/pair.

J

K FISCHER RACE PRO CLASSIC IFP
The Fischer Race Pro is the same as the World Cup, without the locking
mechanism. A more affordable, top-of-the-line binding for those who
are unlikely to need the extra security of the World Cup Lock. Manual
entry and exit. Compatible with IFP-plated skis. Compatible with
Prolink®, NNN®, and Turnamic® boots. 215g/pair.

L

K

L FISCHER RACE CLASSIC
Turnamic® classic binding allows for tool-free adjustment. Designed for
the recreational racer or skier. Step-in entry. Compatible with IFP-plated
skis. Compatible with Prolink®, NNN® and Turnamic® boots. 228g/pair.

E

PRO TIP: WE RECOMMEND USING HOLMENKOL DÉCOR
SPRAY ON ALL BINDINGS AND BOOT SOLES TO HELP
REDUCE SNOW CLOGGING AND MAKE IT EASIER
TO GET IN AND OUT OF YOUR BINDINGS. IT’S ALSO
USEFUL TO SPRAY ON SKI BOOTS AND SKI SIDEWALLS/
TOPSHEETS TO KEEP WET AND FRESH SNOW FROM
STICKING TO YOUR GEAR AND BOGGING YOU DOWN.

TOURING & BACKCOUNTRY
M FISCHER CONTROL STEP-IN
The Fischer Control Step-In is a high-stability touring binding allowing
easy and fast tool-free adjustment of the binding position to match
terrain and conditions. Step-in entry for ease of use. The Turn Lock
mechanism can be operated even with a gloved hand, making entry
and exit extremely easy. Compatible with IFP-plated skis. Compatible
with Prolink®, NNN® and Turnamic® boots.

F

G

N FISCHER TOUR STEP-IN
We find this binding slightly harder to adjust than the slightly more
expensive Control Step-In. When choosing between the two, if you
expect to move the bindings regularly, choose the Control Step-In. If
you are unlikely to move your bindings, the Tour is a great choice.

F ROSSIGNOL RACE PRO SKATE & RACE PRO SKATE PREMIUM
Step into World Cup performance. The Race Pro and Race Pro
Premium binding features easy, tool-free fore and aft adjustability
for customized performance based on snow conditions. Race
Pro Premium adds a lock for those concerned about mass-start
mayhem. Compatible with IFP-plate. Compatible with Prolink,
NNN, and Turnamic boots. 215g/pair
G ROSSIGNOL RACE SKATE
The Race Skate binding is designed for recreational racers and
performance skiers. A smidge heavier than the Race Pro. Easy toolfree adjustment. Step-in system for quick entry. Compatible with IFP
plate. Compatible with Prolink®, NNN® and Turnamic® boots. 228g/pair.

I SALOMON PROLINK ACCESS CLASSIC
The Prolink Access Classic binding delivers secure performance at a
budget price for the recreational skier. Compatible with Prolink®, NNN®
and Turnamic® boots. Screw-in binding. 258g/pair.

H

We have many more bindings available that we can’t
show here. Junior bindings, Salomon Nordic System
(SNS), Pilot, and more. See bouldernordic.com or call
877.BNS.SKIS to get the specific binding you need!

O ROTTEFELLA BACKCOUNTRY MAGNUM & AUTO
The BC Magnum and BC Auto bindings are designed to be used with all
boots that have an NNN BC sole. The BC platform differs from standard
NNN-compatible products in that it provides a wider, more stable base
for control and stability on wider backcountry skis, in steeper terrain and
deeper snow. The BC Auto provides step-in, step-out convenience while
the Magnum provides the increased reliability of a manual binding and
a little bit more strength. Note that Rossignol and Fischer still use the
Rottefella NNN BC sole and binding platform even though they switched
to their own compatible system for standard NNN-compatible boots.

M
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O
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TOURING & BACKCOUNTRY

An American
Birkebeiner Qualifier
with a twist

February 5th
2022

LIGHT TOURING
A NEW FISCHER SPIDER 62 BESTSELLER
Updated for 2021 with a noticeably lighter core and updated
graphics, we expect the Spider 62 to be in high demand
thanks to its forgiving and stable characteristics. Offering
Fischer’s Offtrack Crown for optimized glide and kick,
relatively short lengths for excellent maneuverability, and a
full metal edge for security on hardpack and ice. Available
mounted with Turnamic bindings or flat for screw-mount
bindings such as NNN BC. $270 flat, $340 mounted

A

B

C

D

E

B NEW MADSHUS FJELLTECH M50 SKIN BESTSELLER
The Fjelltech M50 is updated this year with graphics and
the NIS 3.0 plate for Rottefella MOVE bindings to optimize
your kick and glide on any terrain. The Fjelltech is a threequarter metal edge skier’s ski, designed for all-around
performance, whereas others in this segment prioritize
kick and maneuverability at the expense of glide. BNS sold
hundreds of Fjelltechs last season alone, so get them before
they’re gone! $260

36

BACKCOUNTRY
C NEW FISCHER TRAVERSE 78 & EXCURSION 88 BESTSELLER
Updated for 2021 with a much lighter core, this series
features compatibility with Fischer’s Easy Skin system,
width for stability and float, Offtrack Crown for solid climbing,
and full metal edge. In steep terrain, simply throw on the
Easy Skin (separate) and climb! Excursion 88 has additional
width for stability while Traverse 78 is a bit lighter.
Traverse 78: $340, Excursion 88: $380
D ROSSIGNOL BC 80 POSITRACK STAFF PICK
A solid, all-arounder that is stable and predictable in a broad
range of terrain and conditions. Generous sidecut and modest
tip rocker for easy turning. Positrack base provides confident
grip and glide and a tip notch makes the use of skins a breeze
when facing steeper terrain. Rossignol skin sold separately.
$330 flat, $385 mounted
E NEW MADSHUS PANORAMA M62
The Panorama M62 is Madshus’s update to the venerable
Eon, which has been around for…a long time. The variable
fish scales under foot are designed to provide optimal kick
and glide, the extra width provides stability and float, and
a full metal edge provides extra hold in icy or hard pack
conditions. A great pairing with an NNN BC setup. $270

SKINS

(NOT PICTURED)

FISCHER EZ SKIN 
50mm or 65mm for Traverse 78/Excursion 88. $70

A Course for Everyone!

youth 1k & 3k / 5k f reestyle / 10k f reestyle
21k classic & skate / 42 classic & skate

MADSHUS TRANSITION SKIN
For Panorama Series. $75
ROSSIGNOL L2 SKIN
For BC 80 (55mm x 1400mm). $175
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POLES

POLES
FINDING THE
POLE THAT’S
RIGHT FOR YOU

A SWIX TRIAC 4.0 AERO ON THE WORLD CUP
For when you need the very best. 100% high modulus
carbon, Triac strap system, new shape to reduce drag,
15% stiffer than Triac 3.0, Triac Basket System. We love
the way this pole is balanced; especially how it returns to
the hand. Seen on many, many podiums at the 2021 World
Championships. $450
Photo | Marco Felgenhauer/Fischer Sports

It is essential to understand how crucial poles
are to your cross-country skiing experience:
they are one of only two ways for you to propel
yourself across the snow. The two primary
characteristics to look for when evaluating
poles are stiffness and swing weight. Poles
that are not stiff enough will flex and absorb
a significant portion of your energy—energy
that would otherwise be propelling you
forward. The longer the shaft, the stiffer and
lighter it needs to be. Heavy poles have a high
swing weight that requires more energy to
move the pole and can throw off your timing,
especially when skating. Cross-country
skiing is all about being efficient and having
stiff, light poles makes a huge difference. Not
all poles are created equal, and it is vital to
find a model that meets your needs.
When approaching a new pole
purchase, it is best to keep in mind your
poling priorities and what performance

level you want. First, it is best to establish
what category of pole shaft you are looking
to find. The 100% “high modulus” carbon
poles will be the choice for serious racers
and those seeking the highest performance.
80-100% carbon (non-high modulus)
poles can work well for price-conscious
recreational and high school racers.
Composite (carbon and fiberglass) poles
are a good option for recreational skiers and
those looking to keep their setup affordable.
Aluminum poles are most affordable and
work well for children and touring.
Keep in mind that as poles get longer,
lower-end poles’ weight and softness
become more pronounced. If you are a
tall person (using 160cm or longer), we
recommend a pole with 80% or more
carbon content. There are more nuances to
these categories, so don’t be afraid to ask a
salesperson if you have questions.

Once you have established your pole
category, other discernible differences will
be strap and grip design, stiffness, swing
weight, and price. Keep in mind that though
similar poles look the same on paper, each
will have unique characteristics. Try each
pole on, swing it back and forth, and find a
solid place to push down on the pole to test
its stiffness. Pay close attention to how the
strap and grip feel on your hand. Don’t forget
that this is an important purchase and don’t
be afraid to ask questions!
Finally, before you leave the shop, try
the straps to make sure that they are the
right size. It can be very disappointing to
try your new poles for the first time only to
discover that the strap is too large or too
small. Usually, it is possible to exchange for
different sizes at the time of purchase.
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optional mounting rail that offers easy height
adjustment, or on door-mounting hooks for
those with limited space.
An optional power meter is incredibly
popular, allowing the user to track current
power, average power, peak power, and time.
It is available pre-installed on new machines
or as an add-on kit for all Ercolinas sold
after 2007. The power meter is a very useful
training tool for the serious athlete.
The Ercolina MOTO is a new version that
includes automated resistance adjustment to
program in specific workouts.

G

C SWIX TRIAC 3.0 ON THE WORLD CUP STAFF PICK
Though the Triac 4.0 might have more glamour, the 3.0
is still outstanding and the best value in the ultra-high
performance pole segment. 100% high modulus carbon,
Triac Strap System, Triac Basket System. $350
D SWIX QUANTUM ONE
Even though it’s not triangular, the Quantum One offers
much of the same performance as older-generation Triac
models. This would have been a top-tier pole just a few
years ago. 100% high modulus carbon, Triac Strap System,
Triac Basket System. $270
E SWIX QUANTUM TWO
Heir to the longtime-favorite Swix Star CT1, the Quantum
Two offers elite-level performance for hundreds of dollars
less than today’s top-of-the-line poles. 100% high modulus
carbon, Triac Strap System, Triac Basket System. $230
F NEW ONE WAY STORM 2 MAG BESTSELLER STAFF PICK
An update to last season’s Diamond 18, the Storm 2 offers
the improved Mag Point System 2.0 quick-attach strap. The
easily-released strap proved wildly popular with a broad
range of skiers—anyone who has grown tired of getting their
hands in and out of pole straps. Offering a high-quality 100%
carbon shaft, One Way’s updated graphics, and tool-free
Exchange Basket System. $200

ERCOLINA
Designed and hand-built in Italy, the
Ercolina is a compact , versatile, and
practical training tool. This incredible
device simulates ski poling motion with two
independent cords attached to magnetic
brakes, offering variable resistance. The
width between cords adjusts easily without
tools. Not only good for single- and doublepoling, the Ercolina can provide a wide
range of personalized workouts.
B uilt on a stainless-steel frame, the
Ercolina can be mounted indoors or
outdoors on two anchor bolts, on an

F

B NEW ONE WAY PREMIO 30 ON THE WORLD CUP
Under Fischer’s ownership, One Way is introducing a new
lineup following the footsteps of the outstanding products
that went before. The Premio 30 was all over the place at
the 2021 World Champs for a good reason; it’s ultra-light,
well-balanced, and extremely stiff. Featuring quick-swap,
tool-free Exchange Basket System. $430

ERCOLINA POLING MACHINE
WITHOUT POWER METER: $
 1,050
ERCOLINA POLING MACHINE
WITH POWER METER: $1,400
ERCOLINA POWER METER RETROFIT KIT: $500
ERCOLINA HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT
MOUNTING RAILS: $40

G NEW ONE WAY STORM 5 MAG BESTSELLER STAFF PICK
The ultimate recreational pole. The 50% carbon composite
shaft is lighter and stiffer than any comparable pole we’ve
tested, keeping the price down and performance up. An
upgrade to the Mag Point Strap 2.0 for 2021 improves
both reliability and performance with a unique magnetic
an easy-action button for quickly securing and releasing
the pole without removing the strap. $120

ERCOLINA STORAGE BAG: $65
ERCOLINA ERGONOMIC HANDLES (PAIR): $32
ERCOLINA MOTO WITH POWER METER: $1899

More details on poles at bouldernordic.com.
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Ski Racing Clubs in Alaska
A BRIEF HISTORY
BY JA D OR R IS

Ja Dorris is currently a High
School Assistant Principal at
West Anchorage High School,
his alma mater. He is married
to Joey Caterinichio and has 3
children, Ryann (18), who will be
swimming at Loyola Marymount
University this fall, Lauren (16),
who is a junior at West High, and
Adam (9), who attends a local
elementary school. Ja began his
career ski coaching at West High
with Rick Kapala at West High
School in 1986, and later coached
at Chugiak and Eagle River high
schools. Ja has led teams at the
U18 Scando Championships, and
been on a few US staff teams for
World Junior Championships. Ja
has coached and or led over 25
Junior Nationals for Alaska and is
the current Program Director at
Alaska Nordic Racing.

Alaska has always been a hot spot for Nordic
ski racing in the United States. In the early
1980s, National Team members would travel
north to take advantage of early October
snow at Hatcher Pass and often return for
late-spring skiing. Shortly after that, Jim
Galanes and Bill Spencer set up a temporary
shelter in Eagle Glacier above Girdwood.
Now, Eagle Glacier offers a full-service, yearround training center operated by Alaska
Pacific University.
Dating back to the 70s and even earlier,
Alaska’s high school program was among the
best in the country. There were high school
teams in Anchorage and Fairbanks, as well
as on the Kenai Peninsula—typically fielding
teams with 20-80 athletes for each high
school. In the old days, most high school ski
coaches would coach the high school team
during the competitive race season. They
would rent vans and fill them up with as
many high school kids as they could, and
travel to race in the Junior Nationals/Arctic
Winter Games try-out races. After the winter
racing season was over, coaches would put
together training plans and informally get
together with their athletes in the summer
months and basically run very casual yearround training programs. No one had fancy
uniforms or any other names other than the
name of their high school. What Alaska didn’t
know at the time was that they were already
operating in a quasi-club model.
Alaska continues to have strong high
school programs where all the top skiers
who are in year-round clubs race for their
local high schools and make up the entire
Alaska Junior National Team. I believe that
Alaska might be the only region where this
model still exists.
In 1985, an energetic Rick Kapala, Mike
Graham, myself, and a few other high school
coaches officially kicked off Alaska Junior
Nordic. To the best of my knowledge, this
was the first officially organized junior racing
and training club in Alaska. Any high school
skier, from any high school, could join and
train as one group. It started out with about
15-20 kids and quickly grew to over 60
athletes. They met three times a week and
it was a great environment for all of our top
skiers to bang heads and push themselves.
In the mid 90s, ski-specific clubs started
to take shape. Jim Galanes partnered with

APU in 1996 and started Gold 2002, which
evolved into the current club of Alaska
Pacific University Ski Center, now run by Erik
Flora. Alaska Sports Academy was founded
in 1993 and was coached by Jan Buron. In
1997, Jan Buron left Alaska Sports Academy
and started Alaska Winter Stars. Eagle River
Nordic Training Center was also founded in
1997 by myself and Joey Caterinichio, and
eventually became Alaska Nordic Racing.
Up north in Fairbanks, under the direction of
John Estle, the Nordic Ski Club of Fairbanks
started a club racing program, FXC, in 2006.
Pete Leonard was their inaugural coach for
the first 12 years. FXC, APU, AWS, and ANR
ski clubs are still operational and they play
an integral role within the web of ski racing
in Alaska.
Each of these programs operate in a
very different manner, but together they
make up the fabric of club racing in Alaska.
Alaska Pacific University has its own ski
racing history dating back to the early 70s,
making it a very unique organization and
business model. APU offers a training club
for elite racers; many of whom have been
on National and Olympic teams. They also
run a very robust junior program, as well
as a variety of Masters sessions. FXC is
operated through the larger organization of
the Nordic Ski Club of Fairbanks, and offers
year-round racing programs for little kids
and junior athletes. Alaska Nordic Racing
runs a program out of Eagle River (10 miles
north of Anchorage) and the Valley in the
towns of Palmer and Wasilla (towns 40
miles north of Anchorage). ANR is a private
organization with a healthy Junior program
and a group of Masters learning to ski and
exercising in the winter months. Another
private organization, Alaska Winter Stars,
runs both a Junior and Masters program.
They have recently started a college training
program that allows many of the southcentral athletes returning from college to
train together; thus supporting another
niche in the Alaska Nordic racing scene.
Nordic skiing in Alaska has always
had a long and rich history, with athletes
excelling at every level. The state continues
to perform well at the Junior National level
and quite often has several members on
National and Olympic teams. Nordic skiing
is a big deal to Alaskans. ◀
Photo | vegardphoto.com/Madshus
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BOOTS

2021-2022

BOOT
OVERVIEW
This year’s crop of boots continues the positive
evolutions that we’ve raved about in past years.
Elite-level carbon boots improve on comfort
and reliability with notable new products from
Rossignol’s Premium series and Salomon’s S/Lab.
Carbon boots have come into their own since their
inception half a decade ago when they required
a great deal of customization and sometimes
wouldn’t last a whole season. Now, these boots
are refined, user-friendly products with an allcarbon construction whose performance is almost
shocking the first time you try them out.
The boot that is most exciting this year, however,
is not an ultra-elite product. It is, instead, Salomon’s
reimagining of their third-tier S/Max Carbon Skate
model. This new boot brings the carbon-loaded
technology that Salomon has made famous down to
a more affordable level. It features a more forgiving
last to fit a wide range of feet, while still having great
stability and direct power transmission to the ski.
This concept allows for an incredible fit that results
not only in improved power transfer and control but
in warmth and comfort as well.
Overall, we are incredibly pleased with
how boot technology has evolved. Racers and
enthusiasts are now getting boots that provide slick
design, race level performance, and dreamy on-foot
comfort. As always, our inventory is curated based
on our extensive testing and staff experience; and
not every boot makes the cut. Notably absent this
year is Alpina, whose new product offerings have
not been what we had hoped for. We do anticipate
boot availability to be very tight this coming year
as we have been warned by multiple suppliers they
may not have much for us to re-order. We have a
large stock coming but for maximum selection,
shop early.
The Salomon Nordic System (SNS) continues
to be phased out by Salomon with fewer and fewer
boot and binding options available each year. While
we will stock a minimal number of SNS Pilot Skate
and Combi boots, we strongly recommend your
next purchase to be NNN-compatible. We will
continue to service SNS bindings as long as we
can, but anticipate the discontinuation of all SNS
products within the next few years.

Photo | Louis Garnier/Rossignol
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FINDING THE RIGHT BOOT

We advise all boot shoppers to try a wide range
of boots to determine which brands and models
match their feet. First, it is most important to limit
your choices by fit. Most of the currently available
boots have excellent performance, making fit
and comfort a priority over boot features. When
looking at features, remember that higherperformance boots are constructed with higherquality materials and more exacting specifications,
resulting in a lighter boot that performs better in fit
and functionality.
New boots should fit quite snugly, keeping in
mind that boots “pack out” a bit as they break-in;
width and volume will change slightly, but length
does not. Find the appropriate length and then try
to get the snuggest fit that is comfortable. If a boot
squeezes at the ball of your foot, it is too tight. An
important note we often tell customers: the boots
need to feel 95% of the way there when you try
them on. If they are not a great fit or you have
specific issues, this likely will get worse with snow
time, so it is best to purchase something that feels
very good initially rather than hope for the best.
It’s good to remember that higher-end racing
boots have less padding and insulation to pack out.
Hence, they maintain their fit better over the boot’s
lifetime, without the wishy-washiness that can
develop in lower-quality boots over time. Longevity
is one benefit of higher-end boots and adds some
value to them.
When possible, choose a thin or mediumweight sock; heavier socks will make the boot feel
sloppy and can reduce circulation, causing the boot
to feel colder. If you have trouble with cold feet, a
boot cover is the best solution. And remember:
never, ever use two socks at the same time. This
will cause slipping inside the boot and could
ultimately lead to blisters.
Once you have narrowed the field, compare
the features and overall quality of your choices. To
get a good feel for what you are trying on, imitate
movements made when skiing. Walking is not
a useful way to test ski boots. With skate boots,
transfer your weight from left to right. For classic
boots, roll onto the ball of your foot (not on your
toes) and push down, noting how the sole flexes.
It should be supple and allow your foot to flex
naturally with no sharp hinge points.
One final tip: insoles add support and stability.
They can also help fix hot spots by aligning your foot
properly inside the boot. Across all brands, stock
insoles do not offer much support and so utilizing an
aftermarket insole, custom or otherwise, will improve
your skiing and comfort. Even a simple trim-to-fit
insole (think Superfeet) can make a big difference.

If you have trouble with cold feet,
a boot cover is the best solution.
And remember: never, ever use
two socks at the same time.
SKATING BOOTS

Performance in a skate boot comes from stability in the heel, torsionally
rigid sole, and snug fit. The boot should have a little room ahead of the
toe, ideally somewhere between the fit of a cycling shoe and a running
shoe. When standing on the whole foot, your heel should feel solid
with little or no lateral motion when you imitate a skating movement
by pushing sideways. There should be no rubbing if you transfer your
weight from left to right. Your heel will likely lift if you roll up onto your
toe or walk—this is due to the stiffness of the sole and is normal. As
long as you don’t get any torsional rotation or rubbing as you push off
laterally with the entire foot, the boot will work well.
Skate-boot fit can present challenges because of several hard
components like the cuff, heel cup, and hinge rivet. Check for issues
in each of these areas for each boot you try. Don’t forget about
trying an insole.

CLASSIC BOOTS

Classic boots require a bit more room in the toe as they must flex
under the ball of your foot. Toes should not hit the front of the boot at
any time during the stride. Do not worry much about lateral motion in
classic boots, but it does not hurt to push from side to side and verify
that there is no significant rubbing. Compare classic soles by rolling
up onto the ball of your foot and feeling how smoothly they flex and
if they create any issues by bending in the wrong place for your foot
or creating hinge points that hit your feet.
Classic boot fit tends to be more forgiving than skate fit because
there is less structure around the heel and ankle. You do need to be
aware of any pinching that occurs when you roll forward onto the ball
of your foot.
Looking for more descending and turning control than a
traditional classic boot? Consider a combi for extra ankle support or
a carbon boot for enhanced torsional stability.

WOMEN’S BOOTS

Most ski boot models are unisex, but some offer a women’s variant.
These models have a narrower heel, higher arch/instep, and more
room for lower calf muscles. It’s important to note that not all women
prefer the gender-specific fit, and it is often advisable to try the unisex
version if the women’s boot isn’t entirely cutting it.
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SKATE
ELITE CARBON SKATE BOOTS
The best of the best. All Elite Carbon boots feature fullcarbon chassis and are what you find on the feet of the
best skiers in the world. Designed with carbon technology
throughout the boot, these offer a maximal amount of
torsional rigidity (critical for power transmission and control
for both skate and classic) while providing the weight-saving
characteristics of carbon. We recognize costs are high, but
price and performance go hand-in-hand as with other carbon
sporting goods. WARNING! If you don’t want to buy these
boots, don’t try them on. The quality and fit are that good.

FISCHER SPEEDMAX SKATE & WS ON THE WORLD CUP
Carbon skate boot found on many podiums. Incredible
power transfer and control with minimalist design makes
for a lightweight boot that can do it all. WS version offers
women’s fit and graphics. $799

ROSSIGNOL X-IUM CARBON PREMIUM SKATE COURSE

SALOMON S/LAB CARBON SKATE PROLINK

Redesigned from the sole up, this ultra-performance carbon
boot offers everything it should while retaining the quality
of fit we have come to expect from Rossi. A good carbon
option for those with wider feet. $850

Refined from years of all-carbon boot development,
Salomon takes a unique design approach that includes a
removable, thermo-moldable liner and injected carbon cuff
making a boot that doesn’t have to sacrifice comfort for
performance. A game-changer at this price point. $750

FISCHER CARBONLITE SKATE & WS BESTSELLER STAFF PICK
Updated last season with a new carbon cuff, improved
fit, and less bulk; this boot took off at BNS as soon as we
received our first shipments in 2020. Fisher is coming
into their own as a boot manufacturer and it shows in the
Carbonlite. This boot offers race-level performance for all.
WS model offers women’s fit and graphics. $440

ROSSIGNOL X-IUM W.C. SKATE & FW BESTSELLER
A top-level boot just a few years ago, the X-ium offers the fit and
performance that almost any skier can appreciate. A perennial
staple for BNS, the X-ium W.C. offers an easy fit and is often
recommended to remote customers who aren’t able to try the
boot on in-store. FW model offers women’s fit and graphics. $450

SALOMON S/RACE CARBON SKATE STAFF PICK
Last year, we predicted that this boot would be a game
changer. We were right. The S/Race adopts Salomon’s World
Cup technology and puts it into a more affordable package
that fits an even broader range of feet than the S/Lab.
Featuring a removable, thermo-moldable liner and injected
carbon cuff, this boot stands alone in its category. $450

FISCHER RCS SKATE
RCS offers many of the same features as its higherperformance brethren but in a more affordable package.
A design update last season proved popular with an
improved fit and reduction of bulk. The RCS is a reliable,
sport-performance option for a wide range of feet. $300

NEW ROSSIGNOL X-10 SKATE & FW BESTSELLER STAFF PICK
Updated for 2021, the X-10 series has always been a
great option. Now, thanks to Rossi’s Dual Core injection
technology pared with some design tweaks, the X-10
is better than ever. This boot makes the most of lessexpensive materials and fits a wide range of feet. FW
model offers women’s fit and graphics. $300

NEW SALOMON S/MAX SKATE STAFF PICK
Salomon raises the bar again this year, with the all-new
S/Max boot. The 102mm width makes this a comfortable
option and our pre-production testing confirms that the
performance is outstanding. While slightly more expensive
than other boots in its category, the fit, feel, and power
transmission are certainly worth it. $350

ON THE WORLD CUP

ON THE WORLD CUP STAFF PICK

HIGH PERFORMANCE SKATE BOOTS
Many of the boots in this category were top-of-the-line just a
few seasons ago. Though the all-carbon flagship boots may
have surpassed them in weight and materials, they still offer
outstanding performance at a more reasonable price. Many
components feature carbon construction, particularly cuffs,
midsoles, and heel cups. These boots are all very similar
in materials, weight, performance, and price. Combined
with varying uppers and cuffs, there is a fit here to match
any skier. Any boot in this category would be an excellent
option for the serious ski racer to the performance-minded
recreational skier and everyone in between.

SPORT SKATE BOOTS
This group of boots takes both cost and performance
into consideration. Many of these designs are similar to
Performance category boots, except carbons are replaced
with high-performance plastics. This construction
increases the weight and lowers the torsional stiffness
noticeably; however, this category’s models have been
markedly improving over the past several years. In fact,
we have come to hold many of these boots in surprisingly
high regard. BNS recommends this group for anyone
seeking a quality fit and a performance level perfect for
recreational skiing, cross-training, and even occasionally
racing. However, if 40k-plus races are in your plans, you
will benefit from the stiffer soles of a higher-end boot.
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ELITE CLASSIC BOOTS
Customer response has shown that top-of-the-line carbon
classic boots are worth it for the combination of lightweight
flex and stability that only carbon fiber can provide. In
general, the carbon soles found in this category offer a
smooth flex while delivering the lightweight torsional
rigidity that is the hallmark of carbon fiber. While these
are most definitely racing boots, they can still be great
options for non-racers looking for incredible performance.
The fit can be snugger than previous generations of boots;
however, the quality of materials and design is superior,
resulting in overall better fit, comfort, and performance.

FISCHER SPEEDMAX CLASSIC & WS ON THE WORLD CUP
Often on World Cup podiums, the Speedmax offers the
power transfer and control that only a full-carbon chassis
can provide. Minimalist design keeps things light and
nimble. WS version sports women’s fit and graphics. $450

ROSSIGNOL X-IUM CARBON PREMIUM CLASSIC
New for 2020, this boot features an updated carbon frame with
the ability to add an ankle cuff for extra support, skiathlon, or
an ultra-combi. Soft forward flex with the control of carbon.
Very comfortable, including for those with wider feet. $400

SALOMON S/LAB CARBON CLASSIC

FISCHER CARBONLITE CLASSIC & WS
Our favorite update to the Carbonlite is the improved fit and
less aggressive heel cup. Turnamic outsole and updated
graphics round out this high-performance boot. WS version
offers women’s fit and graphics. $300

ROSSIGNOL X-IUM W.C. CLASSIC & FW
A solid, well-performing boot that fits a wide range of feet
for years of reliable performance. Sole offers smooth flex and
snow-feel. FW model offers women’s fit and graphics. $300

SALOMON S/RACE CLASSIC BESTSELLER
With the DNA of Salomon’s elite race boots, S/Race offers
comfort with a built-in neoprene sock and adjustability with
dissociated Quicklace and adjustable heel strap. Vitane
version offers women’s fit and graphics. $350

FISCHER RCS CLASSIC
High-level boot at a more comfortable price. Less
expensive materials still maintain good performance.
Retains many features found on top-tier boots. $230

ROSSIGNOL X-10 CLASSIC STAFF PICK
A favorite mid-tier boot, the X-10 utilizes Rossi’s Dual Core
injection technology to get optimal performance out of
less-costly materials (plastics instead of carbon). Fits a
wide range of feet. $250

SALOMON RC10 NOCTURNE PROLINK BESTSELLER STAFF PICK
With race-inspired design, the RC10 provides a generous fit
and is excellent for wider feet. Sporting updated graphics, this
boot hits the sweet spot between comfort, performance, and
price. Ideal for those with wide feet. $250

ON THE WORLD CUP BESTSELLER STAFF PICK

Seen all over the World Cup, the full-carbon shell provides
incredible torsional support (great for turns and descents)
while the removable, thermoformable liner provides warmth
and comfort. These boots leave no doubt that Salomon is at
the top of the footwear game. $480

HIGH-PERFORMANCE CLASSIC BOOTS
With full-carbon classic boots becoming standard as the
top-end race boot, this second-tier category of classic boot
is where the real value lies. With Rossignol and Fischer’s
migration to the Turnamic system and their proprietary soles,
there is now more variation among the boots in terms of fit. All
are compatible with every NNN binding made since the early
1980s. These soles, along with high-quality upper materials,
give a supportive, comfortable fit without the extra “filler” of
padding and insulation, resulting in a lightweight boot that
allows your foot to move naturally and efficiently transfer
power while giving you an excellent feel for the ski on the snow.

SPORT CLASSIC BOOTS
Many of the boots in this category share design features
from higher-performance models, but replace lighter
materials with less expensive ones. More padding and
insulation provide some additional warmth, but the trade-off
means that those materials will pack out over time, reducing
the fit precision. With the price range of these boots being
about the same and the performance characteristics being
so similar, make your choice based on fit and comfort. These
are good “coaching” boots with their extra insulation.
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COMBI, TOURING, BC
COMBI BOOTS

BC TOURING BOOTS

As the name implies, the combi boot is a boot designed to use skate and classic skiing. Essentially a classic
boot with a skating cuff, the combi is an option for those looking for one boot to do it all. However, we have
found that the combi design results in a compromise that reduces performance—mainly when skating. This
performance reduction is because the sole must be soft enough for classic skiing, so there is an appreciable
loss of torsional control and power transmission in the skating stride, especially during longer sessions.

Touring boots are designed as a rugged and warm platform, using a wide NNN BC rubber sole
across all brands and the beefy NNN BC binding system. Note that NNN BC is not cross-compatible
with any other boots or bindings. Some products in this category are prone to causing blisters,
so we keep our selection limited to the models with the best fit and performance. The fit is more
generous and less precise than performance-oriented boots, but the trade-off is that these are
warm and comfortable for a long expedition.

SALOMON PRO COMBI PROLINK

FISCHER RC5 COMBI

The Pro Combi Prolink is perennially
one of our most popular combi boots.
Its slightly stiffer sole makes for better
skating performance. Customizable fit
features include an adjustable Velcro
heel strap and dissociated Quicklace
that provides precise tightening. $230

We were very happy with the performance
and popularity of this boot when this
updated model was introduced last year.
The RC5 offers a generous fit while keeping
warmth, comfort, and performance in
mind. Offers features found on its higherperformance brethren. $240

MADSHUS ENDURACE U (COMBI)
The Endurace Combi offers the fit and design
that have made Madshus boots a popular
favorite, at an excellent price. With the softest
sole of any combi boots that we know of,
the Endurace Combi is ideal for classical
skiers looking for extra support, or occasional
skaters. The Pro Combi may be a better
option for skiers who mostly skate. $200

NEW FISCHER BCX GRAND TOUR STAFF PICK
Fischer comes at 2021 with an all-new
lineup that has landed Fischer BC boots on
BNS shelves for the first time—and the BCX
Grand Tour is the king of them all. Featuring
a high cut leather upper, improved lacing,
and a BC system sole, this boot handles the
up and downhills with ease. We give this
boot high marks for comfort, performance,
and aesthetics. We expect the BCX GT to
be popular with skiers who use bigger skis
and/or tour with heavy packs. $220

ROSSIGNOL BC X10
Rossignol’s Dual Core technology creates
a sturdy, torsionally-stiff boot while
maintaining a soft sole flex. Many of our
customers prefer the X10 fit and comfort
over all other Rossi BC boots, even though
they are made on the same shoe form.
Built to steer wider, heavier skis, the BC
X10 offers excellent stability and control.
This boot has been a staple of the BNS
lineup for years due to its great fit and
solid performance. $190

MADSHUS GLITTERTIND STAFF PICK
The Madshus Glittertind is the ultimate
backcountry touring boot and a BNS
staff favorite because of its excellent fit.
Its instep strap, beefy cuff, and stiff sole
make for a boot that can drive larger skis
downhill while offering the most secure
fit in the category. The instep strap will
often solve heel slip problems that some
skiers find in other boots. $235

MADSHUS NORDIC BESTSELLER
The Madshus Nordic is the best $100 boot
available. Basic and reliable with a good
fit and solid features for a budget boot,
it is a good option for budget-limited or
occasional skiers just getting into the sport.
Softshell lace cover provides breathability
and water resistance. T4 NNN sole. $100

ROSSIGNOL BC X6 & BC X6 FW BESTSELLER
Built for mid-size touring skis in the
backcountry, the BC X6 and BC X6 FW are
excellent options for the middle ground of
weight and descending capability. Tall gaiter
and integrated cuff make the BC X6 a great
all-around boot for a wide range of uses.
FW model offers women’s fit, graphics. $170

NEW FISCHER BCX 6 TRANSNORDIC
We’re excited about this all-new boot from
Fischer that is set to offer excellent comfort,
control, and stability while being a bit
less aggressive than it’s BCX GT sibling.
Waterproof and breathable construction,
coupled with Comfort Guard insulation, keeps
feet warm and dry for all day comfort. $280

ROSSIGNOL BC X5 & BC X5 FW

BESTSELLER STAFF PICK

BESTSELLER STAFF PICK

TOURING BOOTS
Offering comfortable, flexible, yet supportive soles, combined with insulating uppers, boots in this
category provide a good balance between price and performance. Most of these boots are geared
towards the occasional skier but can be reliable options for the enthusiast on a budget.

SALOMON ESCAPE OUTPATH
The Escape Outpath’s fit and features
won it a spot in our 2020 lineup—and
didn’t disappoint! The Outpath is a
great light-touring boot that balances
comfort, fit performance, and warmth
very well. The supportive cuff and
integrated gaiter are great features.
NNN-compatible Prolink sole. $200
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NEW FISCHER OTX TRAIL STAFF PICK
Part of Fischer’s revamped touring boot
lineup, the OTX Trail offers solid fit and
performance with upgraded materials
compared to Fischer’s previous offering.
An excellent boot to pair with light touring
equipment like the Fischer Spider 62 or
Madshus Fjelltech. NNN-compatible,
rubbery Turnamic Easy Walk sole. $149

STAFF PICK (BC X5 FW)

Rossignol’s BC X5 and BC X5 FW (women’s
version) is a lighter backcountry touring boot
that can ski at the local park or take on heavier
duties if needed. This is a warm, comfortable
touring boot on the BC platform. FW model
offers women’s fit, graphics, and fur cuff. $150
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SPORT BOOTS & OVERBOOTS
SPORT SKATE BOOTS
A MADSHUS ENDURACE SKATE
A stable, reliable boot that works well for entry-level
or occasional skiers. Not every boot in this price point
offers fit and performance, so the Endurace stands
out as a worthy option. $200

A

B SALOMON RS8 & RS8 VITANE
A solid, entry-level boot offering many features of
Salomon’s higher-end boots such as dissociated
Quicklace and Energyzer cuff. Vitane model features
women’s fit and graphics. $235
C FISCHER RC5 SKATE
Updated to be less bulky, the RC5 focuses on comfort
and cost while maintaining a reasonable performance
level. Great for entry-level or occasional skiers. $240

B

C

SPORT CLASSIC BOOTS
D MADSHUS ENDURACE CLASSIC BESTSELLER
An update of a proven platform built on the T4 touring
outsole, the Endurace works well for recreational classic
skiing or very light touring. A good budget option. $170

D

E

E SALOMON RC8 NOCTURNE PROLINK
A boot for newbies, occasional skiers, tight budgets, or
all of the above, the RC8 is a good balance of Salomon’s
legendary fit, price, and performance. $160

OVERBOOTS (BOOT COVERS)
Cross-country skiing in the cold can be challenging, but
the right clothing and equipment can keep you warm and
comfortable even in the most frigid extremes. Protecting
fragile extremities is the biggest challenge. To keep your
toes from limiting your skiing enjoyment, add a neoprene
boot cover to cut the wind and add a layer of insulation.
Boot covers fit snugly and will not interfere with your
movements. All you will notice is significantly warmer toes.
Thicker socks or two socks are often poor solutions to
keep your feet warm—always use medium-weight socks to
maintain your boot’s ideal fit and comfort. Overboots can be
worn during races as well as every-day skiing. Boot covers
can also help in slushy conditions where you want to keep
the water out. Most high-end boots are nearly waterproof
these days, but in rain and super sloppy conditions, adding
a neoprene cover will keep your feet drier for longer.
For extreme cold or for those who have circulation
issues, tape a chemical hand warmer over the toe of the
boot and then pull on the boot cover so that the chemical
warmer is between the boot and boot cover.
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F SALOMON PROLINK OVERBOOT $90
Sizes: 3.5-13UK
G FISCHER OVERBOOT $99
M (38-40)
L (41-43)
XL (44-46)
H MADSHUS BOOT COVER WARM $65
S (35-37)
L (42-44)
M (38-41)
XL (45-48)

F

G

I ROSSIGNOL OVERBOOT $70
S (35-37)
XL (44-46)
M (38-40)
XXL (47-49)
L (41-43)

H
I
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ROLLERSKIS
If you are serious about skiing,
you should be rollerskiing—
especially in the months
leading up to ski season.
Rollerskiing helps you make significant
improvements in balance, upper body
strength, technique, and makes the transition
to snow faster and easier. If you have never
rollerskied before, you will be amazed at how
much it helps with ski-specific strength and
technique. Plus, it’s fun!
Not all rollerskis are equal. It is essential
to get quality rollerskis that allow you to
mimic skiing reasonably. For skate skis, this
means that they need to roll about as fast as
skis on snow. Inexpensive rollerskis that use
urethane rollerblade type wheels are not only
dangerous and difficult to stop; they do not
accurately simulate skiing on snow. Cheap
classic skis use low-quality ratchet wheels
that do not ski anything like snow, bringing
very little training value.
BNS staffers have put thousands of hours
on rollerskis, and we have extensively tested
every ski we sell. We know what works on
different roads, for different people, and for
different goals.

A

B

C

D
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CLASSIC VS. SKATE

Rollerskis, like regular skis, come in classic and skate versions. Skate rollerskis
have narrower wheels to roll on edge smoothly, while classic skis have wider
wheels for stability and a ratchet to provide “grip” when kicking. Rollerskis are
typically used to build specific strength, balance, and technique.
Because classic ratchets give perfect kick regardless of technique, it is
crucial to be diligent about technique when classic striding on rollerskis to
avoid developing a late kick on snow. Many people avoid getting bad habits
by only skating and double-poling on rollerskis. We recommend starting with
a pair of skate rollerskis as they allow you to do 90% of the training you need:
double-poling and skating. Classic rollerskis are best for classic-only skiers or
serious skiers who want to train both techniques.

BOOTS & BINDINGS

Normal winter bindings and boots are used with rollerskis. Some brands make
dedicated rollerski boots, but they are hard to come by and expensive. Rollerskiing
breaks boots down significantly faster than skiing on snow, so it is advisable to
use separate boots for rollerskiing and winter skiing. Many people use a pair of
boots for a few winters and then convert them into rollerski boots. Cutting off the
outside fabric lace cover makes the boots much cooler for summer rollerskiing.

POLES & FERRULES

Nearly any cross-country pole can be used for rollerskiing by switching out winter
pole baskets with special rollerskiing tips called ferrules. These ferrules have
sharp, hardened steel tips that grip asphalt. Using rollerskiing ferrules is strongly
advised as the tips on snow-skiing baskets wear out very quickly and are prone to
breakage nearly immediately. Use the same pole length that you would on snow.
Rollerski tips grip asphalt and dirt but not concrete. Sharpen rollerski
ferrules regularly to avoid slipping on the road surface—it only takes 30
seconds and makes rollerskiing much more enjoyable and effective. Going too
long between sharpenings will lead to tips being too dull to sharpen effectively
and, consequently, must be replaced.

A RUNDLE RUSH SKATE
Featuring Rundle’s Short Fork Design (SFD), the Rush has a lower geometry
to enhance stability while the shaft profile is designed to reduce ground strikes.
The aluminum construction is durable and affordable. Pre-drilled for bindings
from Salomon as well as Turnamic and Rottefella rollerski bindings. $260
B RUNDLE RUSH CLASSIC
A monoframe design is lightweight and has a low geometry for added
stability. Rundle’s Pro-Track wheels are designed to improve handling on
corners while still providing exceptional tracking. Pre-drilled for bindings
from Salomon as well as Turnamic and Rottefella rollerski bindings. Used
by the Canadian National XC Team. $280
C V2 XLA98 & XLC98 SKATE
Traditional skating rollerskis with 98mm wheels. Composite fork reduces
road vibration and makes mounting optional speed reducers and brakes
(sold separately) much easier than on previous models. XLA features a robust
aluminum shaft; XLC model offers the lightness, flex, and vibration dampening
of carbon. XLA98 Aluminum: $229, XLC98 Carbon: $329
D V2 AERO XL150S SKATE & XL150SC COMBI (NOT PICTURED)
Featuring large diameter pneumatic tires for rough roads or smooth non-paved
surfaces. Can be fit with speed reducers and brake. Combi version features a longer
shaft and ratcheted wheels for classic striding. BNS recommends carrying a spare
wheel in case of a flat tire (not included). XL150S Skate: $369, XL150SC Combi: $399

Photo | Fischer Sports

E

F

G

E SKIGO ROLLER GLOVES
Featherweight mesh upper, padded
leather palms. $40
F RUSH SKATE WHEEL
#1 (fast), #2 (medium), #3 (slow).
24x100m $30
G RUSH CLASSIC WHEEL
Locking: $55, Non-locking: $30
H V2 XL150 WHEEL
Complete replacement wheel for the
XL150S and XL150SC. Without ratchet:
$48, With ratchet: $69
DIAMOND MINI-SHARP
SHARPENER (NOT PICTURED)
Portable Diamond sharpener for
sharpening rollerski tips. Coarse and
Extra Coarse available. $13.79

H

I

J

K

L

M

I V2 ROLLERSKI BRAKE
Calf-activated brake installed on one
ski, acts on one rear wheel. Ideal for
emergency stops. Models available
for all V2 rollerskis. $95

L V2 SPRING LOADED FERRULE STAFF PICK
Shock-absorbing rollerski ferrules to reduce
impact on skiers’ bodies while rollerskiing.
Latest generation is more reliable than
earlier versions. $23

J V2 ROLLERSKI SPEED
REDUCER BESTSELLER
V2’s line of speed reducers is the most
popular rollerski accessory we sell.
Ratcheted handle applies variable pressure
to front wheels via ball bearings that
press into the wheel. Great for slowing
down descents or when looking for
additional resistance when training. $99

M ROLLERSKI FERRULES
Every rollerskier should be using rollerskispecific ferrules on their poles. Made from
hardened carbide steel and designed
specifically for skiing on asphalt, rollerski
ferrules keep a sharp tip longer and break
far less often than snow baskets.
V2 10mm Ferrules (Black): $21,
V2 8mm Ferrules (Yellow): $21,
Swix Triac Basket System Ferrules: $25,
SkiGo Pro Ferrules: $25 (not pictured)

K RUSH ROLLER SKI POLE TIPS
One pair for cross-country ski poles.
Glue-on, 10mm. $19
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The Two-Season
Masters Athlete
A SEAMLESS TRANSITION FROM YOUR
SUMMER TO YOUR WINTER RACE SEASON.

BY KU R T PER H AM
Kurt Perham is a Dad,
athlete, and beer lover
based in the Portland, Maine
area. He has competed in
endurance sports since his
teen years and has coached
professionally for over
two decades. His greatest
athletic achievement was
almost beating Clare Egan
at a local cross-country race.
You can find out more at
www.pbmcoaching.com
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As a Masters racer, I love to race. In my
32-plus years in these sports I’ve dabbled
in many different genres of endurance fun:
high-level mountain bike racing, all forms of
triathlon disciplines and distances, some trail
running and racing…you name it. But, I also
like to strap on the skinny skis and hop into
the occasional Nordic race when the snow
arrives. Maybe you’d say it’s a bit of ADD, but
I sense there are many other like-minded
folks who might be reading this!
Getting ready to race on skis after a
summer of NOT preparing to race in the
winter takes a little trickery. I’ll try to give
you some ideas I’ve used in the next few
paragraphs.
I like to think about the year as two
seasons with distinct prep phases: race
phases and rest phases. If you live in the
northern hemisphere, it’s likely your summer
race season will end around the first of
October. And based on most Nordic ski
race calendars, the “meat” of the season is
from early January to about mid-March, with
the biggest events in late January to late
February—your “winter peak,” if you will.
The beauty of this schema is that we are
constantly getting a good “central” stress
(heart and lungs) even if we are not training
the finer points of cross-country racing
all year. So, we need shorter general prep
(base) phases, usually.
Once your target summer events end,
you need to REST a bit. This can be as simple
as a single week “off” or light activity to let
the body bounce back from a hard summer.
This might be a great time to go through your
winter gear and assess its condition, too!
We are now into early October and
starting back with some basic aerobic
endurance work of your choice. Now, if we
want to be REALLY specific, this would
mimic ski movements the best we can,
right? So, some easy roller ski sessions are

probably high on the “must do” list. For many
folks, getting to good roller ski routes can be
tough. Alternative substitutions would be
easy trail runs with poles; longer, steady bike
rides; or even some water-based stuff like
canoeing or kayaking.
We all know that upper body strength is
one of the cornerstones of high-performance
Nordic racing, so it’s also time to get back
to some focused general strength work.
The gym! Here you want to focus on simple,
compound, multi-joint strength movements.
All based around the 4-5 “big movements” of
the squat, the deadlift, the overhead press, the
bench press, and a row variation. Combining
those with 3-4 core movements will have
you done in the gym in 45 minutes and back
outside to do the stuff we really like. I would
start with two sessions per week, but might
finish the prep cycle with a third day before
we start to drop it around mid-December.
As we are rebuilding some strength,
we are also adding back to our aerobic
prep with easy miles on foot or roller skis.
Because we are managing two race seasons
in a calendar year, our early prep period can
be a bit shorter and more robust. As long
as we have one longer session, the strength
sessions and a Fartlek (or structured
intensity session) on feet or roller skis, we
should be very ready to transition to the
snow by mid to late December.
Some of my favorite early intensity
sessions are simple uphill bounding/ski
running on a moderate grass or dirt hill. They
are really useful as they are simple and easy
to increment.
Week 1 might be 4 x 5min lifting HR to the
threshold range, and this can be incremented
by adding both reps and/or duration of reps
across a 2-3-week period. Using a simple time
multiplier makes it easy to add training dose,
then when ready, drop back down to “absorb”
the training on lighter weeks.

Photo | Kurt and his kids out for an adventure.

For the longer, steady days, use your heart
rate monitor and RPE to keep those sessions
easy! The old “talk test” is a tried and true
method to monitor those sessions. Long roller
skis with a mix of technique work, or over
distance trail run/scrambles should fill your
weekend days.
As winter looms and snow shows up
on the forecast, getting onto skis is critical.
We have been doing our best to prepare
the “engine” but specificity is a critical
component of athlete development and time
on the skis is irreplaceable.
Patience is key once the “white gold”
shows up. Those first few skis can feel clumsy
and you might feel as if you did zero prep for
the season. Ease into it.

I like to use the first few skis as an easy
intro back to the winter discipline. Keeping HR
down and working on a few key components
is critical to stay healthy and get faster as the
season rolls along.
I always tr y to ski a good number
of kilometers with NO POLES for each
discipline in my first 5-8 ski sessions. I also
like to add some “only this technique” skate
work. For me, this is usually trying to V2 every
bit of terrain at my local Nordic area. I’m also
very conscious of ALL those little stabilizer
muscles that are being newly taxed. I think it’s
a bit old school, but I will often add a short 10
minute jog after my first few skis—especially
after being on the skate skis.
Once we are comfortable on snow, it’s

go time! Following your normal schema to
prepare for any “A race” applies here. Aerobic
distance for sure. Some longer steady
“threshold” type intervals every 7-10 days
and as the race gets closer, rounding up your
energy systems with some very short and
SHARP intervals to get the engine “primed”
for those big winter ski marathons we love!
Lastly, as mentioned in the header…we
are Masters athletes. No matter the season,
staying on top of good “body maintenance”
is critical. Daily mobility, soft tissue work, and
activation helps to keep the “old person’s sore
back” at bay!
So enjoy the two race seasons and I wish
you continued success on the ski tracks and
the roads or trails of summer. ◀
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INTRO TO WAXING
Choosing the right race
wax can be challenging,
but it doesn’t have to be
difficult. Remember that
your goal is to have fast
skis—it is important to keep
it simple and focus on the
essential parts. That is even
more important now as we
head toward a fluorine-free
world. Understanding how
each step in the waxing
process affects ski speed
will make you more effective
and efficient. There is
very little science to back
up our understanding of
ski waxing. Instead, wax
technicians rely heavily on
empirical information. They
test and use what works
simply because it works—
even if test results confound
the most experienced of
wax techs. That being said,
experience is a priceless
resource when it comes
to waxing.
BNS staff members have
waxed skis at every level
of competition, from small
citizens’ races to the World
Cup and the Olympics. In
the following sections, we
share this knowledge with
you in the hopes that our
experience can help you
have great skis, every time.

APPLICATION TECHNIQUES
THE GREATEST EFFECT, THE LEAST DAMAGE

While incidental scratches and dings incurred
during normal use don’t slow your skis down
much at all, the damage inflicted during incorrect
waxing and preparation often causes skis to
slow considerably. The two most common types
of ski damage that we see are burned bases or
overheated ski cores. Burning of the base will seal
the base material, resulting in poor wax absorption,
while an overheated ski core may result in blisters
or warping on the base. By exercising proper
technique when waxing, you can easily avoid
damage and continue to maximize the potential of
your equipment. Also, knowing your tools and how
to use them will give you the confidence you need
to apply waxes safely and with precision.

BASE BASICS

Most ski bases are made of P-Tex, an industrial
thermoplastic that provides the ideal surface for
sliding on snow—low friction and high abrasion
resistance. P-Tex is made by pressing together
small particles of polyethylene and various
additives under high pressure and heat through
a process called sintering. This creates a material
that will absorb wax when applied with adequate
heat. Most bases require an iron temperature of
at least 110C to absorb wax. Alternatively, skis
can be put into a “hot box” that will heat the skis
to a much lower temperature, 55-65C, and the
wax is absorbed slowly into the base over several
hours. Physically, wax alters the hardness of the
base surface. This allows you to tune the base for
specific kinds of snow crystals. Chemically, wax
adjusts the water repellency and also lubricates
the ski base. Wax additives such as fluorine,
graphite and molybdenum provide additional
characteristics such as dirt repellency, dry
lubrication, and electrical conductivity. Knowing
the different attributes of wax additives will help
you select the correct wax for the right conditions.

LIQUIDS

Visit the BNS
Youtube Channel
for how-to videos.
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The last couple of years have seen major advances
in the durability and overall effectiveness of liquid
paraffin waxes. They can be very fast and last for
quite a while in the right conditions. We are not at
the stage where we can just put away the iron for
good, however. At BNS we suggest using liquids
as your day-to-day for ease of use and speed,
but still iron in a base paraffin every 2-3 wax jobs.
Otherwise your skis will start to slow down and
may become damaged. Liquids cannot be used
as your sole wax choice without expecting base
damage in the long term.

SCRAPING TIPS
PARAFFINS

Paraffin waxes are the foundation of glide waxing
and come in many varieties that are used for
different temperature ranges, moisture levels, and
snow types. These waxes are applied by melting
the wax onto the ski and moving a hot iron along
the surface of the ski from tip to tail; this process
allows the wax to penetrate the base material. The
safest and most effective method is to use the iron
temperature recommended by the manufacturer
and to move the iron in a relatively continuous pass
from tip to tail without moving it back and forth on
the ski. Two or three passes should be adequate for
each wax application. Once the wax has cooled, the
wax that has not been absorbed into the base is
removed by scraping with a plastic scraper followed
by brushing. Scraping should remove almost all of
the excess wax. A sharp scraper is necessary to do
this efficiently, especially with colder, harder paraffin
waxes. Brushing will pick up where scraping left off,
removing any remaining wax residue and cleaning
out the structure (grind pattern) in the base.
Choosing the appropriate brush for the wax will
leave you with a clean and fast ski.
Hot boxing skis is a great way to prep a new or
newly-ground pair of skis as it efficiently saturates
the base material with wax.

HEAT DAMAGE

Base material needs to be brought to a temperature
near 110C in order to absorb wax, but the structural
core of the ski will begin to deform when heated
much above 70C. This means the base must be
heated up enough to melt the wax while keeping
the core relatively cooler. While this may seem like
a delicate balance, keeping the iron moving from
tip to tail at a reasonable speed and only making
two or three passes will prevent damage.

DECISION MAKING
RACE DAY PARAFFIN DECISIONS

The right paraffin wax serves as a vital foundation
for preparing a race ski. Keep your paraffin decision
simple and conservative. We recommend ironing
in a wax that you are comfortable in the predicted
temperature range the night before and plan to
cover it with a liquid wax on race morning as early
as you can. There are plenty of paraffin options
out there now so choosing wisely is important.
Generally, the best strategy for choosing a paraffin
is to know a line of waxes well enough so you can
pick a wax that will do the job and not slow you
down. If you are at a race where shops or wax
companies are providing race service, combine
your knowledge with their wax testing reports.

When choosing a paraffin, a good guide is to ask yourself the following
questions while considering the crystal shape, moisture content, and
temperature characteristics of the snowpack:
1. What is the appropriate hardness of the wax? In general, use
harder wax with colder snow and softer wax with warmer snow.
2. What additives and under layers are appropriate?
Adding a graphite under-layer before applying your paraffin can
often be a good choice. We find that it usually improves the speed
of race paraffins, but more importantly, it will almost always improve
durability and dirt resistance. Our testing has confirmed this over
many seasons. Durability is the biggest benefit provided by graphite
and can give you an advantage during the second half of the race,
when fast skis are the most important. This will be even more
important without fluoros in racing.

WAX RECOMMENDATIONS

Here at BNS, we provide two types of wax recommendations: testingbased and forecast-based. During the racing season we provide
recommendations for all the major and minor events in the country. Check
our website weekly throughout the winter to see what we recommend.

MENUS
In the following pages you will find menus containing selections of
our favorite waxes across all brands laid out to show the range of
conditions each wax excels in. Below, we have defined the snow
crystal type and moisture content designations that you will find
across the menus.

SNOW CRYSTAL TYPE

Snow crystals come in many shapes and forms. Time, humidity,
temperature, and a number of other factors change the crystal from
the time snow falls from the sky to when it melts. Each crystal shape
has distinct characteristics that change the way it interacts with
the base of your ski. It is important to understand these different
characteristics because they are likely the most important factors in
choosing the right wax and grind when selecting skis from your quiver
or when deciding on hand structure.
Snow starts out as a well-defined crystal with sharp edges when it
falls from the sky. New snow is also able to absorb and hold a relatively
high amount of moisture. Over time the crystals dull and become less
capable of soaking up moisture.
Artificial snow crystals can be variable depending on how and in
what conditions they were made. It is recommended to test waxes on
artificial snow before selecting a race wax. We have found very few
generalities with artificial snow; testing is how we determine what will
be best on any given day.

SNOW MOISTURE CONTENT

Snow moisture content is often confused with relative humidity. Relative
humidity is the capacity of the air to hold water vapor and it can be
misleading for choosing waxes. To help make decisions, it is best to
develop a feel for the snow—touch it with your hands, make a snowball,
squeeze it and observe the track surface to look for glazing. All of this
will give you a good indication of the moisture content of the snow.

1. S
 tart by scraping the groove
of the ski with a groove
scraper. It is important to
use the proper tool to avoid
damaging the ski. Scraping
the groove first allows the
excess wax on the rest of
the base to protect against
the groove tool slipping and
causing damage.
2. Hold the scraper firmly
with both hands at an
acute angle to the ski when
pushing away from you.
Always scrape tip to tail!
3. One push of the scraper
from tip to tail will remove
the bulk of the excess wax.
Follow up with a few short,
quick scrapes to remove
pockets of wax missed in
the initial scraping. Note that
you want to be pushing the
wax off the ski, not cutting
down into the ski. Keep the
scraper flat on the base and
keep the shoulders and body
stable behind the motions.
4. Scrape the edges and
sidewalls using the short
ends of the scraper so as
to protect the long edge
from dulling or nicks.
5. Brush tip to tail with a
metal brush (steel, brass,
bronze) until the structure
of the base is visible. Finish
by polishing with a nylon/
horsehair/boar’s hair brush
to remove any remaining
wax from the structure.
Remember, the point of
scraping and brushing is to
completely remove excess wax
from the structure (grooves)
in the base of the ski. The only
wax you want has already been
absorbed by the base material!
HOLMENKOL 5MM SCRAPER
Professional thick plastic
scraper. Also available in
3mm version. $11
HOLMENKOL BASE BRUSH
STEEL MICRO FINISH
Ultrafine steel brush for
complete removal of excess
wax from the base. A musthave in racing to do quick,
effective brush work. $75
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We have all had a day of classic
skiing where the kick and glide
were perfect. The problem is
replicating those days in all
conditions. Though kick waxing
theory could fill a book, the
key is simplifying things. Once
you have the basic principles
of kick waxing, you can build
your knowledge and wax box
in an educated manner. Kick
wax grips the snow surface by
forming a weak chemical bond
with it. The goal is to have kick
wax that will release as the ski
rebounds off the snow at the end
of the kick. Kick wax also needs
to repel dirt and water as much
as possible to avoid dragging.
As you can imagine, all of these
factors make it very hard to
formulate kick waxes correctly
over a broad range of conditions.

An ideal kick wax application matches the firmness,
moisture content, and crystal shape of the
snowpack. It must be soft enough to engage the
snow and provide grip, but hard enough to release
the crystals, repel dirt, and prevent icing. The
layer of wax must also be thin enough and smooth
enough to avoid grabbing the snow when gliding.
This is accomplished by layering and sometimes
mixing kick waxes appropriate to the conditions
in order to achieve a suitable balance of grip and
glide. The goal is to get an appropriate thickness
of wax distributed in the kick zone of your ski. Hard
wax is applied by crayoning and then hand-corking
smooth. Typically, hard waxes are applied in a series
of thin layers in order to best control the thickness.
This also keeps the application smooth. Klisters
tend to be applied in single layers by dabbing them
onto the ski straight out of the tube. The klister is
heated using an iron, heat gun, or torch and then
smoothed out on the base using an iron or fingers.
With all kick wax applications, it is important to
keep the wax as smooth as possible. Bumps in your
wax job can lead to dragging and icing.

Most coaches who are adept at
kick wax selection got there by
keeping detailed notes of their
daily classic sessions. Keeping a
wax journal is a good way to learn
from mistakes and successes.
It can be as simple or complex
as needed, but the important
points to include are wax brand
and product used, weather
conditions, snow type and
moisture content, and of course
performance of the wax job.

KNOW YOUR SKIS

The first step in having fast, fun classic skis is
getting to know all about your wax pocket (the
area under and ahead of your foot where kick wax
is applied). Every individual pair of classic skis will
have its own nuances and unique characteristics.
The first and most important thing to know is how
long your wax pocket is. Well-fit skis will have a
series of markings on them that should get you
in the ballpark. Skis that have been put on a flex
tester will give you an even better idea of where
your wax pocket is. One of the best ways to truly
figure out where your wax pocket begins is to apply
kick wax further forward than you normally would

and go ski for a few hours. While your skis may be
slow at first, the wax will wear off as you ski and the
remaining wax will show exactly where the front of
your kick zone begins. It is important to note that
you should never kick wax behind your heel—doing
so will not improve your kick and will noticeably
slow your skis.

THE RIGHT WAX, SKI & APPLICATION

Kick wax application is at least as important as
wax selection. Thicker and longer applications
generally give better kick, but they may sacrifice
a great deal of speed. Understanding the way skis
work is critical for getting the right wax in the right
place. You should have a good understanding of
the length, position, and shape of your wax pocket,
the action of the pocket (or how the various parts
of the pocket move), and which parts are critical
for providing kick. Learning your skis and the
differences between different pairs will make you
a better waxer. The best teacher is experience, and
it’s a good idea to train on race skis, particularly
when conditions are tricky. “Making do” on a
training day can teach you the lessons required so
that you don’t need to “make do” on a race day.

PREPARING CLASSIC SKIS

A kick wax application starts with a prepared ski.
This means that the ski is clean of all old kick wax
and dirt, has a well-marked kick zone and has a kick
zone that has been roughed up with fine sandpaper
to help the wax adhere to the ski. Kick zones can be
cleaned with a scraper, wax remover, and fiberlene.
It can be helpful to heat stubborn waxes such as
cold, hard klisters and warm, sticky hard waxes
with a torch before scraping. Scraping off old kick
wax and klister is best done with a scraper with a
beveled edge, such as the SkiGo Kickwax Scraper.

When cleaning your kick zone, don’t forget to
clean the sidewalls, as kick wax and klister have a
tendency to collect there. To sand your kick zone,
wrap a piece of fine sandpaper (100 grit) around
a cork or brush and sand back and forth with
medium strokes from one end of the zone to the
other with light pressure. The idea is to rough up
the base of the ski just enough to help the kick wax
adhere to the base. Too much sanding will result in
too “hairy” of a kick zone; this can interfere with the
wax job. Sanding is a must before kick waxing your
classic skis for the first time, but may not be needed
before every wax job. With experience, you will be
able to identify whether the base of your kick zone
is ready to accept kick wax.

BINDERS

All grip wax applications begin with a binder layer.
This layer provides a platform for subsequent layers
and binds the entire wax application to the ski,
increasing durability. Binder choice is important
as it dramatically affects the speed of the wax
job. Depending on how aggressive the snow is,
it is possible to use a green or blue hard wax, a
dedicated hard wax binder, or a hard klister or
klister binder. It is often a good idea to test some
different binder layers to find the best balance
between durability and speed. When applying the
binder, apply a very thin layer of wax. This must
then be heated in order to bond with the base of
the ski. This is generally accomplished with an iron,
heat gun, or torch. Allow the base to cool and then
smooth with a synthetic cork. The mantra “thin to
win” applies in the application of a binder layer.
Oftentimes a heated layer of binder can be wiped
clean with a piece of fiberlene, and the resulting
shiny layer that remains is adequate to bind the
subsequent layers to base.

GETTING WAX TO STICK TO A COLD BASE

When faced with waxing outside under cold
conditions, it can be challenging to get kick wax to
stick to a cold base. Avoid warming up hard wax to

get it to stick to the base; it generally results in gobs
of wax on the base that are very hard to smooth.
Instead, heat the base of the ski by aggressively
corking, which will allow for the wax to go on in thin,
even layers. You will find that after the first layer, it
becomes quite easy to apply additional layers. To
layer a cold wax on top of a softer, warmer wax, first
ensure that the soft wax is sufficiently cooled on the
base of the ski. Next, warm the cover wax up with a
heat gun or torch. Apply the cover layer under light
pressure and cork lightly to make sure that layers
stay separate and do not mix.

LAYERING & MIXING

Many wax jobs involve layering waxes with varying
degrees of hardness. In the case of hard wax, this
usually involves putting a harder (colder) wax on
top of a wax that kicks well, but drags or is icing.
This process helps reduce icing and drag without
sacrificing the kick. It’s also common to cover
klister with a layer of hard wax for transformed,
granular conditions to release the snow and to
prevent the klister from grabbing chunks of snow.
Layered wax jobs provide unique advantages
with the different layers retaining some of their
independent qualities.
Mixed waxes form a new homogeneous layer
with its own qualities that are often harder to predict.
Layering waxes can be tricky because too much
pressure applied while corking will cause the layers
to mix. In order to create layers, make sure that the
base layer is well-cooled and hardened. Then apply
the cover with light pressure and cork delicately.

APPLYING HARD WAX ‘SHELL’

1. Allow kick wax or klister to get as cold
as possible.
2. Very gently, apply a thin layer of hard wax.
3. Cork using extremely light strokes, being
sure not to mix layers. Though this application
may not look great, it can still be fast.
4. Look down ski to check for smoothness
of application.

Rode
Yellow

Rode
Rossa
Swix VR65
Swix Special Red

Oslo
Violet

Guru Red
Rode VXPS
Rode VPS
Rode Violet 0
Guru Violet
Rode Vo
Swix Extra Blue
Guru Hallgeir Extreme
Rode Super Extra Blue
Oslo Blue
Guru Blue
Rode Super Blue
Guru Super Hallgeir
Rode Multigrade Blue

Rode Weiss

Wax Klister Chart (page 41

Rode Special Green
Rode Alaska

Start Oslo
Green

Swix KN44
Guru Red

KLISTER

KICK WAX & KLISTER

KICK

WA X

Swix K22N
Rode KM3
Rode Multigrade Universal
Rode Rossa Special
Rode K3

Rode Rossa
Rex TK-2251

Guru 39
Rode Violet
Guru 39 Hard
Rode Special Violet
Guru Blue Rex Blue
Rode Chola

APPLYING
KICK WAX
TIPS

When possible, apply hard
wax while outdoors. The
colder the ski and wax
are, the easier it will be to
apply wax smoothly and
to avoid creating bumps
in the wax job. If your wax
is bumpy, allow the ski to
get as cold as possible
and then cork lightly.
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APPLYING HARD WAX

1. Apply a thin layer of kick
wax to the binder layer using
light pressure. Remove any
clumps that may form.

2. Cork with a synthetic cork,
using long strokes with light
pressure. Use the fewest
number of strokes possible.

3. Apply and cork 2 or 3 more full-length
layers. After each application, look
down the length of the ski to make
sure that your application is smooth.

4. Apply and cork 1 to 3 more layers in the central 60-70% of the wax pocket.

APPLYING KLISTER

1. Make sure that the klister is
warm enough to flow from
the tube. Heat tube with torch
or heat gun if necessary.

2. Apply klister using “herring
bone” pattern. Start close to
the groove of the ski, finishing
at the edge. Use more klister
in the middle of the kick zone
and less at the front and back.

3. Smooth klister using thumb or
palm. Heat with a torch or heat
gun if necessary. Use caution
to prevent burns to your hands!

4. Remove any klister from the
groove and sidewalls. Allow to
cool completely before skiing.

BOULDERNORDIC.COM
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Hand structure is added to
a ski using hand tools to
physically imprint structure
patterns into the base. These
structures are (usually) a
temporary complement to
the permanent structure that
stone grinding creates. Hand
structure helps manage
moisture and reduce surface
area contact in order to
make the ski faster. Hand
structure is typically added
as a final layer immediately
before race time. There
are many different hand
structure tools and methods
available, so there is no
simple and complete set
of how-to instructions. It is
smart to practice working
with the tools on rock skis to
get the feel for each tool and
how to use them effectively.
Hand structures, with the
exception of rills, usually
rebound out of the base
after several passes with a
hot iron—once you put hand
structure in a ski, you’re
stuck with it until it is ironed
out. On race day, this poses
a challenge because you
can’t test hand structures on
top of each other. The rule of
thumb is that each structure
is effectively permanent for
that day on the snow.

FLUOROS

FINDING THE RIGHT HAND STRUCTURE

It’s possible to test two or three hand structure
modifications on a back-up pair of race skis using
these guidelines:
• Make a mild hand structure modification
on one ski. Leave the other ski unmodified.
•If the modified ski is better, then make
another slightly more aggressive
modification on the other ski.
•If more structure seems to be better,
it may be worth making a new modification
to the first ski and making one more test,
but you’re probably reaching the limit of
what you can learn at this point.
•It’s important to think ahead about temperature
changes and solar effect through the day.
When in doubt, use less aggressive structure
in order to limit the potential for liability.
It is almost impossible to overemphasize the
importance of structure in the overall performance
of a ski on snow. While wax is important, structure
generally has a much bigger impact on ski speed.
With fluoros mostly gone at this point, structure
becomes even more important to find advantages
over the competition.

HAND STRUCTURE TOOLS

Structure tools are expensive, but they are an
investment that all teams should be making and
serious individuals should consider.
• Well-built tools last forever and can be used
on thousands of pairs of skis over a lifetime.
•Applying structure is fast and easily done
to multiple pairs of race skis just before
they hit the snow.
•Did we mention that hand structure contributes
more to ski speed than wax?

Swix V10+V03

Holmenkol 1.0 linear
Swix V10+V05

Holmenkol .5V
Swix V03
Holmenkol .3V
Swix V05
Swix
V05 Light

Holmenkol .5 linear

HAND STRUCTURE

HAND STRUCTURE

Holmenkol Cross-Structure
Swix L05
Swix L02

Holmenkol Cross-Structure
1 roller

HOLMENKOL CROSSSTRUCTURE TOOL
The one structure tool to
have if you only buy one.
This is the tool that taught us
the value of hand structuring
in cold conditions. $199
HOLMENKOL CROSSSTRUCTURE ADD-ON KIT
Holmenkol five roller add-on
kit for the Cross-Structure Tool.
Includes case that will also fit
the structure tool body, making
this the perfect travel kit. $199
SEE PAGE 60 FOR MORE DETAILS ON THESE TOOLS.

HOW TO
ADD HAND
STRUCTURE
1. Prepare the ski by waxing.
Typically this will involve base
prep, paraffin layer(s) and
some sort of liquid wax on top.
2. Brush and polish the ski well.
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3. Apply the hand structure in a
single pass using firm, even
pressure from tip to tail.

4. Lightly brush with a fine
steel brush.
5. Apply a liquid or solid
topcoat if desired.
6. Polish with a nylon brush.

ROGER SAYS…
Fluoros are (mostly) gone.
Now what?
FIS doesn’t seem to be able to rely on a testing
machine and thus cannot truly force the banning of
fluoros as we have seen from them walking back
their ban. Here in North America the prospects of a
reliable, fast fluoro base testing machine with any
degree of affordability are likely slim to none. The
powers that be are also working on new protocols,
standards, and acceptable levels of fluoros in the
base. In other words, for the time being it is a bit of
a moving target with enforcement. Reliable testing
machines and data will become available soon
enough. Likely we will not see that at the grassroots
or regional level until 2022 at the absolute earliest.
Where does that leave us? With an honor system.
Will some people cheat? Undoubtedly. Do you want
to be one of those people? Only you can answer
that question. One thing that we essentially have
never had here in the US is a stain of cheating on
our cross-country skiing culture. We hope that this
continues at all levels of the sport.
With fluoros out, what is the best approach to getting
fast skis? Much hasn’t changed. Buying skis that fit
you perfectly and work well for the conditions you
ski in most is paramount. Once you have that initial
ski, building a fleet around it to complement other
conditions you may face is crucial. As conditions
have become increasingly wetter, having clearbased wet snow skis is becoming critical. Having
the correct grinds on your skis and keeping them in
top shape by waxing them often will be a key factor
in ski speed. Using hand structure tools appropriate
to the conditions will help add that extra speed that
can make all the difference. Testing waxes that you
believe in and trust is that final key step.
So what are the best fluoro-free waxes? The simple
answer is that we just don’t know. Waxing is about
to be the Wild West again. We are going to have to
put in many hours on snow trying all brands of the
new waxes in all conditions to see what is fastest.
We learned a lot last year which you will see in the
coming pages, but stay tuned to our social media
and make sure you are on our email list to see what
we are finding out. For now, our advice is to invest
in one to two paraffin and liquid paraffin lines and
learn those well. As always, feel free to reach out
to talk wax anytime by sending me an email at
roger@bouldernordic.com.

Photo | Louis Garnier/Rossignol
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2021-2022

WAX OVERVIEW
ROGER
SAYS…

IT IS IMPORTANT TO ADDRESS A FEW
THINGS AS WE TALK WAX GOING FORWARD:
1 In North America there will still be races where
fluorinated wax will be technically legal, no doubt,
but those will be few and far between.

the same in some waxes, the special additives will
be secretive and likely all over the map. Buckle up
as it will be a bit of a ride.

If 2020 was the year we
entered a whole new world
of ski waxing, then 2021
is the year we start to get
a real firm grasp on that
world. In 2020, FIS banned
the use of fluorocarbons
at the World Cup level and
then walked that back with
a last-minute realization
they didn’t have accurate
testing in place to enforce
the ban. In the US, the
governing body decided to
stick with the ban, creating
what is essentially an honor
system. The bottom line is:
until there are accurate and
affordable testing machines,
it is up to us to police/
regulate (you pick) our use
of fluoros. New updates
from the FIS are subject to
change at any minute.

2 Fluorinated waxes will still be available well into
the future on the aftermarket and even at retail.
We will see fewer and fewer of these available
because the incentive for wax manufacturers to
produce them will be little to none. With the WC
and high levels of sport likely moving away from
fluorinated waxes, the focus will be on new waxes
with different raw materials and additives.

7 How fast are these new waxes? On their worst
days they can be just shy of miserable. That is a
fact that there is no getting around at this point. But
below 25F in most conditions, the good fluoro-free
waxes are truly enjoyable and fast to ski on. We can
help steer you in the right direction on what waxes
will give you the most consistency in your area of
the country—just give us a call or drop us an email.

3 It is highly likely that most wax companies do
not have their final offering of fluoro-free waxes
currently on the market. The search for new
additives and raw materials to improve these
waxes, particularly in warm and wet conditions, is
still fast and furious and ever-evolving.
4 At BNS we continue to urge you to be a smart
consumer and educate yourself as you go—using
the best resources available to you. Particularly
when spending significant amounts of money on
upper-tier products that are fluoro-free, be smart
as they might not necessarily be faster.
5 Testing all new products will be key. With fluorofree waxes, having a consistently fast performance
is hugely important, rather than a product that hits
one out of ten times. At BNS we will continue to test
and spread the word on what we are finding.
6 Each wax company is going to be learning and
trying new things over the next few years. Don’t
be surprised if companies introduce new waxes in
the middle of the ski season, or even scrap their
entire wax line in favor of something different the
next year. We even expect there to be changes to
the product line without changing the name of the
products; a “running change” as it is dubbed in the
industry. There will be a lot to learn as there simply
are not many chemicals on earth that are nearly
as hydrophobic and dirt resistant as fluorocarbons
are. While some of the raw materials will likely be
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FLUORO-FREE KICK WAXES

FLUORO-FREE KLISTERS

Rode Basic Kick

 ll: Alaska, Green Special, Green,
A
Blue I, Blue II, Blue Special
Multigrade, Super Blue, Super
Extra Blue, Weiss, Violet Special
Multigrade, Viola, Viola Extra, Red,
Red Extra, Yellow, Black Base

Rode Basic Klister

 ll: Blue Special, Blue, Violet
A
Special, Violet, Rossa, Rossa
Special, Silver Extra, Silver, Yellow,
Black, Multigrade Universal,
Universal, Chola, Base Klister Spray

Rode T Line

All: VO, VPS, VXPS

Rode T Line

All: K3, KR3, KM3, KRS3

8 The move towards reliable and durable liquid
waxes continues with the new waxes. We have
found nearly all of the liquids perform best when
applied and left to sit overnight before brushing or
buffing. The longer you let these products sit, the
better the speed and durability. A key to liquids is
the application method: using a roto wool tool to buff
them in as a final step can make a huge difference.

Rode WC Test Kick

 ll: -1/-7(B17), -1/-5(BV15),
A
-3/-10(B310)

Guru Klister

All: Green Base, Blue, Violet,
Extreme 39, Extreme 39 Hard,
Red, Red Silver

Guru Kick

 ll: Green, Blue, Violet, Red,
A
Yellow, Extreme Hallgeir,
Super Hallgeir, Special

Holmenkol Klister

All: Blue, Violet, Red, Red Spezial,
Universal, Black Spezial, Silver

Holmenkol Kick

All: Green, Blue, Blue Spezial,
Blue Extra, Violet Spezial, Violet,
Red, Yellow, Base

Rex Basic Klister

All: Blue, Purple, Gold, Red Special,
Universal, Base

9 Application is the key to speed differences
and durability with almost all of the new waxes.
Consumers are likely to see a lot of variances of
wool roto tools for application. Stay tuned for more
information on this, but suffice to say that you will
want a wool buffer or two in your tool kit.

Rex N Series Kick

All: N41, N31, N21 Black, N21, N11

SkiGo XC Line

 ll: Green, Blue, Violet, Red,
A
Orange, Yellow, Base, Base
X-Strong

Start Synthetic Kick

 ll: Nordic, Green, Blue, Purple,
A
Yellow, Base, Base Extra

10 With kick and klister fluoro-free in most areas
now, some companies have lost their most effective
solutions. Keep a keen eye to companies like Rode,
who have always made amazing kick and klister
and don’t have to change anything in their lineup
to be fluoro-free. Other companies that will stand
out in this area are Swix V line kickers, Rex klisters,
Start Oslo series kick, and Guru kick and klister.

Start Terva (Tar) Kick

All: Minus, Ten Five, Two, Zero, Plus

Start Oslo Kick

All: Green, Blue, Purple

Start Black Magic

Non-Fluoro Kick

Swix V Line

All: Polar, Green, Blue, Blue Extra,
Violet Special, Violet, Red Special,
Red Silver

Swix VG35 Binder

Swix KN33 and KN44

11 Our best advice is to pick a simple fluoro-free
glide line without a ton of confusion and learn it
well. Once you do, you can branch out to some of
the more complicated waxes for speed or durability
as they are actually proven to be effective and
worth the money.

Swix VG30 Binder

Swix KB20 Spray Binder

Rex TK-2251 Klister
Rex Liquid Klister

All: Gold, Red Special, Base

SkiGo XC Klister

All: Blue, Violet, Red Silver,
Orange, Universal

Start Base Klister and Base Spray Klister
Start Basic Klister Line

All: Blue, Purple, Special, Red,
Universal Wide, Universal Wide
Plus, Base, Spray Base

Start Black Magic

Non-Fluoro Klister

Swix KX Line

All: KX20, KX30, KX35, KX40S,
KX45, KX65, KX75

Swix K21S Universal Silver
Swix K22 Universal

 ll: VP30, VP40, VP45, VP50, VP55,
A
VP60, VP65, VP70

Toko Basic Klister Line

All: Blue, Red, Yellow

Toko Base Klister

Green

Toko Nordic Hardwax Line

All: X-Cold, Green, Blue, Red, Yellow

Toko Spray Klister

Green and Universal

Vauhti GS Line

 S Green, GS Blue, GS Carrot, GS
G
Red, GS Base AT, GS Super Base

Vauhti KS Line

 ll: KS Blue, KS Violet, KS Red,
A
KS Universal

Swix VP Line
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MADSHUS REDLINE

SERIOUSLY
FAST
REDLINE 3.0
SKIS

REDLINE
BOOTS

REDLINE
POLES

World Cup winning
skis with phenomenal
energy return.

Engineered to deliver
maximum power and
control.

Built for aerodynamic
efficiency while providing
excellent stiffness.

MADSHUS RED – RACE ENGINEERED DEVELOPMENT

WAX

The Process of Learning

BY
R OGER
K N IGH T

IN THE BRAVE, NEW WAX WORLD
The last few years have been full of turmoil
for ski waxing. First, the European REACH
law went into effect July 4, 2020, making it
illegal to manufacture, import, or distribute
fluorocarbons with over six carbon atoms in
the chain in the EU. The industry knew this
had been coming for years, so there had
been a lot of testing of C6 material, leading to
the production of some very reliable new C6
wax options that complied with the new law.
Just before this radical change was
about to go into effect, the International Ski
Federation (FIS) decided—out of the blue—on
a complete fluorocarbon ban in February 2020
(effective October 2020). To say this has been
an unmitigated disaster is an understatement.
There was no reliable testing system in place
to enforce the ban, and it was dependent
on the completion of testing machines that
were in development. All the wax and ski
companies were surprised and caught off
guard, as they had been looking for long-term
C6 wax options and NOT focusing on fluorofree (FF) solutions. The entire ski racing world
was expected to suddenly race on unknown,
untested products, and wax companies were
expected to be able to completely scrap
fluorocarbons and forecast, produce, and
distribute the new FF waxes for competitions
set to start in only six months. The timeline
was absurd for anyone who knew anything
about ski racing and the industry, but despite
huge pressure from within the industry and
teams, FIS went ahead with the ban.
To set context, the difference between
the fluorocarbon products and non-fluoro
products is enormous. Tests have shown
that in warmer conditions, fluorocarbon
waxes provide a five-minute advantage
over non-fluoro waxes in a 15km race (3540 minutes). From our tests, it seems like
this estimate may even be understated in
some conditions. Fluorocarbons provide a
huge potential performance benefit, which
varies with conditions, but is probably in
the neighborhood of 5% in cold conditions,
5-10% in average conditions and 10-15%+
in warm/wet conditions. In the 2019 US
National Championship 15km Classic Men’s
race, the winning time was 41:42. Five
minutes back was 93rd place, four minutes
61st, three minutes back was 41st. It is
absurd to ignore the temptation to cheat this
situation creates. Theoretically, this could
boost a mid-pack national skier to the level
of a World Champion.
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As COVID ravaged the world in early
2020, rumors started coming out in late
summer that the fluorocarbon testing
machines were not going to be ready for
winter. FIS backpedaled and said that it was
not technically feasible to have testing for
the 2020-2021 season, so there would be
no fluorocarbon ban. The governing bodies
in the US (US Ski and Snowboard) and
Canada (Nordiq Canada) decided to stick
with the fluoro ban, but it created issues for
FIS-sanctioned races in the US which were
required to allow fluoros to comply with
FIS rules. This was all based on the honor
system, as there was no testing available. So
went the winter of 2020-2021.
After these laughably predictable
results, one would think that we would
return to a sensible, enforceable wax
protocol for the winter of 2021-2022—an
Olympic year. However, in the spring of
2021, the governing bodies stuck to the
fluoro ban. In June, FIS announced that the
testing machines would not be ready for
2021-2022, so the fluoro ban would be put
off until after that. But, they were banning
C8 waxes, despite there being no way to
test for the difference between C6 and C8.
At the time of this writing in early fall, both
the US and Canadian ski federations are
discussing returning to full fluoro allowed
for all or parts of the 2021-2022 season.
This is the right decision, but due to the
way it has been handled, problematic,
because most of the wax companies have
not produced or impor ted significant
quantities of fluorocarbons. The governing
bodies had just banned them last year and
therefore there was no market for these
products. Even if fluoros are allowed, it is
unlikely that there will be enough supply
to provide adequate coverage for everyone
to purchase the product they would need
to compete in a full season of races. Some
teams and individuals who had (and kept)
large stockpiles of fluoros will benefit, if
they have enough material to get through
the season. Nobody has been testing the
new C6 products, as that pipeline was
practically abandoned when the bans of
2020 were announced.
This is a disastrous and unfortunate
situation that could have been avoided
entirely with a bit of foresight. Rules need
reliable methods to enforce them, period.
We have no doubt there will soon be

machines that provide accurate, fast, and
affordable fluoro testing. But as of right now,
there are not. It is that simple. The testing
infrastructure needs to be in place before we
can have a reasonable transition to the fluorfree world.
Despite the fiasco that is likely to
ensue this coming winter as last-minute
rule changes are made, the future is clear.
Testing machines are coming and fluor-free
ski waxing is on the horizon. Maybe not this
year or next, but soon.
While we all have known that there would
be a day when FF waxes would be the norm,
we didn’t anticipate the change for another
year or two down the road. Any claims that
wax companies have been working for years
to develop new fluoro-free waxes are purely
revisionist history. Realistically, they have
only been in development for two to three
years. And they are amazing for what they
are, but they have not been the complete
focus of the industry, as many are claiming.
So here we are, with a whole bunch of
new waxes, with new additives, that have
been developed on the fly by companies
scrambling to keep their market share and
not lose their shirts. Years and years of
institutional knowledge by technicians who
have honed their craft—out the window.
Literally no one really knows anything.
We have a little over a year of testing with
these new materials, but with the pandemic
descending on us before last winter, there
were not any truly important domestic races
and the urgency to test and collaborate
simply wasn’t there. All the wax companies
have been scrambling to try new additives
and re-work old, successful FF formulas. We
all need to just test, test, test and be smart
consumers. When we talk with coaches and
techs, we say, “the truth is we just don’t know
yet. We have liked these things so far, but we
are mostly starting over.” Imagine being a
wax tech your whole life and suddenly you
have to throw out everything you know and
start over. Yeah, welcome to my world.
As for right now? Test and observe. Talk
to the folks who you know are putting in the
effort. Keep a testing logbook. We are going
to continue to see new and better waxes by
the day, month, and year. Each brand could
truly have a wax that could be the absolute
best on a given day in a certain snow
condition. All we have to do is test and try to
find what works best. ◀

Why ski at
YMCA of the Rockies–
Snow Mountain
Ranch?

120 km of groomed Nordic trails is Y.

ymcarockies.org/nordic-ski
NORDIC SKI | FAT BIKE | SNOWSHOE
BOULDERNORDIC.COM
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Discovering How
to Make it Work
BY R O GER K NIGH T
The first time I had really seen or worked
with “zero” base skis was at the 2005 US
National Championships in Soldier Hollow,
Utah. “Hairies” had been used for decades
to provide grip for classic skis in the tricky
conditions with fresh snow falling around
freezing (0° Celsius). Hairies were created by
roughing up the kick zone with sandpaper or
a special abrading tool, creating many small
hairs that gripped the snow and didn’t ice up
like kick wax or klister tended to. Companies
had come out with new skis that had special
bases specifically for roughing up to make
hairies that were called “Zeroes”. They had
new mixtures of rubber-like material in the
base that provided extra grip and were
supposedly better in these conditions. But
they were new to us, and Zero conditions
are not extremely common, so there were
not a lot of chances to test them before US
Nationals in early January.
I was working for Swix as the US Race
Director in the same trailer as the US Ski
Team, working in loose collaboration with
them on a few of their athletes’ skis. “Loose
collaboration” essentially means that Chris
Hall, Eli Brown, and I would test separately
but share the results of our individual tests.
This gave us a broader scope of testing that
we could use to help the athletes each of
us were working with. For the 30km Pursuit
Race, it was bright and sunny during testing.
We had prepped some really good classic
skis with a klister base and fluoro powder
working well for the glide with a liquid topper
to give extra winning speed.
Just as it was time to make the final call
on race skis, a dark, ominous cloud rolled
over the mountain above us, and we knew
we were in trouble. We had no idea what
kind of trouble we actually were in for! We
quickly pivoted to glide-prepping the new
zero base skis. We had no real knowledge of
how to race prep them other than “just rough
them up like a hairy ski”. The snow began to
absolutely nuke and it was ten minutes to
start. I asked Chris for any insights other
than roughing the skis up like hairies and he
said, “yeah, just do that.” Hallsey and I had
worked together long enough that I knew the
look on his face actually meant, “good luck!”

I could see that time was not on our side
and it was going to be super tight getting
the skis to the start line on time. Steve Scott,
a notorious sprint specialist at the time,
wasn’t racing the distance event that day.
Eli and I enlisted Steve to sprint the skis to
the start. To summarize: the skis were dialed
with perfect kick and glide, the snow squall
came and dumped, we had no real idea what
we were doing with new skis, and we were
going to finish the skis just minutes before
the start of the race—likely panicking the
athletes further than they already were as
the snow fell during their warm-ups. Does
this sound like a good situation to you?
I looked out the window through the
squall at the start line and saw David
Chamberlain, whose skis I was working
on, looking back with consternation at the
trailer. He knew we were in trouble. I quickly
opened the window and yelled, “don’t worry
Chambo, the skis will be done and they will
be great. Steve will be running them to you.”
As I said this they called two minutes to start.
Gulp. I took a last massive pass roughing the
rub area of the ski, and it still didn’t feel rough
enough. Keep in mind, I had no idea what I
was doing. None of us really did. But the
teamwork (of collectively not having a clue)
makes the dreamwork, right?
Now what should we do in the “zero”
area to make them fast? I dumped almost
half of a bottle of the new Swix FC8L liquid
on the kick zones and smoothed it with my
fingers. At least I thought they would be fast,
no idea if they would kick. I waved them
around a couple of times to dry them off. I
then handed them to Eli, who leapt off the
trailer stairs and sprinted 50 yards to Steve
who put on a mad dash and got them to the
line with maybe 30 seconds to go. Everyone’s
adrenaline was pumping, and Eli came back
in the trailer with a “hope that works” look on
his face. Yeah.
As I looked out the window to see the
start, the sun poked through the clouds and
the snow squall stopped. Come on, really?
Bang. The starter ’s gun went off as we
grabbed feeds for the athletes and headed
out on course, thinking that this might be a
disaster. Gulp again.

Photo | Last minute panic before the 2009 World Championship 15km Classic where the top nine skied on Zero skis. Nathan Schultz

The course for the 30K was three loops of
a 5km classic course and three separate loops
of a 5km skate course. By the time I got to the
4km mark, the bright Utah sun was shining.
Hmm. I checked the track and it had snow in
it, but not as much as I expected to see. The
leaders came into view and my nerves were
frayed. A wax tech who takes a chance in a
National Championship race is an idiot in my
opinion, and we had done just that. Working
with skis we didn’t know, never having used
them or prepped them…in a squall that turned
into bright sun. So. I was an idiot. To this day
I am not sure what would have been a better
choice, but we likely could have made at least
one, if not several.
The leaders came down the hill towards
me and Chambo was on the front of the
pack, leading the charge with Babikov, Carl
Swenson, Andrew Johnson, Lars, Erik Flora
and a whole bunch of others right behind.
At first, I was relieved: the skis couldn’t be
that bad if he was in the lead, right? Then
I got worried, why was he leading the darn
race? There was 26km to go, just sit in and
let others do the work. In my infinite wisdom
as they passed, I said, “you don’t need to
lead this thing!” Hmm.
Eli and I didn’t have radios on, so it was
tough to know what was happening during
the second 5km loop. At SoHo you can see
the skiers going up the valley, but it is hard to
make out what is going on from that far away.
Soon I could see the pack coming down
the valley towards me and it was still tight
with a bunch of guys on the front. Suddenly
Chambo popped up over the hill in the lead.
He had dropped the pack and had a big smile
on his face. Ha. Dave and I grew up together,
so I knew what that smile meant. I said, “well,
go ahead and lead it then!” Twenty seconds
or so later, the pack came by, and I could see
that skis were various speeds at this point

and kick was marginal all around.
The third lap passed quickly and
Chambo came by with a two-minute lead
on the field. By now the sun was blazing and
it was downright warm. In those days they
wouldn’t let you touch the skate skis in the
pit once the race started. I had this creeping
feeling that the skate skis for the second
half of the race were going to be bad. It was
quickly headed towards slush and we had
picked skis that were for colder snow and
hard pack, on a cold-universal grind and no
additional structure. Uh-oh.
I ran to the other side of the stadium as
the racers switched to skate skis and yelled,
“you better run like you stole something!” To
which I got the response, “I’m running, I’m
running” with a smile. Soon AJ came out of
the pit, and I told him it was two plus minutes
up the road to Chambo. Mind you, as strong
as Chambo was double-poling on classic
skis, AJ was that good on skate skis. So, I
knew this was going to be tight, and the skis
could once again be a major factor. By the
time they came around for the second lap,
AJ had cut thirty seconds off the lead and
looked strong. He had chosen the right skis
and was in attack mode staying light on his
feet in the slush. Things were coming apart at
the front and I could actually hear Chambo’s
skis as he came by. Hmm, not good. The skis
were slow.
The rest of the race played out as
you would expect. AJ hunted and caught
Chambo for the National Championship win,
and Dave grabbed second.
Talking with them after the race, we
learned what had been going on out on the
course. Chambo had ZERO kick during the
classic but knew his skis were lightning fast
and just muscled off the front and got away.
The rest of the guys were suffering with slow,
grabby, or slick skis and consolidated behind

trying not to get dropped by the main pack.
As soon as Chambo switched to skate skis
he knew he was in trouble: slow skis with
the wrong flex, the wrong grind, AND the
wrong wax. We hosed him with bad choices
in the skate portion, when I originally thought
the classic skis were likely to be the issue. It
turned out AJ’s skis were actually not great
either, but he picked a better grind and flex
and skied well on that snow type. Luckily for
us, those two were some of the best guys on
the circuit and some of our closest friends
too. I hate to see someone lose, but it was
a memorable race and day. Plus, later that
night, AJ bought us all sushi in Park City.
Thanks AJ!
That race in 2005 had it all: challenging,
changing weather and new skis we knew
nothing about. We made a lot of mistakes
that day, but the first thing we did was talk
to the athletes and then conference about
what we did wrong and what we did right.
We talked about what we learned with zero
base ski prep and speed application. We
then wrote it all down. In my wax book from
that day, I have a whole bunch of notes. At
the bottom in big letters, it says: “NEED TO
LEARN MORE ABOUT ZERO SPEED AND
KICK PREP AND ABOUT HOW TO MANAGE
RACE DAYS FOR PURSUITS.”
Now, with all these new waxes, we
are all starting over and need to try things
and learn. We need to be diligent in our
note-taking and testing. Those of us in the
industry need to share honest wax findings
and not push expensive non-fluoro options
on consumers just “because they are better.”
We have to find the best new waxes and
best new application processes and move
forward in the fluor-free world. Just like the
athletes and techs on that day in 2005, we
need to accept that it may not be perfect
right away, but we can make it work. ◀

Photo | Testing at Soldier Hollow. Nathan Schultz
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BESTSELLER

NEW

HOLMENKOL SOLID RACE WAXES

FLUORO-FREE

New this year is a fluorine-free line of racing paraffins and liquids using
Holmenkol’s patented Syntec technology. The Syntec additives improve
the structural properties of the raw materials to produce unique and
high-performance fluoro-free waxes. Holmenkol now offers these Syntec
waxes in both a paraffin bar form, and liquids dubbed FF1 and FF2.

FF BAR GREEN (NOT PICTURED) -15C to -30C (5F to -22F). For fine
and aggressive snow. Iron temp 115C to 125C. 150g only: $127

FF BAR YELLOW 0C to -4C (25F to 32F). For fine to coarse and wet
snow. Iron temp 115C to 125C. 70g: $68, 150g: $127

FF BAR BLUE -8C to -15C (5F to 18F). For fine to coarse and
aggressive snow. Iron temp 120C to 130C. 70g: $68, 150g: $127

FF21 0C to -20C (32F to -4F). Serves as the base wax for all
other waxes, treating and helping to harden the ski base. FF21 is
particularly effective in dirty or abrasive snow conditions or harsh,
older manmade snow. Iron temp 140C to 150C. 70g: $32, 150g: $53

NEW

HOLMENKOL LIQUID RACE WAXES

$46

FLUORO-FREE

Last year, Holmenkol introduced three fluoro-free liquid waxes
that we are still really excited about: UltraMix Blue, BetaMix Red,
and AlphaMix Yellow. These three liquids are easy to apply, come
in generous portions, and are super fast on the snow. All are
fluoro-free and one bottle of each will likely set you up for a year
or two! They work well in all snow conditions, but seem to be the
fastest in manmade and aggressive snow. Note that these are
250ml, or two to three times the size of most competitors’ liquids.

Holmenkol’s solid paraffin race waxes are called “FF Bar” in Green
(150g only), Blue, Red, and Yellow. These have optimal water and dirt
resistance, providing abrasion resistance and maximum glide. All
temperatures listed below are for snow temperature.

FF BAR RED -4C to -10C (14F to 25F). For fine to coarse and wet
snow. Iron temp 115C to 125C. 70g: $68, 150g: $127

HOLMENKOL LIQUID WAXES

FLUORO-FREE

ULTRAMIX BLUE-8C to -20C (-4F to 18F). For cold, old, or manmade
snow. A liquid version of one of the most used and most versatile
waxes available. This one is a winner many times over. 250ml: $46

ALPHAMIX YELLOW 10C to -4C (25F to 50F). For soft, fresh, and finegrained snow with surface moisture present. This is an easy-to-use
wax for the conditions when things start to get sloppy. 250ml: $46

BETAMIX RED B ESTSELLER -4C to -14C (7F to 25F). A new liquid
version of BetaMix, one of the most used and most versatile
waxes available. Many people only put BetaMix on their skis as
it is easy to work with, greased lightning on snow, and hits a key
temperature range. 250ml: $46

WANT TO SAVE MONEY? BUY ONE OF EACH HOLMENKOL
250ML LIQUID—A $138 VALUE—FOR JUST $119!
GET ALL YOUR LIQUID FLUORO-FREE WAX FOR THE YEAR!

GLIDE WAX HYDROCARBON

FLUORO-FREE

H O L M E N K O L S P R AY S & N A T U R A L W A X

2x35G: $18, 150G: $28
There are two levels of new Syntec fluoro-free liquids: FF1 Liquid
and FF2 Liquid. Both are offered in Blue, Red, and Yellow. The FF1
liquids are the absolute top level of fluoro-free speed on the market,
available in a 50ml bottle. The FF2 liquids come in a 100ml bottle and
offer fluoro-free performance at a level above the standard fluoro-free
liquids (Alpha, Beta, Ultra) at a more affordable price than the FF1.
To apply FF1 and FF2 liquids: spread evenly on the base with a fiber
cloth. Let sit for as long as you can, but at least 20 minutes. Roto fleece
or roto wool buff in and brush out with a stiff nylon or horsehair brush.

FF1 BLUE LIQUID -12C to -20C (-4F to 10F). For all conditions
as a top fluoro-free speed layer. $119

FF2 RED LIQUID - 6C to -12C (10F to 21F). For all conditions as an
economically fast fluoro-free speed layer. 100ml: $68

FF1 RED LIQUID -6C to -12C (10F to 21F). For all conditions as
a top fluoro-free speed layer. $119

FF2 YELLOW LIQUID 0C to -6C (21F to 32F). For all conditions as an
economically fast fluoro-free speed layer.100ml: $68

FF1 YELLOW LIQUID 0
 C to -6C (21F to 32F). For all conditions
as a top fluoro-free speed layer. $119

FF CLEANER T
 his is the new gold standard in a completely fluorofree glide cleaner. FF cleaner provides gentle glide cleaning that
removes dirt and wax products so that ski bases absorb more wax
and run faster. At BNS we see way too many people skip cleaning
their glide zones, and it slows your skis down! 100ml: $25, 500ml: $79

FF2 BLUE LIQUID -12C to -20C (-4F to 10F). For all conditions
as an economically fast fluoro-free speed layer.100ml: $68

A simple fluoro-free three-wax system for all snow types—there
is no need to mix these waxes to make them work. Broad ranges
and durability make these legendary training and recreational
racing waxes. Available in three sizes and a combo pack to cover
all of your needs.

ALPHAMIX YELLOW B ESTSELLER For soft, new and fine-grained
snow. Alphamix is slightly harder than other yellows, making it
ideal for travel waxing and hot scraping.
BETAMIX RED BESTSELLER For all snow types, this wax works
well across the entire humidity range. A great everyday wax
for all uses: travel wax, cleaning wax, etc. Holmenkol’s most
popular wax.
ULTRAMIX BLUEBESTSELLER For cold weather, specifically
old or dry-grained snow. Great durability.
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SKI TOUR WAX STICK Universal fluoro-free wax stick for applying to
skins and ski bases. Rub on before or during ski tour and work in with
polishing fleece. $28
SKIN SPRAY W
 ater-based skin impregnation spray that prevents
snow and ice from sticking. Suitable for all skin types. Spray on,
allow to dry and iron lightly at 80C (176F). $28
DECOR SPRAY Anti-ice and snow treatment for ski top sheets. Stop
carrying around the extra weight of snow and ice on the top of your
skis. Spray on top of skis and allow to dry completely. $28
NATURAL WAX Skiers love the outdoors and it is important to protect it.
Holmenkol Natural Products are fluoro-free and biodegradable according
to OECD 301. After 28 days, over 60% of the wax ingredients have
degraded. That is why these products carry the “Bio” label. Made from
biodegradable, renewable materials, this wax performs well as a base wax
and it tests well against racing waxes, beats all other “quick application”
waxes we’ve tested it against, and is easy to apply. This is a great option
for people who don’t have time to wax their skis. S
 pray: $26, 70g Bar: $15,
150g Bar: $25, 200ml Fluid: $23, 50g Stick: $22, 75ml Paste: $22
BOULDERNORDIC.COM
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HOLMENKOL KICK

$16

FLUORO-FREE

HOLMENKOL KLISTER

$18

FLUORO-FREE

Colorado Cross Country Ski Association

BASE KICK WAX
GREEN - 6C to -20C (21F to -4F)
BLUE -4C to -12C (27F to 19F)
BLUE EXTRA - 2C to -7C (28F to 21F)
BLUE SPEZIAL - 1C to -6C (30F to 21F)
VIOLET SPEZIAL 0
 C to -2C (32F to 28F)
VIOLET 0
 C (32F)
RED 2C to -1C (36F to 30F)
YELLOW 4C to -1C (39F to 30F)

HOLMENKOL KICK PACK
Save on the three best
fluoro-free kickers in the
Holmenkol lineup. Red,
Violet Spezial, and Blue
Spezial. $30

PUNCH PASS

BLUE - 3C to -20C (27F to -4F)
VIOLET 2
 C to -4C (36F to 25F)
RED 3
 C to -2C (37F to 28F)
RED SPEZIAL 0
 C to -2C (32F to 28F)
UNIVERSAL 4
 C to -4C (39F to 25F)
SILVER 3
 C to -1C (37F to 30F)
BLACK SPEZIAL B ESTSELLER 10C to -1C (50F to 30F)

2021/2022 SEASON

Get Out

HOLMENKOL WAXING ACCESSORIES

Explore

18+ Trail Passes | 10 Resorts | Endless Discounts
A

B

A WAX ROLLER PRO An exclusive and often-asked for item that
benefits coaches, wax techs, and anyone who wants to quickly and
efficiently wax a lot of skis. Use any paraffin wax in the reservoir; the
thermostat is adjustable. Molten wax easily rolls on the base of the
ski and applies in an even layer, ready to iron. Pro tip! Get additional
reservoirs to hold different waxes so you don’t have to clean it out
when switching wax. $499 (additional reservoirs $150)
B PLEXIGLASS SCRAPER P
 rofessional plastic scraper.
3mm: $7, 5mm: $10
C PRO GROOVE SCRAPER STAFF PICK Professional groove
scraper made from aluminum with comfortable plastic handle.
Different diameters work with all cross-country ski grooves. An
excellent tool that speeds up service work and a great gift for
the wax tech in your life! $34
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C

D

D CROSS STRUCTURE TOOL BESTSELLER The one structure tool
to have if you only buy one. The Cross Structure Tool has two
rolling structure drums with opposing threads at 1.75mm spacing.
Each drum creates a linear structure that crosses the ski base.
With both drums in place, the opposing angles create a fishnet
pattern which is very effective at breaking surface tension in
high-moisture glazing conditions. With one drum removed, the
offset linear structure provides fantastic performance in cold and
dry glazing conditions, with very little liability in area where the
snow is glazing. This is the tool that taught us the value of hand
structuring in cold conditions. $199
E CROSS STRUCTURE ADD-ON KIT Holmenkol five roller add-on
kit for the Cross Structure Tool. Comes in a case that will also fit
the structure tool body, making this the perfect travel kit. Includes:
Blank Plastic Roller for flattening the structure after application of
the other rollers, 0.5mm Linear for snow with free moisture below
-2C, 1.0mm Linear for snow with free moisture 0C and above,
0.3mm V, and 0.5mm V. $199

E

Aspen Nordic · Breckenridge Nordic · Crested Butte Nordic · Frisco Nordic
Gold Run Nordic · Keystone Nordic · Mount Massive Ski & Snowshoe Trails
Snow Mountain Ranch · Tennessee Pass Nordic Center · Vail Nordic Center

Over $1,200 in Savings

BUY NOW FOR ONLY

$150

Visit ColoradoNordic.com to Purchase
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BESTSELLER

HOLMENKOL WAXERS, WAXING TABLES & PROFILES
A

E

B

F

C

B DIGITAL RACING WAXER BESTSELLER
This professional iron with digital
temperature display and microprocessor
holds the temperature precisely while
working. Temperature range from 90C to
180C for working with the hardest fluoro
powders. This is the most-trusted iron
for teams due to its durable, outstanding
performance. $318
RACING WAX IRON (NOT PICTURED)
Exactly the same iron as the Digital
Racing Waxer but without the LED digital
display. Same microprocessor just with a
traditional dial display to reduce cost.
A great iron for the money! $199
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D

G

I

A DIGITAL RACING WAXER 25MM PLATE
Completely redesigned for 2019-2020,
the Holmenkol Digital Racing Waxer with
25mm plate is the ultimate professional
waxing iron. The temperature is precisely
controlled by a microprocessor and the
extra-thick base plate provides consistent
heat. You get the perfect application of
temperature-specific waxes and the hardest
fluoro powders, even in cold ambient
temperatures. Temperature control from
90C to 180C. $550

HOLMENKOL BRUSHES & ACCESSORIES
L

P

T

X

M

Q

U

Y

N

R

V

Z

O

S

W

AA

P OVAL STEEL MICRO
FINISH BRUSH
The best steel brush in the
world in a more effective
oval design. This brush can be
used on all wax types. Twothirds more bristle contact
than a standard rectangular
brush. $125

T ROTO SPEED FLEECE
Amazing roto fleece for finish
brushing and polishing all
fluoro applications. On the
World Cup, nearly all wax
applications are being finished
with Roto Fleece. For use with
SpeedStick. $110

X “THE FANNY PACK”
We use these at BNS because
they are large enough to fit a
whole lineup of kickers or all
of your brands in a temperature
range. $35

H

J

K

C SMART WAXER STAFF PICK
This economy waxing iron ensures consistent
heat through an extra-thick bottom plate
with unique grooves to ensure optimum
distribution of wax. Includes handy resting
plate. With long cord for ease of use. $85

H PROFILE ENDS AND BINDING CLIP
Waxing profile set made specifically to
fit in the Holmenkol waxing table. Ends
adjust to length and lock down with a
screw in the table. Binding clip inserts
into threaded hole. $200

L BASE BRUSH STEEL
MICRO FINISH STAFF PICK
Ultrafine steel brush for complete
removal of excess wax from the
base. A must-have in racing for
quick, effective brush work. $79

D IRON COVER
Protect your iron and prevent base plate
scratching with this heat-resistant cover. $30

I WAXING PROFILE STAFF PICK
Waxing profile with binding catch to be
fixed on table or workbench. Lightweight
and adjustable length for skis from 160cm
to 210cm. This is the sturdiest and most
affordable waxing profile on the market.
Quickly breaks down for easy travel. $275

M BASE BRUSH MEDIUM BRONZE
Medium Bronze Brush for use on
all waxes and also to help open
up the base prior to waxing. This
brush is unique and works very
well in a three brush system with
the Base Brush Horsehair and a
nylon polishing brush. $33

E WAXING TABLE 2.0
Superior quality, stable waxing and service
table. The 2.0 is an easy-to-handle folding
table with adjustable height and a storage
shelf. This table comes with one pair of
profile extensions, ski holders, and a high
quality bag. $599
F NORDIC WAXING SPANNER
New and improved design with longer
contact points with the skis. Very portable
3-piece vice set. Ideal for the beginner
waxer or as a travel setup. $175
G IRON TRAY
This nifty little tray fits any table. Secures
your iron while working on skis and
protects it from damage. Works with
any waxing iron. A great gift idea! $60

J RACING BASE CLEANER BESTSELLER
Special Glide Zone Cleaner that dissolves
fluoro and cleans dirt while preserving the
paraffin wax base. Essential for anyone using
fluorinated wax products. Previously called
Nano CFC Cleaner. 100ml: $33, 500ml: $106
K WAX REMOVER/CLEANER
Solvent for removal of kick wax, oil, grease,
and resin from the ski base. Recommended
for kick zones only. Ground shipping only.
500ml: $25, 1L: $37
ALSO AVAILABLE: IRONS IN
230V FOR EUROPEAN TRAVEL!

N BASE BRUSH
HORSEHAIR BESTSELLER
The BEST horsehair brush and
possibly the best brush anywhere!
This brush is a must-have for use
on all waxes. Very dense bristle
pattern gets the job done quickly
and effectively. Can be used as a
polish brush as well. $24
O BASE BRUSH STEEL
Optimum steel brush for cleaning
the surface prior to and during
waxing with hot waxes. Perfect for
brushing basic waxes and cleaning
the base before waxing. $63

Q OVAL NYLON BRUSH
Universal ski base brush for
polishing. Professional oval
design. $43
R OVAL HORSEHAIR BRUSH
The BEST brush in a larger
option for more bristle contact
with the ski. Natural ski base
brush for preparation of speed
products. Professional oval
design. $56
S OVAL STEEL BRUSH STAFF PICK
Very effective tool for cleaning
the ski base before waxing and
for brushing off paraffin waxes.
De-tuning recommended. $89

U ROTO SPEED BRUSH FIBER
All-around brush for glide
wax brushing. For use with
SpeedStick. $70

Y SPEEDSTICK PRO II 120MM
Roto brushing handle and
shaft. Single-click quickchange mechanism. Highquality and durable all
metal design. $90

V ROTO SPEED BRUSH NYLON
Great in all steps of the roto
brush process, particularly
used in finishing. For use
with SpeedStick. $62

Z SPEEDSHIELD PRO II 120MM
Protective shield for roto
brushing, to keep wax particles
and dust from flying around.
Installs over SpeedStick. $95

W ROTO SPEED BRUSH
HORSEHAIR
Horsehair roto brush for glide
wax brushing. For use with
SpeedStick. $62

A A APRON
Use what the pros use! World
Cup apron with many practical
pockets. Very long for full
protection. A great gift idea! $29

ROTO SPEED BRUSH BRONZE
(NOT PICTURED) $140

BOULDERNORDIC.COM
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A Humble Start
Leads to the Olympics

BY TOM U PHAM
Tom Upham has been a skier
for 76 years, and started
racing in the 6th grade. He
was a member of the Edward
Little High School, Auburn
and Maine ski teams. He
was a NCAA All American at
Colorado University. Tom was
a Junior, Senior and North
American Nordic Combined
Champion. He competed at
the prestigious Holmenkollen
Competition and at the 1968
Grenoble Olympic Games.
He is a 2007 Maine Ski Hall of
Fame Inductee and a former
coach of Bill Koch, Mt. Blue
Junior High, Lewiston High
School, UNH, and the 1976
US Women’s Olympic Team in
Nordic. Tom owned Northern
Lights Ski Shop in West
Farmington, Maine for 21
years, where he taught Roger
Knight how to wax. Tom is
very proud of his children
who skied in Bill Koch
League, junior high school,
high school and college, with
two of them landing on the
US National Biathlon Team.

Photo | Tread of Pioneers Museum
Steamboat Springs, CO
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It started during the war, mid 1940s, when
I got my first pair of “gees” at age three. My
older sister had “gees” and, when I tried to
use them, I got pushed down in the snow. I
don’t really remember getting the “gees” but
I have seen photos with me standing with
these skis two feet taller than me. Just a toe
strap for a binding and no poles. The toe
strap went through a side-to-side hole in the
skis, and mine had baling twine instead of
the usual leather strap.
I still had these skis when we moved
and had a back yard to ski in and my mom
attached the skis to my oversized handme-down boots by using canning jar
rubber gaskets with the over-tightened toe
straps, making a much more secure and
controllable binding.
By age six I had grown into the skis and
I could turn and jump and climb uphill. Next
came cable bindings, and that was a whole
new level of control.
Then, when I was in grade six—same skis
(gees)—I was watching a junior high school
slalom race and the man in charge, Bob
Bower (yes, the famous skier John Bower’s
father), invited me to race the course. I
explained that I did not have steel edges and
he said, “the snow is soft; stay in the ruts
and you will be fine.” I did, and I was hooked
on racing. Then I was invited to race crosscountry that afternoon. To make my skis into
cross-country skis, the cable was removed
from the side hooks which made the heel
free. So, I raced and fell in love again, this
time with cross-country racing.
That summer my dad chiseled out the
now rounded bottom edges of my skis and
installed steel edges; a very painstaking
process. Those were my seventh grade,
four-event skis. I had to modify the cable
side hook placement to make them work for
slalom and downhill with a very tight heel, for
jumping with a looser heel and a free heel for
cross-country.
By eighth grade I had really outgrown
my skis. That pair of “gees” were now
shorter than me and pretty well used up
and were given away. With school-issued
cross-country and jumping skis, and newly
purchased alpine skis with pre-installed steel
edges, I started the season. It lasted two
days as I got injured jumping and was out
for the season. This was the second of many
career jumping injuries.
I raced in high school with team-issued
Nordic equipment and family-purchased

alpine equipment. I finally had specific
boots for cross-country and specific boots
for jumping, not just old worn out alpine
boots. New alpine boots were stiffer and
better suited to alpine events. With improved
equipment, my skiing also improved. I never
won a cross-country race, but placed well.
I won a few jumping events, most downhill
and giant slalom events, and a few slaloms. I
won the skimeister award many times.
I took really good care of my equipment
and was innovating all the time. As well as
waxing the bottoms of my skis, I waxed the
tops with furniture polish so snow wouldn’t
stick. I also waxed pole baskets and my
downhill helmet. I pressed a seam in my
stretch pants so they weren’t baggy for
downhill and jumping. My feet were always
cold in cross-country, so I wore socks over
my boots.
In my junior year of high school I was
invited to compete in the Junior National
Nordic Championships in Ishpeming,
Michigan, the home of the National Ski Hall of
Fame and Museum. We had to ship our skis
by train two weeks before the event. When
the teams arrived in Ishpeming, only half of
the skis were there, but there were several
pairs of alpine skis that were supposed to
go to the Alpine Nationals in Aspen. Luckily,
my skis made it and enough cross-country
skis were purchased so everyone could race,
but we had to share jumping skis! My crosscountry race was really good for me and
might have been better had I not fallen on
my face trying to get over the snowbank of
a road crossing. (This is a prelude to a more
disastrous road crossing event in Autrans,
France years later.) The jumping went
well, all things considered. I would jump,
run up the landing and give my skis to my
teammate who would adjust the binding to
his boot. Then he would jump and run up
the landing and I would adjust the binding
to my boots. This went on for three rounds
and there was no time to be nervous about
the actual jumping. At the award ceremony, I
was surprised to receive the gold for National
Combined!
Maybe you would also like to hear about
the Olympic flag saga, the broken race skis,
and the disastrous road crossing at the
1968 Olympics in Grenoble, France. I could
also discuss the many equipment changes
and innovations in the 1970s and 1980s.
Another time?
Enjoy your time on skis! ◀
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OTHER RODE GLIDERS

FLUORO-FREE

One year of full testing non-fluorinated waxes has led us to one conclusion: Rode
glide waxes are among the very fastest and most consistent products available. We
have tried everything and we keep coming back to Rode as a versatile, consistently
fast, and easy-to-use lineup. Demand for Rode glide waxes has been extremely
high with teams and other retailers and we are excited to continue testing the new
products and expanding our knowledge of this amazing line from Italy.

A

NEW

RODE RACING EXTRA LIQUIDS

FLUORO-FREE

The Racing eXtra Liquid glider line is the evolution of the Racing
Liquid line, but with better speed and durability thanks to the
use of fluoro-free additives. These additives make for better
speed than Rode’s very successful Racing Liquid line in ALL
snow types, including artificial. The RXL line increases speed on
snow through increased water repellency in special additives.
Best to apply with the supplied applicator, let sit at least an hour
and then brush out with a horsehair or stiff nylon brush. For
increased speed and durability, use the Rode Wool Roto.

TECH TIP: PUT ON THE NIGHT BEFORE SKIING
AND THEN BRUSH OUT WITH NYLON OR
HORSEHAIR AGGRESSIVELY THE NEXT DAY FOR
INCREASED INITIAL SPEED AND DURABILITY.

RODE RACING LIQUIDS

B

C

A RODE ARCTIC COLD POWDER -8C to -20C (17F to -4F). Used
when a traditional green wax would be. This powder can be used
alone or mixed with Rode R20 Blue Paraffin wax to achieve fast
skis in the coldest conditions. 50g Powder: $15
B RODE LIQUID MULTIGRADE A universal liquid wax made for
ease of use. This liquid is made for all temperatures but excels
in conditions above 15F. Simply apply, let dry 3-4 minutes and
go ski. It differs from the Racing Liquid Line in that it uses softer
ingredients so it can be applied and then used without brushing
or corking.80ml: $21, 1000ml: $116

RACING EXTRA LIQUID COLD - 5C to -15C (5F to 23F). 80ml: $39
RACING EXTRA LIQUID MED-2C to -7C (19F to 28F). 80ml: $39
RACING EXTRA LIQUID WARM0C to -3C (27F to 32F). 80ml: $39

FLUORO-FREE

C RODE ECO GLIDE WAX A
 completely natural eco-friendly wax for
all conditions. What separates Rode Eco wax from other Natural
waxes is that it maintains the hardness of a regular wax. Most eco
waxes are extremely soft and thus very hard to work with due to
their sticky nature. This is not the case with the Rode Eco wax,
and it performs very well on the snow. 60g: $17, 180g: $28

D

E

D NEW RXD ENDURANCE GLIDE WAXFluoro-free
hydrocarbon-based wax suitable for long distance
competitions or tours. Specifically created to last a
long time in any snow condition and maintain a stable
and fast performance over courses of up to 80km.
Endurance glide will likely not be as fast as the R line
waxes at first, but it is extremely durable and holds
speed over distance. It can be used alone or as a base
wax for liquids. 60g: $24, 180g: $44
E NEW COLD BASE & WARM BASE U
 niversal base for
all types of snow and cold/warm conditions. Perfect
for daily ski care and to keep the base in good shape
at a reduced cost. 180g: $23, 900g: $78.
COLD -5C to -25C (23F to -13F)
WARM 0C to -6C (21F to 32F)

RODE R LINE GLIDERS

FLUORO-FREE

Rode Racing Liquids come in Cold, Med, and Warm. These
waxes are durable and fast out of the gate. Simple to use,
they even come with a sponge applicator to easily spread the
product. This sponge also stays saturated maximizing the
use of the bottle. Non aerosol. Rode is one of the very few
companies using an aluminum bottle for decreased plastic
waste. For increased speed and durability, use the Rode Wool
Roto. All temperatures listed are snow temperatures. 80ml
bottles will last between 20-35 pairs of skis. Now available in
500ml bottles.
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RACING LIQUID COLDSTAFF PICK -5C to -15C (5F to 23F). Really
good in newer cold snow and at lower humidity. This wax can fly
in the right conditions. 80ml: $23, 500ml: $75

key temp range of the 20s. This won about 70% of our fluoro-free
wax tests last year. We simply cannot say enough about this wax.
80ml: $23, 500ml: $75

RACING LIQUID MED STAFF PICK -2C to -7C (19F to 28F). This
one is a monster. If we were to recommend one must-have liquid
wax, it would be RLM. Good in a variety of snow types and in the

RACING LIQUID WARM STAFF PICK -3C to 0C (26F to 32F). RLW is a
versatile warm solution especially when the humidity remains below
50%. 8
 0ml: $23, 500ml: $75

R LINE FLUORO-FREE GLIDERS embody the true spirit of
Nordic skiing: respecting nature. Rode has found special
additives that increase water repellency and dirt abrasion
and resistance that are ecologically friendly. This wax line
is incredibly easy to use with low melting temperatures and
speed on snow. Rode nailed it when they found the secret
special additives they are using here because we were blown
away with how good this wax was last year. All temperatures
listed are air temperatures. 60g: $15, 180g: $30, 900g: $106

R20
R30
R40
R50

BLUE-8C to -18C (0F to 18F)
VIOLET BESTSELLER -3C to -10C (14F to 27F)
RED0C to -5C (23F to 32F)
YELLOW-1C to 10C (30F to 50F)
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RODE BRUSHES & FINISHING PRODUCTS
A

FLUORO-FREE

E

RODE WAX BENCHES & ACCESSORIES
Q

FLUORO-FREE
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A HORSEHAIR $49
D BRASS $95
B SOFT NYLON$49
E FLEECE $49
C HARD NYLON $49
F CORK $49
The Rode roto brushes are an excellent
option that fits all of the standard roto
systems. They make a great horsehair, soft
nylon, hard nylon, and brass brush as well
as a roto fleece and roto cork. A complete
and affordable roto system with the highest
quality brushes on the market.
G NEW AR81 ROTO-WOOL W
 ith the
world of non-fluorinated waxing, how the
product is applied and finished can make a
tremendous amount of difference in speed
and durability. BNS has found that this Rode
Roto brush in merino wool is perfect for the
last polish on the ski base and adds to the
initial speed and durability of the wax. The
wool microfilaments penetrate deeply into
the incisions of the structure, leaving the ski
with a lively and shiny appearance. Like we
always say—a shiny ski is a fast ski! $95
H NEW AR67 STEEL BLADE H
 eavy gauge
steel blade for evenly flattening the base.
120x27x4 mm. $41
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P

I NEW WAX REMOVER 2.1 T
 his formula
has been updated to have a product with
a more controlled evaporation, a much
lighter smell, and less toxicity for easier
handling. 1 50ml Spray: $14, 500ml: $20,
1L: $34, 5L: $143

M FELT HAND BRUSH A
 ll of the new
liquid waxes need to be buffed in, and the
Rode Felt Hand Brush is the perfect tool
for the job. Made of fleece and shaped
rectangularly for max ski contact, this
brush is a new favorite. $18

J SYNTHETIC CORK is a dense ergonomic
cork for fast and easy corking of all waxes. $6

N RODE GROOVE SCRAPER is a uniquely
shaped hard plastic groove scraper with
all the angles needed to effectively clean
any groove. $9

K NEW AR398 EXTRA-FINE FIBERTEX 
Non-abrasive fibertex for removing
polyethylene micro-hairs and polishing
the base. Can also be used for removing
old wax with wax remover or cleaner.
White, 4 pieces, 115x145mm. $12
L NEW AR396 FINE FIBERTEX F
 or the
removal of polyethylene micro-hairs after
grinding or on new skis. It also rounds
the incisions left by the diamond stones,
improving the effectiveness of the grinding.
Also useful for refreshing any base that
doesn’t absorb glide waxes properly.
To be used lightly on clean skis. Grey,
4 pieces, 115x145mm. $12

Z

O RODE FIBER PAPER is for effective
cleaning of the ski without leaving any
residue. 25 meters $9
P HAND CLEANER STAFF PICK is the
best way to get kick and klister off
your hands quickly and effectively. We
are all professional waxers here, right?
We don’t use stinkin’ hand cleaner! Wait.
We 100% use this all the time because
there is no other way to get that stick
off. Get some. $13

R
Q WAX APRON is the most stylish and
coolest looking apron out there. Get with
the Italian style and get a Rode apron. $23
R SCRAPER SHARPENER BESTSELLER Every
ski technician and wax enthusiast struggles
with having sharp scrapers. Most of the
scraper sharpeners on the market are one
step below awful. This is THE BEST scraper
sharpener on the market, period. Get one
and never have to worry about having dull
scrapers again. This is money well spent for
any individual or team. This will easily last
10 years. $105
S RODE IRON HOLDER has a universal
clamp for attachment to any wax bench
and will keep your iron in a safe stationary
easy-to-access position. Helps to prevent
accidents that break or damage your iron. $89

U

X
T DIGITAL THERMOMETERExtremely
accurate thermometer that reads in a
couple of seconds. Capable of going to
-40C and up to 250C. The easiest and
most accurate way to take a temperature
and all about the size of a small pocket
knife. $133.25

ADDITIONAL PROFILE (NOT PICTURED)
$190

U PORTABLE WALL SKI HOLDER Rode
makes a great portable wall ski holder,
something we all need and probably have,
but can never find when it is needed. Get a
couple of these and stick them in your travel
box so you don’t get stuck without one
when you most need it. Or use it to spiff up
your basement or garage wax area! $15.75

X COMPLETE PROFILE SET Made of steel.
High quality materials allow for attaching
this to any table and creating the perfect
home setup for waxing. Comes with a
storage bag. $332.75

V STEEL WAXING TABLE is a solid setup
that folds up for ease of use. This is not a
flimsy table—it is meant to work on and
hold up! Comes with one cross-country
profile for holding the ski on. $622

STEEL TABLE BAG (NOT PICTURED)
$133.25
W ALUMINUM TABLE BAG $134

Y ALUMINUM WAX TABLE is a high quality
foldable unit in lighter-weight aluminum.
Good for both Alpine and Nordic as an event
table or for waxing at home. Profiles not
included. Photo shows with profile. $577
Z SKI RACK FOR ALUMINUM TABLE
Attaches directly to the table with four
positions for skis. $156
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RODE KICK

$14

FLUORO-FREE

RODE KLISTER

$19

FLUORO-FREE

Rode kick waxes and klisters have long been
the best in the world and that isn’t changing
any time soon. Family-owned and produced at
a small factory in Asiago, Italy, Rode offers the
best green to yellow classic skiing solutions.
At BNS, if we had to pick one kick or klister line
to use, it would be Rode or Guru hands down.
All of these Rode kick and klisters are fluorofree, which means that you don’t have to learn
a new wax line—just continue to use the best
kick line that has ever been invented. There is
a reason they have had the same formulations
in a lot of their waxes for years; they work!

KICK ALASKA (NOT PICTURED)STAFF PICK -15C to -30C
(5F to -22F). We were able to convince Roberta from Rode
to make us a small production run of this cold weather wax.
Anyone who has waxed with Roger knows this is his favorite cold
weather kicker and cover wax of all time! Do not be scared to
use a thin shell cover of Alaska in conditions up until the violet
range for increased speed on snow.
KICK GREEN SPECIAL-10C to -30C (14F to -22F). Truly the
cold side of a green kick wax. This is a time-tested favorite as a
stand-alone when it is cold and abrasive, non-transformed snow.
KICK GREEN-4C to -10C (25F to 14F). Performs well in all cold
kick wax uses. Good speed, firm grip. BNS uses it as a cover
wax to speed up most blue and green kick waxes.
KICK BLUE II-2C to -8C (29F to 18F). For the cold side of the
blue range. Tends to have a firm grip but can lack a bit of speed.
KICK BLUE I-2C to -6C (29F to 21F). The traditional Rode
Blue kicker. Works best when snow is tending towards wet.
KICK BLUE MULTIGRADEBESTSELLER -3C to -7C (27F to 19F).
Extends well below listed range to as low as -12C or 10F. Amazing
feel on the snow and adjusts well to changing conditions. If the
temperature is in the teens this wax is where you start all tests
and oftentimes where the testing ends. A must-have in every box.
KICK WEISS-1C to -4C (30F to 25F). There is a reason this was
originally called Super Weiss and was a World Cup-only wax.
An amazing cover or to be used alone at the crossover between
the Violet and the Blue range, especially when the tracks haven’t
transformed to full glaze.
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KICK BLUE SUPER-1C to -3C (30F to 27F). A great wax in high
humidity across all snow types. Often used as a cover wax just
before the cross into “zero” conditions in wet snow because it rarely
ices. Ignore the temperature range listed on this wax and try it in any
green or blue kick wax situation. It is a really fast wax with great grip.
KICK VIOLA MULTIGRADEBESTSELLER 0C to -2C (32F to 28F).
A favorite of coaches and Masters Racers alike. Works well outside
of the listed range down to -5C. Adapts well to varying conditions
and always provides great grip. We tend to cover this with Blue
Multigrade or even Green for speed on race day.
KICK BLUE SUPER EXTRA-1C to -5C (30F to 23F). For fresh snow
and high humidity. This wax is really good in new falling or freshly
fallen snow. If the snow is starting to glaze significantly, mix Super
Extra 1:1 with Blue Super—you will thank us later.
KICK VIOLET0C (32F). Made for at-freezing conditions. It is the first
wax to try at 0C, period. Small range but this wax has saved us many
times in the tricky range around freezing. Often used as a cover wax
or in mixes with colder waxes.
KICK VIOLA EXTRA0C to 1C (32F to 34F). The plus side of the
Violet range. Very specific but can be good when the conditions are
correct. Tends to be a bit slow and therefore often needs a cover.
KICK RODE RED EXTRA0C to 2C (32F to 36F). For conditions rapidly
warming just above or below freezing.
KICK RODE ROSSA0C to 3C (32F to 37F). Tends to work best in wet
new snow or just before klister conditions.
KICK RODE YELLOW1 to 4C (33F to 39F). Gialla! For new fresh snow
above freezing and as a precursor to klister.

KLISTER BLUE SPECIAL-6C to -14C (21F to 7F). Skare Special is
a hard blue klister that can be used alone or as a binder. When
using as a binder make sure that the kick zone is well-sanded
to prevent chipping.

KLISTER YELLOW0C to 2C (32F to 36F). This klister, labeled Gialla
on the package, is for new falling snow or precipitation just above
freezing. We have had the most success mixing this klister
in a 1:3 ratio with Rossa or Multigrade in wet snow.

KLISTER BLUE-3C to -7C (26F to 19F). Skare is the gold standard
for Blue binder klisters. BNS sells a ton of this klister that is
usually used as a fast-binder klister.

KLISTER UNIVERSAL-0C (32F). A universal klister for all
temperature ranges. This is a big-time kicking klister, so ideally
it is used to just dot into other klisters to boost kick.

KLISTER VIOLET SPECIAL STAFF PICK -1C to -5C (30F to 23F). A great
klister in the harder icy conditions that prevail in the Violet ranges.
Dab a few dots of Rossa in when in higher humidity or rapidly
warming conditions or mix a bit in with hardwax when things get
tricky. One of the best-selling klisters in the world for a reason!

KLISTER SILVER EXTRA0C to 4C (32F to 39F). Wet to dry snow.
A traditional Silver mixing klister for all dirty snow conditions or
for use alone when the snow is drying.

KLISTER VIOLET-3C to 1C (26F to 34F). Rode Violet is well-known
for its durability and speed in the hard snow typically associated
with Violet klister. If the tracks are abrasive, you will want to have
Rode Violet in the mix. We often dot in some Multigrade klister
to help with managing moisture and softening the Violet.
KLISTER ROSSA SPECIAL0C to 3C (32F to 37F). For wet
snow just above freezing. Usually we mix it with other klisters
such as Guru 39.
KLISTER ROSSASTAFF PICK -2C to 4C (28F to 39F). For traditional
wet snow Red klister conditions. This is the klister that everyone
tries to copy with their Red klisters. Hint: they haven’t done it yet.
Do not be scared to mix this with other klisters in this range; it
almost always improves their performance.
KLISTER SILVER1C to 5C (33F to 41F). Silvers are mixing klisters
and this is an easy-to-work-with one. There have been a lot of
races won over the years with a Silver/Rossa mix.

KLISTER NERA-2C to 5C (28F to 41F). Used as a binder in
warm wet conditions or as a mixer with other klisters in varying
conditions. Smells great, but generally is never used alone.
KLISTER MULTIGRADE BESTSELLER -6 to 6C (21F to 43F). The best
universal klister in the world. Many refer to it as the great fudge
factor as it is never bad. Used alone and in mixes with other klisters.
If the tracks are starting to transition to full blown wet near “zero”
conditions, mix this with Rossa. A must-have in every wax box.
KLISTER CHOLATacky binder klister for all conditions. This
is particularly good in warmer binder conditions above -4C.
Ironed in and wiped with fiberlene to create a thin layer when
speed is a must. This is the hardest binder klister in the world
and sets up like glass.
BASE KLISTER SPRAY 100ML Base klister made simple! When
it is time to apply base klister skip the mess and speed the job
up. Simply hold this spray upside down approximately 4cm from
the ski and spray a thin layer on and let cool. For racing or long
distance we recommend ironing it in. $25
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THE FUTURE OF

RODE WORLD CUP SERIES WAXES

FLUORO-FREE

FLUORO-FREE RACING

We are also proud to offer Rode’s World Cup Service waxes that
previously have been just a rumor for most. These three kick waxes
are what all of the best coaches in the US call us about over and
over. They are all amazing racing solutions for both speed and kick.

B310 STAFF PICK For new fresh and cold snow below freezing to -12C
or even colder with great kick. It always amazes us when we put this
wax on snow just how good it is. It provides a really solid kick with
amazing release and speed in all snow crystal types but especially
fresh or wet snow. Previously named WC Test -3/-10C. $39
B17 STAFF PICK For new, manmade, or mixed snow this one is an
amazing wax. It handles the 20s like no other wax we have seen even

when the snow is wet. Imagine having a wax with great speed and
grip at -7C and -2C; BV17 provides it. Can also be used down to -12C
with no compromise in speed. Previously named WC Test -1/-7C. $39
B15 STAFF PICK -1C to -5C (30F to 23F). For older and artificial snow
in the range where kick waxes start to fail. This is a faster version of
Super Extra Blue with all of the kick. We have had success with this
as a cover wax but it can be used for layering up as well. $39

Racing Extra Liquids
MAX SPEED IN ALL CONDITIONS

RODE TOP LINE SERIES WAXES

FLUORO-FREE

This series of waxes was developed for the World Cup specifically
and became available to the general public some years back. They
deal well with the tough conditions around freezing, manufactured
snow, and rapidly changing conditions. At BNS we use these waxes
all the time, and they all work outside of their listed temperature
ranges! Three hardwaxes and four klisters set the lineup.

KICK RACING VOBESTSELLER 0C to -2C (32F to 28F). Great in
falling snow just below freezing, manmade, and the tricky area
approaching freezing. Can be used down to -5C (23F) and
should always be tested as a cover in the 20s. $24

KLISTER RACING KM3BESTSELLER -6C to 6C (21F to 43F). A tougher
and usually faster version of Rode Multigrade. Excels equally in
both manmade and natural snow. A wide-ranging klister that gets
the job done no matter the snow type. $38

KICK RACING VPSBESTSELLER 0C to -1C (32F to 30F). VPS is
essentially a faster Rode Violet that oftentimes kicks better too.
We are amazed at how much we use this wax. It just always
seems to be on the winning test skis. $24

KLISTER RACING KR3BESTSELLER -2C to 4C (28F to 39F). This
klister is incredible in both artificial and natural snow around
freezing and above. Especially fast as warming occurs and the
snow gets more free moisture in it. Fast becoming one of our
best-selling klisters at BNS. $38

KICK RACING VXPSBESTSELLER 0C (32F). All snow conditions
at or around freezing. This wax deals with the trickiest condition
out there. At “zero” Celsius this can be a real lifesaver. Extremely
good in glazed new or new falling snow. $24
KLISTER RACING K3BESTSELLER 0C to 3C (32F to 37F). Imagine
Rossa Special klister with a wider range and more speed. That
is exactly what K3 is. There are at least two days a year where
this klister saves us when the moisture levels rise near freezing
rapidly and answers become few and far between. $38

Racing Liquids
RELIABLE SPEED FOR ANY BUDGET

KLISTER RACING KRS3BESTSELLER -2C to 5C (28F to 41F). A new
addition to the Top Line last year, KRS3 is made for wet, transformed
snow. Anytime the snowpack has a good amount of moisture in
it and is transformed, especially as the temperature rises above
freezing, this klister is dynamite. A fantastic addition for Rode. $38

AR81 Roto Wool
THE FUTURE OF LIQUID APPLICATION
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ALL NEW

GURUWAX

Next Generation Race Gliders

FLUORO-FREE

GREEN BESTSELLER -20C to -6C (-4F to 21F). An amazing green
wax in new and new falling snow, fine snow, and mixed snow.
There are no words to describe how sublime this wax is. It is our
favorite green kick wax here at BNS and it isn’t even close. $22

YELLOW -2C to 1C (28F to 34F). Guru Yellow has a great mix of kick
and glide with some silver mixed in to keep things clean. When the
thermometer inches to freezing and panic ensues, sit back, grab a
Guru Yellow and relax. Everything gonna be alright. $22

BLUE 0C to -4C (14F to 25F). Guru Blue is a traditional blue
kick wax that seems to work best in new or very fresh snow. It
is a fast blue kicker, so it can be used as a shell on top of other
waxes such as Swix Extra Blue or VR40/VR45. We have had
success with Guru Blue used as a last layer or two over Start
Oslo Blue to increase speed as well. $22

EXTREME HALLGEIRSTAFF PICK -10C to -2C (14F to 28F). Yes, this
wax does have an odd name. Yes, this wax is the universal shell or
cover wax in older, coarse snow and manmade snow. Any more
questions? Extreme Hallgeir is incredibly fast in a wide range of
temperatures. It speeds up nearly every wax job. $28

VIOLET -6C to-1C (21F to 30F). Guru Violet is harder than most
other violet kickers on the market, so it tends to really excel in
new fresh snow or fine-grained snow as a shell for speed. $22
RED STAFF PICK -4C to 0C (25F to 32F). There are no superlatives
that can accurately describe how much we love this wax at
BNS. Guru Red is a savior in the tricky conditions under freezing
providing great kick and glide when it is hardest to find. We will
often bury a layer of Red under a shell of Guru Violet in the low
20s to provide bite or apply Red as a shell to other kick waxes to
increase speed. This. Is. An. Amazing. Wax. $22

GURU KLISTERS

START KICK

$26.50

FLUORO-FREE

SUPER HALLGEIR-15C to -3C (5F to 27F). This is one of Roger’s
favorite waxes of all time. Super Hallgeir works in older, transformed,
and manmade snow in a huge temperature range. We always test
Super Hallgeir when it is below freezing and the snow is manmade
or transformed—Period. $30

RG ULTRA GEL FINISHERS
Ultra High Concentrate
Techno-Ceramic
Glide Finisher
Red, Purple, Blue

Using next
RG ULTRA
SPRAY FINISHER
generation
techno-ceramic Ultra High Concentrate
Techno-Ceramics,
compounds and
Universal
no fluorocarbons.

RG ULTRA GLIDERS
High Concentrate Techno-Ceramic Gliders
Red, Purple, Blue (Blocks & Liquids), Green Block

The Start Oslo series continues to be one of the
most outstanding ski waxes ever created. With
two parts synthetic kick and one part klister it is
the perfect kick wax for old snow before klister,
manmade snow, and sometimes even new glazing
snow. This is a fluoro-free solution in almost all
temperatures with wide ranges and a BNS favorite.

OSLO GREEN -7C to -15C (5F to 20F)
OSLO BLUE BESTSELLER -2C to -8C (18F to 28F)
OSLO PURPLE - 3C to 2C (27F to 36F)

START KLISTER

$20

FLUORO-FREE

SPECIAL –1C to -8C (18F to 30F). Special has tar and silver mixed
into it for anti-icing so it hits the key range of tricky conditions in
all snow types. A particularly good cover wax for violet and colder
universal klisters as well. $30
BASE Guru improved this binder a few years ago and although it
is solid, it isn’t special like the rest of their waxes. We have it in the
box and test it but it rarely is “the call.” $22

RG RACE GLIDERS
Medium Concentrate Techno-Ceramic Gliders
Red, Purple, Blue (Blocks & Liquids) Green Block

FLUORO-FREE

BLUE -6C to 2C (21F to 35F). You read that temperature range
correctly. Guru Blue is a funky blue klister that works on the
warmer side of a traditional blue. Worth testing on dry or icy
snow all the way up to freezing and above. $28
VIOLET -4C to 4C (25F to 39F). Do not believe the range listed
on this one, as it is like a Violet plus klister. Not 39F plus though!
This klister is just so solid, always in the mix when you are in the
violet or violet/red or universal range. Fast and durable. $28
RED 5F to 15C (41F to 59F). This Red klister rocks. Always good
when things start to get wet and cross the freezing barrier. This
is the best red klister out there and no one is arguing. Race
Service Tip: mix this with Rode KR3 1:1 in varying wet conditions
for speed. $28
SILVER RED5C to 15C (41F to 59F). Take the most amazing
Red klister out there and add Silver to it? Yup. As you can
imagine when things get dirty this klister excels. $28
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Snow How

Start Techno-Ceramic
gliders create nanostructure at glide
surface to minimize
both wet and dry
friction with next
levels of durability.

If you are not on board with Guru yet, you should
be. An amazing cowboy wax line straight from
the World Cup. The entire Guru line should be in
your box. All Guru kick and klister are fluoro-free!

GURU HARDWAX

WAX

EXTREME 39BESTSELLER -2C to 7C (28F to 45F). The klister that
launched a dynasty! Extreme 39 is universally agreed upon by top
level waxers as the best klister in the world for a reason. It works
as a universal klister in old and just transforming snow as well as
manmade and manmade mixes. Great alone or mixed with violets/
reds/other universals. This is an incredible klister that every single
classic skier must own. $35
EXTREME 39 HARDBESTSELLER -5C to 4C (23F to 39F). If you take the
most legendary klister of all time and then make a harder version of
it, BNS will likey likey. Guru made this wax about seven years ago and
we have sold out multiple times each year since. Another universal
wax that is great on its own or mixed with other klisters. $35
EXTREME BASEA base klister that is tough and fast. Not for the
faint of heart in the kick area as it tends to be too slick for all but
the best technicians. $35

RG RACE BASE WAX
Medium Concentrate
Techno-Ceramic
Base Wax
Base Prep Primer
(Block & Liquid)

RG RACE ADDITIVE WAX
Medium Concentrate
Techno-Ceramic Additive Wax
Graphite for Anti-Static in
New Snow (Block & Liquid)
Molybdenum for Old, Dirty, Icy, Plastic
& Artificial Snow (Block & Liquid)
Based in the shadows of the ski jumps in Lahti,
Finland Start delivers Snow How!

Most of our waxes are available in Block or
Liquid form. Our Green gliders only come in
blocks because they are so hard they cannot be
liquified. Block waxes offer the best penetration,
Start in America is a
durability and most wax per dollar. Liquid waxes
offer ease and speed of application with no wax
EnjoyWinter brand
Get your Start Wax Recs waste. Start liquid waxes use alcohol as their
delivery agent. Alcohol based liquid waxes are
at EnjoyWinter.com
better for the ski base, and the environment,
than the more common petroleum based
liquid waxes. Also most Start liquid waxes are
<70% alcohol and can be safely transported in
checked U.S. airline baggage.

START UNIVERSAL WIDE KLISTER STAFF PICK 
-5C to 10C (23F to 50F). One of the OG Uni
Klisters that works in a wide array of conditions.
Tends to be best when there is free moisture
forming on the snowpack.
START UNIVERSAL PLUS KLISTER 1C to 10C
(34F to 50F). A great klister in wet snow to blend
with other klisters for speed or kick. While we
rarely use this alone it is an amazing fudge factor
klister when the snow is wet for folks who may
not be the best with klister. Really good as a
blending klister and when things get slushy. We
use this in a 1:1 mix with Rode KM3.
START SPECIAL KLISTER -2C to 2C (28F to 36F).
Dubbed a “Zero Condition” klister by Start, we
will not disagree. This is one of the few klisters
you can pull out of the box with confidence in
rapidly changing conditions near freezing.
BOULDERNORDIC.COM
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GLIDE WAX
SWIX TOP SPEED LINE

FLUORO-FREE

40G: $80, 180G: $280

60G: $40, 180G: $100

The Swix Top Speed line carries over this year as the fluorofree replacement to the old HFX line. Like with a lot of the
“premium” fluoro-free waxes, there were mixed results last
season. In general, the TS5 and TS6 seem to be the best
and most consistent in the line. All of the Top Speed solids
have a black additive for helping with durability and speed.

The Swix High Speed line is the fluoro-free replacement on
par with the former LFX line of waxes. Here again we found
that the HS5 and HS6 were the winners in consistency.

TS5 - 10C to -18C (0F to 14F). The 5 series is the hardest wax
in the TS line, and is a great choice in cold conditions. Provides
great durability when the snow is dirty. Recommended iron
temp: 150C (311F). Not available in liquid.
TS6 - 6C to -12C (10F to 21F). TS6 provides great durability
and glide properties in all snow types. Recommended iron
temp: 145C (293F).
TS7 - 2C to -8C (18F to 28F). TS7 is a wax suited for normal
winter conditions below the freezing point. Recommended
iron temp: 140C (284F).

NEW

TS8 - 4C to 4C (25F to 40F). A versatile wax for the key areas
above and below freezing. Recommended iron temp: 140C (284F).
TS10 0
 C to 10C (32F to 50F). For the warm, wet, and
dirty conditions, TS10 is the choice. Recommended iron
temp: 145C (293F).
TOP
TOP
TOP
TOP

SPEED
SPEED
SPEED
SPEED

6 LIQ. BLUE-4C to-12C (10F to 25F) 125ml $80
7 LIQ. VIOLET-2C to -8C (18F to 28F) 125ml $80
8 LIQ. RED-4C to 4C (25F to 39F) 125ml $80
10 LIQ. YELLOW2C to 10C (35F to 50F) 125ml $80

SWIX TOP SPEED POWDERS

FLUORO-FREE

HS5 TURQUOISE -10C to -18C (0F to 14F). The 5 series is the hardest
wax in the HS line, and is a great choice in cold conditions, due to its
great durability and dry friction properties. Low melt point compared
to most cold waxes. Recommended iron temp: 150C (311F) .
HS6 BLUE -6C to -12C (10F to 21F). HS6 is the newest wax in
the famous Swix line of blue waxes. HS6 has good durability
and offers great performance on natural and artificial snow.
Recommended iron temp: 145C (293F).
HS7 VIOLET -2C to -8C (18F to 28F). HS7 hits the key range in the
20s. Recommended iron temp: 140C (284F).

SWIX PERFORMANCE SPEED LINE
60G: $15, 180G: $40

Halfway through the winter of 2019-2020, Swix started to release
these powders for their Top Speed line. For racing, the real
question is whether you want to invest in and put a non-fluoro
powder on your ski? It certainly can be a hassle and not very
cost effective, but for speed at all costs it is one option. Note that
Swix recommends an iron temp for all of these between 180C
and 200C, so be cautious when working with these powders.

The Swix Performance Speed line is essentially a direct replacement
for the CHX line of glide waxes from the past. Fluoro-free.

MARATHON T
 he Swix fluoro-free wax for long distance racing and
long term durability. Swix recommends this in all conditions, but
we have found that it works best above 25F. Not as fast as normal
fluoro-free wax in the short term, but holds its speed and durability
for many kms. Available in white version or black version for dirtier
snow. 4
 0g solid: $80, 180g solid: $300, 40g powder: $80

TOP
TOP
TOP
TOP
TOP

SPEED
SPEED
SPEED
SPEED
SPEED

5 POWDER-10C to -18C (0F to 14F)
6 POWDER-6C to -12C (10F to 21F)
7 POWDER-2C to -8C (18F to 28F)
8 POWDER-4C to +4C (25F to 39F)
10 POWDER0C to 10C (32F to 50F)

FLUORO-FREE

HS8 RED-4C to 4C (25F to 40F). A great wax for base-prep and
training. Recommended iron temp: 130C (266F).
HS10 YELLOW 0C to 10C (32F to 50F). For the warm and wet stuff.
Recommended iron temp: 120C (248F).
HS6 LIQ. BLUE-4C to -12C (10F to 25F) 125ML $30
HS7 LIQ. VIOLET-2C to -7C (19F to 28F) 125ML $30
HS8 LIQ. RED-4C 4C (25F to 40F) 125ML $30
HS10 LIQ. YELLOW0C to 10C (32F to 50F) 125ML $30

FLUORO-FREE

40G: $80

S WIX MARATHON
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SWIX HIGH SPEED LINE

FLUORO-FREE

PS POLAR-14C to -32C (7F to -26F). A wax for extreme cold
conditions, which can be used alone perfectly as a race wax
when the air humidity is low. Recommended iron temp: 155C
(311F).

PS7 VIOLET-2C to -8C (18F to 28F). PS7 is a wax that performs great
in normal winter conditions below the freezing point. Its hardness
makes it convenient to work with and easy to get good performance
on snow. Recommended iron temp: 140C (284F).

PS5 TURQUOISE-10C to -18C (0F to 14F). The PS5 is the hardest
wax in the line, and is a great choice in cold conditions, due to its
great durability and dry friction properties. Recommended iron
temp: 150C (311F).

PS8 RED-4C to 4C (25F to 40F). PS8 is an economic training
and racing wax for when free moisture is present in the snow.
Recommended iron temp: 130C (266F).

PS6 BLUE-6C to -12C (10F to 21F). PS6 is very versatile wax for
racing and training. Recommended iron temp: 145C (293F).

PS10 YELLOW0C to 10C (32F to 50F). PS10 is an economic
training and racing wax as well as base prep wax for warm skis.
Easy to melt and very convenient to work with. Recommended
iron temp: 120C (248F).

BOULDERNORDIC.COM
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KICK WAX
Photo | Brav Norway AS/Swix
NEW

SWIX VP-LINE

$23

FLUORO-FREE

VP40 PRO BLUE For new and new fallen fine-grained snow
from -4C to -10C (25F to 14F). Old/partly transformed snow
from -5C to -14C (23F to 7F). Blue kick wax designed for dry
and cold winter conditions. A safe choice for normal midwinter
inland conditions.
VP45 PRO BLUE/VIOLET F
 or new and new fallen fine-grained
snow from -1C to -5C (30F to 23F). Old/partly transformed snow
from -3C to -8C (27F to 18F). Purple-blue kick wax designed
for normal winter conditions well below the freezing point. An
obvious “next step” if VP40 does not provide a safe kick.
VP50 PRO LIGHT VIOLET F
 or new and new fallen fine-grained
snow from 0C to -3C (32F to 27F). Old/partly transformed
snow from -1C to -6C (30F to 21F). Purple kick wax designed
for conditions a few degrees below the freezing point. Provides
perfect kick until you experience moderate shiny tracks. The wax
contains a new additive designed to impart maximum lubricity.
VP55 PRO VIOLET F
 or new and new fallen fine-grained snow from
1C to -2C (34F to 28F). Old/partly transformed snow from 0C to
-5C (32F to 23F). Dark purple kick wax designed for moist, and new
or new fallen snow around zero. Can also be used on older snow
just below the freezing point without sacrificing glide. The wax
contains a new additive designed to impart maximum lubricity.

$12

FLUORO-FREE

The V-Line of hard kick waxes is made
for racing and recreational skiing. Their
quality is very high due to fully refined
petroleum waxes, synthetic rubbers,
and pharmaceutical quality oils.

The VP-Line is primarily designed for racers and
ambitious non-racing individuals but can also be
used by recreational skiers who want the optimum
skiing experience. Apply each layer thin, then smooth
the surface with a synthetic cork. Applying the wax
when it is cold will ease the application process.

VP30 PRO LIGHT BLUE For new and new fallen fine-grained
snow from -8C to -16C (18F to 3F). Old/partly transformed snow
from -12C to -20C (10F to -4F). Light blue kick wax designed for
dry and cold to extremely cold conditions.

SWIX V-LINE

VP60 PRO VIOLET/RED F
 or new and new fallen fine-grained snow
from 2C to -1C (36F to 30F). Old/partly transformed snow from -1C to
-4C (34F to 25F). Purple-red kick wax works very well in moist new
snow and shiny tracks. Will also work on older, slightly transformed
snow some degrees below the freezing point. If tricky conditions
around zero, VP65 is recommended. The wax contains a new
additive designed to impart maximum lubricity.
VP65 PRO BLACK/RED F
 or new and new fallen fine-grained snow
from 0C to 2C (32F to 36F). Old/partly transformed snow from 0C to
-4C (32F to 25F). Red/black kick wax with extraordinary properties
when tricky conditions around the freezing point. Also brilliant on
the cold side when high humidity and older/transformed snow. The
black additive speaks for versatility and great anti-icing properties.
VP65 works best on top of a couple of layers of a slightly harder wax.
It also works great as a cover on top of klisters.
VP70 PRO YELLOW For new and new fallen fine-grained snow from
0C to 3C (32F to 38F). Old/partly transformed snow from 2C to -1C
(36F to 30F). Yellow klister-wax designed for moist and beginning
wet, new snow. Can also be used in moderate transformed snow
until just below the freezing point. If you experience very wet, new
snow or coarse transformed snow, klister is recommended. The wax
contains a new additive designed to impart maximum lubricity.

V05 POLAR HARDWAX New fallen snow -12C to -25C (10F to -12F).
Old fine grained snow -15C to -30C (5F to -22F). As the name
indicates, this is hardwax made for the coldest conditions.
Frequently used in the polar regions of Europe and North America.

V50 VIOLET HARDWAX N
 ew fallen snow 0C (32F). Old fine grained
snow -1C to -3C (30F to 27F). For many years a secret weapon in the
wax box of World Cup service techs. To be used when the snow is in
a stage going from cold to wet, around freezing (32F).

V20 GREEN HARDWAX New fallen snow -8C to -15C (18F to
5F). Old fine grained snow -10C to -18C (14F to 0F). The wellknown cold snow wax, used for more than fifty years, has been
modernized several times with new components.

V50LC VIOLET GRIP SPRAY (NOT PICTURED) L
 iquid grip wax
covering the range on the cold side below freezing in new and
fine grained snow conditions. 0C to -3C (32F to 27F). For dedicated
skiers demanding a fast and clean product with reliable kick
qualities. Upside down applicator for better control! 2.4 fl. oz.

V30 BLUE HARDWAX New fallen snow -2C to -10C (28F to 14F). Old
fine grained snow -5C to -15C (23F to 5F). Another truly classic Swix
wax. To be used on moderate cold snow when skiing is at its best.
V40 BLUE EXTRA HARDWAX BESTSELLER STAFF PICK New fallen
snow -1C to -7C (30F to 19F). Old fine grained snow -3C to -10C
(27F to 14F). The most popular V-wax. A very flexible and versatile
wax covering a large temperature range on the cold side of freezing.
To be utilized close to 0C (32F), demands relatively new snow and
low air humidity (below 45-50%).

V55 RED SPECIAL HARDWAX N
 ew fallen snow 0C to 1C (32F to 34F).
Old fine grained snow 0C to -2C (32F to 28F). For moist new snow
up to 1C (34F) and down to -2C (28F) in older, more transformed
granular snow.
V60 RED/SILVER HARDWAX N
 ew fallen snow 0C to 3C (32F
to 37F). Old fine grained snow 1C to -1C (34F to 30F). For
wet new snow up 3C (38F) and down to -1C (30F) in older,
more transformed granular snow.

V45 VIOLET SPECIAL HARDWAX New fallen snow 0C to -3C
(32F to 27F). Old fine grained snow -2C to -6C (28F to 21F).
A very frequently used wax, both in racing and touring. When
Blue Extra becomes somewhat slippery, a thin layer of Violet
Special is probably the right wax.

SWIX BASE WAX

$21

FLUORO-FREE

Base wax is much easier to apply when it is cold.
Store it in the fridge or in the snow before application.

VG30 BASE WAX BLUE To be used as first layer for all hard waxes
in new fallen snow, transformed fine grained snow, and old snow
from 1C to -20C (30F to -4F). Rub on and iron in with a waxing
iron (110C/230F). Cork smooth.

78

VG35 BASE BINDER GREEN A durable base wax for all hard waxes
in colder conditions than -1C (30F). To be used when the snow has
been transformed (granular) and the wear on the wax is high. Rub
on and iron in with a waxing iron (110C/230F). Cork smooth.
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TOP SPEED BLA CK

A

H IGH SPEED

C

A NEW HIGH PERFORMANCE LIQUID PARAFFIN 
A brand new racing wax from Toko that is completely fluoro-free!
This becomes their highest performance glide wax in the line. We
haven’t had a chance to test this yet but Toko is extremely excited
about the performance of this wax. Put on, let sit at least 30
minutes and preferably longer, then brush out. 125ml. $140
Note: High Performance Liquid Paraffin for 2021/22 is NOT
FLUORINATED. The bottle has a PFC free logo on it. The HPLP
from before 2021 is highly fluorinated. The only difference in the
packaging is the PFC free logo on the new product. This may
lead to confusion here in the US.

P ERFORMA NCE SPEED

B BASE PERFORMANCE LIQUID PARAFFIN 
Toko is very excited about their new fluoro-free liquid paraffin
lineup. Ideal for training sessions, junior racing, and ambitious
enthusiasts, this lineup offers long-lasting durability, especially
compared to traditional rub-on waxes. Pro tip: let application
sit overnight before brushing/polishing. $30

A COMPLETE

FLUORO-FREE
WA X
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B

C EXPRESS GRIP & GLIDE WAX U
 niversal liquid wax for crosscountry skis, especially suited for skis with fish scales. For all

SYSTEM

swixsport.com

D

E

F

kinds of snow and temperatures. Quick and easy to apply, this
biodegradable, fluoro-free wax is based on natural raw materials.
Packaging designed to be pocket-sized for waxing en route. $15.50
D ECO SKIN PROOF A biodegradable, PFC-free skin treatment
to prevent icing, saturation, and dirt collection. Designed for use
on everything from high-performance skin skis to backcountry
touring skins. $16
E SCRAPER SHARPENER WORLD CUP PRO STAFF PICK
Experience the joy of using a sharp, flat scraper every time!
This incredible tool reconditions scrapers to a near-perfect
edge in seconds. A sharp scraper reduces wear on base
structure, help to keep your ski flat for longer, and shortens
scraping time. 3mm-5mm plexiglass scrapers only. $200
F X-COLD POWDER BESTSELLER STAFF PICK Toko’s cold powder
has been a go-to for our service staff year after year. Designed
to be used as a hardening additive in conjunction with a hard
paraffin (like Start Green), X-Cold Powder notably improves
performance in cold, aggressive conditions. An important one
to keep in the wax box. Fluoro-free. $33
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Rex is a Finnish company that has
continued to develop amazing products
and stay ahead of the waxing curve.
We have loved Rex klister for years.

NEW

REX N-LINE

i Waxes
k
S
f
o
g
The Kin

$30

Equinox 24-Hour
Ultra XC-Ski 2022
SATURDAY, MARCH 19
& SUNDAY, MARCH 20

Mount Massive Golf Course Ski and
Snowshoe Trails in Leadville, Colorado

FLUORO-FREE

LEADVILLETWINLAKES.COM/XC-SKI-RACE
Rex introduced the N-line fluoro-free grip wax
series last year and it was a hit. This line uses
the Rex N-Kinetic technology for increased
glide and dirt repellency.

N31 GREEN - 8C to -20C (-4F to 18F). A hard
kick wax for cold conditions. Excellent glide
properties on aggressive, sharp crystal
snow, with still enough kick to be used
as a final layer.
N41 PINK “OLD SNOW” - 2C to -15C
(5F to 28F). A kick wax/klister mixture for
old, transformed snow. We see more and
more of these kick/klister combos

 aving real success on the snow. This
h
seems to be a non-fluoro version of their
popular race series TK-1814 kicker.
N21 BLUE - 2C to -8C (18F to 28F). Rex Blue
kick waxes have traditionally been best
in that snow that tends between new
and old. This one will likely be a great
kicking blue.

REX KLISTER
BLUE -5C to -30C (-22F to 23F). This is
an extremely durable blue klister that is
especially good in abrasive and wet, cold
snow. Been around for years and still as
good as it ever was. Can be tricky to work
with but the end result is worth it! $22
PURPLE STAFF PICK -0C to -7C (19F to 32F).
When you have icy snow, especially in areas
where the snow is wet, Rex Purple is the
truth. $22
GOLD BESTSELLER -3C to -7C (19F to 27F).
One of the best klisters on the market—
period. Gold works incredibly well in
manmade snow and glazed tracks. $22,
also available in a liquid version for $30
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N21 G BLACK “NEW SNOW” - 1C to -12C
(10F to 30F). A blue kicker with graphite
specifically for new snow. Graphite
helps with anti-static and clumping in
the new snow conditions. This seems to
be a fluoro-free alternative to Rex’s very
popular 30-G wax.
N11 YELLOW -2C to 2C (28F to 36F).
A yellow kicker for covering klister in wet or
old snow or stand alone in new, wet snow.

FLUORO-FREE

RED SPECIAL0C to 10C (32F to 50F).
This one is a winner in the slush or when
wet, new snow is falling. $22, also available
in a liquid version for $30
TK-2251 0C to 10C (32F to 50F). A Race
Service offering, formerly known as “OV.”
One of the greatest klisters of all time! Good
for coarse, wet snow. Can be mixed with
universal klisters to increase the range. $30
UNIVERSAL 10C to -30C (-22F to 50F).
A universal that is best on the warm end of
where traditional universal klisters work. $22

Welcome spring with
a 24-hour ski at the
top of the Rockies!

N-KINETIC

Build your endurance with us all
winter. Skate or classic ski on 17k
of impeccable trails, groomed
daily, with majestic views of
Colorado’s highest peaks.

www.rex.fi

REX FLUORINATED
30G -8C to 1C (-4F to 33F).
A fluorinated wax made as a new snow cover
over harder waxes. It can be an effective shell
when snow is falling to help increase grip. 30G
can be used alone around freezing or as a klister
mix. We liked this wax a lot last year. $30
TK-1814 STAFF PICK
-2C to -15C (23F to 28 F). A specific fluorinated
grip wax for manmade and coarse snow. This
wax was developed in response to today’s
courses that usually have very hard tracks and
artificial snow. We really like this wax and think it
must be added to all wax boxes immediately. $30

HYDREX 2 SPRAYcontinues
to be the best zero/hairy
cover spray that we have ever
tested. There is no penalty to
using it over a klister or kick
wax job for improved speed
and the same great grip. After
changing this wax last year
we found that it also could be
excellent as a glide final layer.
Hydrex 2 seems to be very
good as a pure fluoro topcoat
in the 20s as the temperature
creeps towards 32F. $119

BASE Rex Base is a tacky base klister with
great durability. $22, also available in a
liquid version for $30
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DÆHLIE NORDIC
2.0 JACKET
Perfect cross-country
jacket to deal with the
wind and cold. A windand water-repellent
softshell jacket with
Primaloft padding in
front for extra insulation.
Fleece lined for warmth
with ventilating stretch
panels under the
sleeves. Two zippered
pockets. Classic Nordic
style with modern
performance. $170.

WOMEN’S OUTERWEAR
Photo | Jesse Vaananen/Salomon

CRAFT STORM
BALANCE JACKET
Warm Nordic jacket in recycled
fabrics with quilted lightly
padded front and back for
warmth and comfort. Elastic,
lightweight, and windproof
fabric at front. Pre-shaped
sleeves and reflective prints
and tapes at front and back
for enhanced visibility. This
jacket feels and looks great
on. Performance fit. $170
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CRAFT GLIDE HOOD JACKET
This hooded jacket is designed
to withstand training in cold
conditions. Its elastic threelayer wind- and waterproof
fabric keeps you warm in foul
weather, while elastic jersey
at sides and undersleeves
provides ventilation to prevent
overheating. Adjustable hood.
Two zippered front pockets for
secure storage. Performance
fit. $130

DÆHLIE CHALLENGE JACKET
Warmer jacket for cold, windy
days. Wind- and waterrepellent softshell for warmth.
100% recycled insulation fiber
at the front stays clump-free
after washing. Fleece lined
neck for comfort, elastic
panels under the arms and in
upper back for mobility and
ventilation. Two hand pockets
and a bottom drawstring. $190

DÆHLIE CONSCIOUS JACKET
Dæhlie says this Tencel and
Merino Wool blend jacket is
the most sustainable jacket,
ever. This blend is fast-drying
and creates optimal insulation
and great moisture transfer.
Soft fabrics surround you in
this jacket, with two zippered
pockets and elastic cuffs on
the sleeves. $250

DÆHLIE NORTH
JACKET
A hooded jacket with
three-layer weatherresistant softshell.
100% recycled fiber
insulation, three
zippered pockets, and
mesh panels under
arms and across the
back for mobility and
ventilation. Higher
neck than average for
extra protection and
comfort. When the
temp drops below -10C,
a cool pattern appears.
Regular fit. $150

ODLO INSULATED SARA
COCOON JACKET
A literal cocoon of down
insulation. This hooded jacket
has it all. Stretch inserts on
the side and arms for freedom
of movement and an athletic
look. Treated with PFC-free
DWR to withstand some rain
and snow. Adjustable hood and
two zippered hand pockets. So
comfortable, yet so warm. $270

DÆHLIE PRIME JACKET
BESTSELLER

This lightweight
jacket is made for
exercise. Three-layer
softshell wind- and
water-repellent
material for keeping
the user comfortable
in all weather. A comfy
stretch panel on the
upper back to allow
freedom of movement.
Simple, light, and
stylish. $110

ODLO ENGVIK JACKET
This jacket is made to provide
warmth and protection on
those cold winter days. Named
for a Norwegian coastal town,
the Engvik is fully windproof,
yet lightweight and highly
breathable. Both function and
fashion are served with this
piece. Two zippered pockets
for secure storage. $180

See sizes and colors at bouldernordic.com.

KARI TRAA EVA
DOWN JACKET
A lightweight waterrepellent midlayer down
jacket with high collar
for protection from the
elements. Stretch fabric
mapping for enhanced
user fit and ease of
movement. Secure
pockets for storage,
dropped back hem, and
elastic cuffs for comfort.
The ultimate in style.
Slim fit. $150

ODLO BRENSHOLMEN JACKET
A medium weight softshell
jacket with front jersey and
smooth breathable back panel.
Full windproof and waterresistant softshell material
in front and breathable
light jersey on the back.
Extremely versatile jacket with
reflective details and zippered
pockets. Useful in a variety of
temperatures. $110

KARI TRAA EVA
DOWN VEST
Lightweight, sleeveless
women’s down vest
for wearing alone or
under a shell. Filled with
premium 80/20 down.
The dropped back hem
and high collar give
extra coverage in key
areas, while underarm
slick face fleece panels
provide ventilation.
Chevron quilting
emphasizes body lines.
Slim fit. $130

ODLO S-THERMIC VEST
Synthetic insulated hooded
vest for cold days to keep
your core warm. The light,
G-loft insulated and windproof
S-Thermic vest can easily be
packed in your drinkbelt and
offers optimal protection from
wind and cold temperatures.
Step into the future of warmth
and comfort. $180
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WOMEN’S PANTS
Photo | Madshus/Ophira Group

CRAFT STORM
BALANCE TIGHTS
STAFF PICK

A BNS staff
favorite for many
years! Warm
tight featuring an
elastic front panel
and articulated
knees for freedom
of movement.
Windproof front
panel keeps you
dry. Excellent
moisture transfer
throughout.
Drawcord
waistband for
optimal comfort
and adjustability.
Reflective piping
for safety. $120
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CRAFT ADV STORM
INSULATE PANTS
A unique pant
designed for
warmth during
intense activity!
Featuring a
quilted, lightly
padded front,
brushed inside for
extra warmth, and
two-layer windand waterproof
stretch fabric at
the lower leg for
protection against
slush. Recycled
polyester back
for warmth and
comfort. Includes
elastic waistband
and adjustable
drawstring. Lower
leg zippers. $110

CRAFT GLIDE
FZ PANTS
These full-zip
pants feature
three-layer windand waterproof
softshell on
front and back.
Articulated knees
for a great fit
and freedom
of movement.
Jersey back for
ventilation. Super
comfy yet able to
zip off conveniently
without taking off
boots or skis! $100

DÆHLIE BOOSTER
PANTS
A great pant
for the colder
days, featuring
softshell with extra
protection in the
front. Wind- and
water-repellent
treatment to keep
you dry. Recycled
fiber insulation.
Articulated
knees for ease
of movement.
Wide elastic
waistband with
silicone trim and
internal drawstring.
Zippered pockets
and legs. Regular
fit. $140

DÆHLIE RIDGE
FULL ZIP PANTS
A warmer pant
with softshell in
front and stretchy
material in back.
Articulated knees
for movement.
A wide silicone
waistband and
drawcord allows
for customized
fit. Two secure
pockets for
storage. Full
zippers on the
side. $100

KARI TRAA EVA
DOWN CAPRI
Three-quarter
length, down-filled
women’s capri
can be worn as
a shell, layered,
or as a fashion
statement. Water
repellent treatment
on front and
lined with 100%
recycled fabric.
Elastic waistband
for comfort. Clean
surface finish that
stays comfortable
when worn as a
layer. Look good
this winter in the
Eva Capri! $110

ODLO
CERAMIWARM
TIGHTS
Very warm
winter weight
tight with fleece
inner backing for
insulation and
comfort. These
feature a calf zipper
and allow for
freedom to move
while keeping
you warm in the
nastiest conditions.
Ceramiwarm
material on back
for active warming.
Zippered hip pocket
for storage. $115

ODLO ENGVIK
PANTS
A warm and
versatile softshell
pant for the
colder elements
of winter days.
Fully windproof,
yet lightweight
and breathable.
Stretchable gusset
between the calf
zippers allows for
wearing over bulky
boots. Two zippered
hand pockets for
storage. A seriously
comfortable and
stylish pant. $150

See sizes and colors at bouldernordic.com.

ODLO
BRENSHOLMEN
PANTS
Medium weight
softshell pant
that is versatile in
a wide range of
winter conditions.
Fully windproof
and water-resistant
softshell material
in front and light,
breathable back.
Elastic waistband
with drawcord
and two zippered
pockets along
with a silicone
ankle gripper for
security. $90

ODLO S-THERMIC
PANTS
The S-Thermic
pants combine
warmth, weather
protection, style,
and versatility in an
optimal way. Threequarter length
zipper for slipping
on over high boots.
Water- and windresistant insulation
for warmth. Two
hand pockets.
These will keep
you warm and dry
on the coldest
days. $200

SWIX STAR XC
PANTS
A new look to an
old Swix favorite.
Featuring silent
fabric so other
skiers cannot
hear you coming!
Two-layer woven
softshell fabric
keeps the user
warm and dry.
Elastic adjustable
waist band. Very
comfortable and
stylish. Lower leg
zipper for slipping
over boots. $120

SWIX SOLO FULL
ZIP PANTS
An all-around pant
for winter activities
with stretch fabric
and a straight
fit. Back stretch
panels allow for
ease of movement
and comfort while
exercising. Full zip
to allow for zipping
off at a moment’s
notice. Water- and
wind-resistance
complete the
package to keep
you dry and
comfortable. $120
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MEN’S
OUTERWEAR

DÆHLIE PRIME JACKET
Light jacket designed
for exercising in milder
temperatures. Normal fit, windand water-repellent threelayer softshell material. Comfy
stretch panel on upper back,
high collar for wind protection.
Zippered breast pocket. Stylish
and performs well in a broad
range of conditions. $110

CRAFT ADV STORM JACKET
Two-layer recycled polyester
stretch fabric on the front and
sleeves render this jacket windand waterproof. The recycled
polyester on the back allows
for moisture transport and
comfort. Adjustable bottom
hem, two zippered hand
pockets, elastic jersey at
cuffs. Performance fit. $170

ODLO ENGVIK JACKET
This jacket is made to provide
warmth and protection on
those cold winter days. Named
for a Norwegian coastal
town known for uneven
weather, the Engvik is fully
windproof, yet lightweight
and highly breathable. Two
zippered pockets for secure
storage. Classic look, modern
performance. $180

ODLO BRENSHOLMEN JACKET
A medium weight softshell
jacket with wind- and waterresistant material in the
front and a breathable, light
jersey panel on the back.
Extremely versatile jacket with
reflective details and zippered
pockets. Useful in a variety of
temperatures. $110

Photo | Louis Garnier/Rossignol

ODLO SEVERIN COCOON
INSULATED JACKET
This hooded jacket is filled
with 750-fill power down, yet
has city appeal as well. Stretch
inserts on the side and arms
for freedom of movement and
an athletic look. Treated with
PFC-free DWR to withstand
some rain and snow. Adjustable
hood and two zippered
hand pockets. $270
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ODLO LANGNES JACKET
A lightweight, technical
Nordic jacket that is
windproof and protective
against the elements.
Layered softshell fabric
with sleek design and laser
cut ventilation on the back
provides water repellency.
Big zippered storage pockets.
Useful for three-season
activity. $220

See sizes and colors at bouldernordic.com.
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MEN’S PANTS
Photo | Jesse Vaananen/Salomon

CRAFT GLIDE FZ PANTS
These full-zip pants
feature three-layer
wind- and waterproof
softshell on front and
back. The articulated
knees offer a great
fit and freedom of
movement. Super
comfortable. High
appeal to racers as
they are able to zip
them off at a second’s
notice without taking
off boots! $100

90

CRAFT GLIDE
WIND TIGHTS
Great tight with
two-layer weather
protection on the
front. Treated for water
repellency. Stretch
fabric on back allows
for ease of movement.
Moisture transport
stretch jersey body
for comfort in all
conditions. Zips at leg
endings for easing
over boots. Adjustable
waistband. Relaxed
fit. $130

DÆHLIE POWER PANTS
A classic look with a
modern cut and tough
design. Wind- and
water-resistant light
softshell at front and
back. Stretchy back
material for comfort
and ease of movement.
Wide silicone waistband
and drawstring. Tailored
legs, silicone bottom
gripper, small back
right zipper pocket,
and ankle zipper at
side. $130

DÆHLIE RIDGE FZ
PANTS BESTSELLER
A warm softshell fullzip pant with stretch
material in front and
back; a great choice
for everyone. The
legs are articulated
and feature reflective
detailing for visibility.
Wide waistband and
drawcord, two zippered
hand pockets. One of
the best deals on the
market. $100

SWIX SOLO FULL
ZIP PANTS
An all-around pant
for winter activities
with stretch fabric and
straight fit. Back stretch
panels allow for ease of
movement and comfort
while exercising. Full zip
to allow for zipping off
at a moment’s notice.
Water- and windresistance complete
the package to
keep you dry and
comfortable. $120

SWIX STAR XC PANTS
A new look to an old
Swix favorite. Featuring
silent fabric so other
skiers cannot hear
you coming! Twolayer woven softshell
fabric keeps the user
warm and dry. Elastic
adjustable waist band.
Very comfortable and
stylish. Lower leg
zipper for slipping
over boots. $120

ODLO CERAMIWARM
TIGHTS
Very warm winterweight tight with fleece
inner backing for
insulation and comfort.
These feature a calf
zipper and allow for
freedom to move while
keeping you warm in
the nastiest conditions.
Ceramiwarm material
on back for active
warming. Zippered hip
pocket for storage. $115

See sizes and colors at bouldernordic.com.

ODLO ENGVIK PANTS
A warm and versatile
softshell pant for the
colder winter days.
Fully windproof,
yet lightweight and
breathable with
comfortable fabrics.
Stretchable gusset
between the calf
zippers allows for
wearing over bulky
boots. Two zippered
hand pockets. A super
comfy pant in winter
conditions. $150

ODLO BRENSHOLMEN
PANTS
Medium weight
softshell pant with
a windproof front
and breathable back
panel. Fully windproof
and water-resistant
softshell material
in front and light,
breathable back that
keeps you moving and
dry. Elastic waistband
with drawcord and two
zippered pockets along
with a silicone ankle
gripper. $90
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WOMEN’S & MEN’S

BASELAYERS
A CRAFT ACTIVE EXTREME X CREW NECK, M & W
The gold standard in baselayers. Thin, lightweight, and elastic
fabric that is channel-knitted to trap air and provide warmth.
Coolmax-Air fiber against the skin enhances cooling and
moisture transport. Mesh inserts at armpits for enhanced
ventilation where it’s most needed. Slim fit. $75

A

B

B CRAFT CORE DRY ACTIVE COMFORT LONGSLEEVE, W
Need a baselayer that keeps you warm and dry in all
conditions? This Craft piece offers seamless design for
optimal freedom of movement. Just the right thickness for
comfort. Flatlock seams that follow body movements and
eliminate irritation. Regular fit. $65

I DÆHLIE COMPETE TECH LONGSLEEVE, M & W
Very thin, lightweight baselayer for competition and highintensity training. Made with temperature control in mind,
this top offers optimum insulation, moisture transfer, and
fast drying. Flat seams and high quality yarn for comfort.
Versatile piece for a wide array of activities. $60

C CRAFT ACTIVE INTENSITY ZIP, M BESTSELLER
This is an incredible underlayer for intense workouts
and active lifestyles. Moisture transport. Elastic top with
ergonomic fit. Body mapping technology for optimal bodytemperature management. Seamless design for optimal
freedom of movement. A staple for any endurance athlete.
Quarter zip for ventilation. $75

J KARI TRAA ROSE WOOL HOOD, W
100% Merino wool half-zip baselayer with a Nordicinspired design and a slim, sporty silhouette. Combines
Merino wool and 4-way stretch for natural odorresistance, breathability, and incredible comfort. Flip
up hood for added warmth and protection. Great for
all cold weather activity. Slim fit. $120

C

D

D CRAFT ACTIVE INTENSITY CREW NECK, M
A workhorse baselayer for everyday use in a wide variety
of conditions. Ultra soft, quick-drying polyester provides
unmatched moisture management in cool to cold
conditions. A dynamic seamless design with body-mapped
structures and an athletic fit. Tends to fit long and lean. $65

K KARI TRAA FRYD LONGSLEEVE BASELAYER, W
Super soft and incredibly affordable! Made with quickdrying synthetic materials for keeping warm and dry.
Round neck. 4-way stretch quick drying fabric. Very soft
feel on the skin. Cuff sleeve ending. Flatlock seams for
smooth finish. All-over printed fabric for style. Slim fit. $40

E CRAFT CORE DRY BASELAYER SET, M & W STAFF PICK
This multi-functional long-sleeve baselayer set includes a
top and bottom and will keep you warm and dry; perfect for
all winter activities. Very comfortable with soft channel knit
fabric for moisture transfer. The best part? It is more than
budget friendly. Regular fit. $70

L KARI TRAA ROSE WOOL PANT, W
100% Merino wool and 4-way stretch make this pant warm
and comfortable in the cold. Nordic inspired look with
feminine class. Natural odor-resistance and breathability
plus close-to-skin comfort. Jacquard-knit elastic waistband
looks great and keeps the pants in place. Slim fit. $100

E

F CRAFT ACTIVE EXTREME X WIND BOXER, M

We have all been there, right? It’s real cold. These are
briefs with great wind and cold protection where you
need it most. Flatlock seams so they won’t chafe. Moisture
transport fabrics for comfort. Recycled fabrics. The best.
Get some. Tight fit. $50
G SWIX RACEX WIND BOXER, M & W
This multi award winning line of underwear is best suited for
high performance, high-intensity sports. It has over many
years now become the preferred underwear by many, chosen
for its super elastic and lightweight construction, giving it
an almost naked feel when wearing. The wind protective
version now comes with a new, lighter stretch outer
membrane, which prevents buildup of humidity underneath,
severely improving wear comfort. Open rib structure binds
insulating air. Cut fiber ends with a comfortable soft feel.
Moisture absorbing structure. Wind protective front panels.
Lightweight bodywear with quick-dry hydrophobic fibers. $36

H

I

J

K

L

M

M KARI TRAA FRYD PANT BASELAYER, W
Super soft and super affordable! Made with 4-way
stretch, quick-drying synthetic materials. These leggings
can handle all-intensity activity. Very soft feel on the skin.
Elastic waistband. Flatlock seams for smooth finish. Allover printed fabric for style. Slim fit. $40

BESTSELLER STAFF PICK
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H DÆHLIE TRAINING WOOL HALF ZIP, M & W
Thin wool baselayer for active training in all temperatures.
Strategically placed mesh panels provide the best possible
ventilation and flat seams ensure optimal comfort. Merino
wool for effective insulation and moisture evaporation,
allowing this to be an all-season piece. $85

F

G

THE MUST-HAVE
BASELAYER FOR MEN

See sizes and colors at bouldernordic.com.
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WOMEN’S & MEN’S

BASELAYERS
A ODLO ACTIVE WARM ECO BASELAYER TOP
WITH FACEMASK LONGSLEEVE, M & W STAFF PICK
Baselayer hoodie with built-in facemask.
Extremely comfortable and warm with optimal
moisture management and breathability during
cold temperatures. Made out of recycled yarn.
Ergonomic shoulder and back panels fit perfectly
and move with the user. Thumbholes add
warmth and eliminate wrist exposure. $70

A

B ODLO BLACKCOMB ECO BASELAYER
LONGSLEEVE CREW TOP, W BESTSELLER
Seamless body-mapped and hugging synthetic
crew top. Very functional seamless performance
baselayer with mesh and rib inserts for excellent
moisture management, breathability, and thermal
insulation during cold temperatures. Made out of
recycled yarns. Stretch fabrics all around. Odor
resistant. $90

Photo | Marco Felgenhauer/Fischer Sports

WOMEN’S & MEN’S
B

MIDLAYERS

C

C ODLO BLACKCOMB ECO BASELAYER
PANT, W BESTSELLER
Seamless body-mapped and hugging
synthetic leggings. Very functional
performance baselayer with mesh inner leg
inserts for excellent moisture management,
breathability, and thermal insulation during
cold temperatures. Made out of recycled yarns.
Stretch fabrics all around. Odor resistant. $90
D ODLO KINSHIP WARM BASELAYER TOP
WITH FACEMASK LONGSLEEVE, W
Wool blend 50/50 with Tencel for perfect
thermoregulation, moisture management,
and anti-odor control during cold activity.
Seamless body mapping with a built in hood
and facemask. Made of the finest Merino
wool and featuring the Kinship graphic for
style. This will keep you warm in a wide
range of conditions. $115

G SWIX TISTA HALF ZIP MIDLAYER, W
This innovative Tista Half Zip multi-sport Nordic look
midlayer is a tech fiber; a new kind of engineered fiber
made with activated charcoal derived from coconut
husks. This reborn yarn acts as a natural catalyst
enhancing fabric resistant to moisture, odor control and
UV protection. Comfortable fit through flatlock seams.
Quick drying and easy-care, it packs down small to stash
in your bag. Fabric content: 84% Carbonized Coconut
Charcoal/16% Spandex. $70

D

H CRAFT ADV SUBZ SWEATER 2, W
Made to keep you cozy when it’s chilly outside. This is a
warm but functional piece made for the active user. Wind
protective Ventair front with light padded and bonded
three-layer construction. Reflective print details at sleeves.
Printed six dots logo at back. Slim fit. $125

ODLO KINSHIP WARM
E BASELAYER CREW, M & W
F BASELAYER PANT, M & W
Seamless performance baselayer made
out of finest natural Merino wool for perfect
thermoregulation, moisture management,
and anti-odor control during cold temperatures
with a great skin feel. 50/50 Wool and Tencel
blend and seamless body mapping. Kinship
pattern for the ultimate style. $100

H

I

J

I DÆHLIE HALF ZIP COMFY, M & W STAFF PICK
Half Zip Comfy is the perfect choice for before and after
workouts on cold days. It comes in a wonderful wool
blend, with a high, zippered collar for extra comfort. Lining
in the front provides good insulation. An all-round sweater
that is ideal for both exercise and leisure. $130

E
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G

F

E

F

J KARI TRAA LAM WOOL HALF ZIP, W BESTSELLER
The Kari Traa Lam Half Zip is a super-soft, super-smooth,
super-breathable, 100% wool long-sleeve women’s
pullover. Ergonomic lines flatter and, together with 4-way
stretch fabric, give you a slim, snug fit. Naturally odorresistant. Strategic mesh ventilation. Flatlock seams.
An all-season must-have. $80

See sizes and colors at bouldernordic.com.
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MITTS & GLOVES

N
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G

I HESTRA ERGO GRIP ACTIVE
Glove with Ergo Grip construction creating pre-curved fingers,
minimal excess material, and seams positioned for optimal grip.
Durable goat leather on the palm; upper section made of windproof
and breathable GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ WINDSTOPPER® Breeze.
Very warm. $110
J HESTRA WINDSTOPPER RACE TRACKER GLOVE
BESTSELLER STAFF PICK

MITTS
A HESTRA WINDSTOPPER TOUR MITT
If you are looking for a very warm fleece mitt with a great look,
the WS Tour is the choice. Impregnated goat leather in palm and
Hestra Melange Fleece on backhand. Windproof and breathable
GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ WINDSTOPPER® Micro Check lining. $75

E TOKO THERMO MITTEN
Cold weather mitten that is especially soft, supple, comfortable, and
warm. Features a nylon ripstop windproof outershell, tapered knitted
cuff with pull tab, Chamude palm which dries soft and is tacky when
wet. Extra thick Primaloft insulation. $60

B HESTRA WOMEN’S WINDSTOPPER BREEZE MITT
A stretchy and supple mitten for women with windproof GORETEX INFINIUM™ fabric. Pique sewn and lined with quick-drying
polyester. Nose wipe on thumb made of fleece and elastic around
wrists for easy entry. Lycra inner cuff. Machine washable. $65

F LILLSPORT CELSIUS RACE MITT
Thin, tight fitting, microfleece-lined mitt. Back of the hand is made
from a windproof, three-layer breathable material. The palm is made
from Clarino®, making this glove machine washable and durable. The
index finger and thumb are reinforced to increase durability while
minimizing blisters. Knitted cuff. $69

C HESTRA COMFORT TRACKER MITT
Warm, supple, and comfortable—this mitt is always a hit. With
polyester lining and G-loft insulation for extra warmth. Neoprene
cuff with small Velcro closure and stretch polyester in palm. Few
seams to prevent chafe. Machine washable. $60
D HESTRA KID’S NORDIC WOOL MITT
The best deal going on a great new product. A warm and
functional mitt at a bargain price from one of the best names
in the sport? Yes, please. $25
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G LILLSPORT SAPPORO MITT JR.
Insulated, very warm, microfleece-lined mitt, specially designed to
fit children’s smaller and wider hands. Back of the hand is made
from a windproof, three-layer breathable material. The palm is made
from Clarino®, making this glove machine washable and durable.
Neoprene cuff. $39

R

M

S

T

FIVE-FINGER
H HESTRA TACTILITY HEAT LINER
Turn any gloves or mitts into heated handwear with the world’s
thinnest heated liner. The Tactility uses Inuheat heated threads
rather than bulky wires. An app lets you control the heat, and tells
you how long the battery will last at each output level. Control the
warmth using buttons on the removable power packs. $320

A

L

A shorter glove with a close racer-type fit and neoprene cuff. Few
seams in the palm to avoid chafing. Made of machine-washable
GORE® WINDSTOPPER® Breeze and Chamude. Fleece lining for extra
warmth. This is a fantastic glove for a wide range of conditions. $65
K HESTRA WOMEN’S XC PRIMALOFT
Similar to putting your hand in a warm cloud, these are just that
comfortable and warm. Primaloft Gold insulation suitable for the
coldest days. Durable stretch polyester in palm and fleece nose
wipe on thumb. Neoprene cuff. Machine washable. $55
L HESTRA WINDSTOPPER TOUR
A warm and stylish fleece glove for touring or for someone who
prefers comfort over race-ready performance. Impregnated goat
leather in palm and Hestra Melange Fleece on backhand. Windproof
and breathable GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ WINDSTOPPER® Micro
Check lining. $75
M HESTRA COMFORT TRACKER
One of the warmest gloves BNS carries for active cross-country
skiing and a longtime customer favorite. With polyester lining
and G-loft insulation for extra warmth. Neoprene cuff and stretch
polyester in the palm make this glove very comfortable. Machine
washable. $60

N ODLO ENGVIK LIGHT GLOVES
Lightweight race or warm-weather training glove. The lighter version of
the two similar Engvik gloves is ideal for more intense winter activities
or warmer temperatures. They are perfect for cross-country skiing and
running. Silicone grip on palms for secure connection to poles. $60
O ODLO ENGVIK WARM GLOVES
Warm, insulated glove for cold races and cold weather training. The
warmer version of the two similar Engvik gloves is made for less
intense winter activities and colder temperatures below 5 degrees.
Equipped with a firm silicone print on the palms for secure connection
to the poles. $65
P TOKO THERMO PLUS STAFF PICK
Made with cross-country skiing in mind, this is a longtime favorite.
Poly/Lycra outer shell, double-sided Lycra cuff with pull tab, Chamude
palm, terry thumb patch, anatomical cut with Precision Fit Technology,
touch screen-compatible. $49
Q TOKO THERMO FLEECE
One of the warmest five-fingered gloves out there. Fleece outer and
inner layers with a membrane in the middle that keeps out moisture
and wind make this glove incredibly warm. Long cuff increases warmth.
This glove lets you enjoy winter when it isn’t that enjoyable. $60
R NEW TOKO POLAR RACE GLOVE
This is Toko’s best cold weather performance glove yet. The fingers
and knuckles are heavily insulated with a windblocker fleece and the
palm is insulated with a stitched Primaloft insulation. However from the
knuckles back, it is lightly insulated and has a windblocker layer. This
makes the fingers very warm yet it fits well into any pole strap. $60
S SWIX JESSIE DIGGINS TRAIN GLOVES WOMEN
Training glove with lightly insulated upper and leather palm. Features
exclusive graphics of Swix Athlete, Jessie Diggins. $40
T LILLSPORT LEGEND SLIM GOLD
Uninsulated glove specially designed to fit narrower hands. Back of
the hand is made from a windproof, three-layer breathable material.
Palm is made from durable and grippy Ethiopian “hair sheep” leather.
The index finger and thumb are reinforced to increase durability while
minimizing blisters. Knitted cuff. $79
BOULDERNORDIC.COM
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SPLIT MITTS & HATS

Glide

Cross-Country Ski Collection

A

B

C

D

E

F

SPLIT MITTS
A HESTRA WINDSTOPPER RACE TRACKER 3-FINGER
All around claw mitt with a close fit and very few palm seams
to avoid chafe. Thin enough to fit in poles but quite warm. Made
of machine-washable GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ WINDSTOPPER®
Breeze and stretch polyester in palm. Brushed polyester lining for
comfort and warmth. $70

D ODLO FINNFJORD X-WARM GLOVES STAFF PICK
Cold hands keep you from enjoying skiing? That ends with the
Finnfjord X-Warm gloves. Made using eco-conscious Primaloft
insulation and Logic windproof technology for warmth. Pre-shaped
hand and lycra cuff for warmth and comfort. Say yes to the cold of
winter with these gloves. $45

B HESTRA COMFORT TRACKER 3-FINGER
A warm, supple, comfortable and durable 3-finger mitt. G-loft
insulation and 3-finger construction provide warmth for the cold
days or the cold hands. Neoprene cuff and stretch polyester in the
palm make this mitt comfy without chafe. Machine washable. $60

E LILLSPORT LOBSTER
Microfleece-lined, warm 3-fingered mitt for dexterity. Back of the
hand is made from a windproof, three-layer breathable material.
The palm is made from Clarino® making this glove machine
washable and durable. The index finger and thumb are reinforced to
increase durability while minimizing blisters. Velcro cuff closure. $74

C HESTRA WINDSTOPPER WOOL TERRY SPLIT MITT
Supple and versatile shell split mitten suitable for cross-country
skiing or cycling on colder days. Backhand made of GORE-TEX
INFINIUM™ WINDSTOPPER® and lined with wool terry to keep
the wearer warm and comfortable. Removable wool terry liner for
easy washing. $70

F LILLSPORT SAPPORO JUNIOR
Specially designed to fit children’s smaller and wider hands. Back of
the hand is made from a windproof, three-layer breathable material.
The palm is made from Clarino®, making this glove machine
washable and durable. $39

HATS
G DÆHLIE ZEMSI HAT $45
H DÆHLIE TRADITION HAT $35
I DÆHLIE PATTERN HAT $35
J DÆHLIE RETRO HAT $35
K DÆHLIE NORDIC HAT $40
L DÆHLIE RETRO HEADBAND $30
M CRAFT MICROFLEECE HAT $30
N CRAFT MICROFLEECE HEADBAND $25
O MADSHUS M-BEANIE HAT $42
P MADSHUS RACE BEANIE HAT $37
Q MADSHUS M-HEADBAND $38
R MADSHUS RACE HEADBAND $37
S SWIX ALFRED HAT $33
T SWIX BLIZZARD BEANIE $32
U TOKO EDELWEISS HAT $32
V TOKO ST. MORITZ HAT $50
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We have hundreds of hats available.
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Please visit bouldernordic.com to see our full selection.

Where function meets fun,
all winter long.
See sizes and colors at bouldernordic.com.
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ODDS & ENDS
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AIRTRIM

The Airtrim mask is a heat/moisture exchanger
which recovers the heat and moisture from exhaled
air. The filter heats the air you breathe in, protecting
your air passages from the cold.
There are many different filter types—Sport,
Asthma and Racing 1, 2 and 3. The Asthma filter
gives the most warming (lowest airflow) and is
for people with asthma or angina who suffer from
breathing cold air. The sport filter is designed for
low- to medium-intensity training, and the race
filters for high-intensity workouts and racing. Race
1 is the most resistance/warming, Race 3 is the
least resistance/warming.
Allow the mask and filter to air dry. Always
bring along spare filters on long training sessions
and long trips. Spare filters must be kept dry. Filters
that are adequately dried between uses should last
20-30+ sessions.
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SPORT MASK (BLUE OR BLACK)
Comes with one sport filter and
one Racing 1 filter. $69
ASTHMA MASK (GREY)
Comes with two asthma filters. $69
RACING MASK (BLUE)
Comes with one each
Race 1, 2, and 3 filters. $69
FILTER PACKS
2 Asthma Filters $31
2 Sport Filters $31
2 Racing Filters (Race 1/2/3)$36
RACING FILTER PACK
One each of Racing 1, 2, and 3. $45

We have many more bags, packs and
accessories than we can show here!
Check bouldernordic.com or call 877.BNS.SKIS
to get exactly what you’re looking for.
A MADSHUS SKI BAG 1-2 PAIRS $50
B MADSHUS SKI BAG 5-6 PAIRS $92
C MADSHUS SKI BAG 15 PAIRS $140
D MADSHUS RIFLE BAG $50
E ONE WAY SKI POLE TUBE—TELESCOPE $150
F ONE WAY SKI POLE TUBE $100
G DÆHLIE DUFFLE BAG 50L $80
H ONE WAY DUFFLE BAG $100
I ONE WAY WHEELED BAG 130 $250
J HOLMENKOL BOTTLE BAG $63
K SALOMON RS DRINK BELT $55
L DÆHLIE DRINK BELT $40 BESTSELLER
M MADSHUS INSULATED DRINK BELT $46
N ONE WAY THERMO BELT $45
O ONE WAY HYDROPACK $85
P BNS ECOVESSEL THERMOS
Red and Black 24 oz: $32.95, 20oz: $29.95
Q LILLSPORT POPLIN GAITERS $39
R MADSHUS AFTER RACE BOOTIES $70
Small: US 5-7, Medium: US 7-9, Large: US 10-12
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Expert Fit and Guidance for Road, TT, Gravel,
Mountain, Electric and Hybrid bicycles.
We have bikes in stock and available for pre-order.
Join us for in-store events and group rides.
Two locations in Boulder, Colorado:
North Boulder 4580 N Broadway, 80304
South Boulder 629 S Broadway, 80305
bouldercyclesport.com
303.444.2453
Instagram: BoulderCycleSport
Facebook: BoulderCycleSport
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© NORDIC FOCUS

BOOTS

PODIUM-LEVEL
PERFORMANCE
Our X-IUM Premium products offer a level of
performance, power and responsiveness in line
with the demanding standards of the
winners of the Overall, Distance and Sprint
World Cup Titles in 20/21.
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X-IUM PREMIUM
CLASSIC

X-IUM CARBON
PREMIUM
CLASSIC COURSE

ROSSIGNOL.COM

X-IUM CARBON
PREMIUM
SKATE COURSE

X-IUM PREMIUM
SKATING

